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DAILY PRESS.

;

_

,ma.

PORTLAND, WEDNESDAY MORNING,

the PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is publish.*!
every .lav, (Sunday excepted,)at $2 Exchange Street,

Portland,

New Advertisements.

New Advertisements.

naturalTzFrI

Selee’s Hair XHfe.

Foster, Proprietor.

N. A.

Thumb -.—Eight Dollar?

year in advance.

a

the MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
saiuo [dace every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,
invariably in advance.
Rates of Advebtihing.—one inch
space, in
ol coluiuu, constitute a‘-square.’*
$1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
Week alter; three insertions, o«* less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
Meek. $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00ner square
per week: three insertions or less, $1.60.

For

THE BEST, CLEANEST AND CHEAPEST

Hair.

tlie

01

ionUtli

“Si-koiau Notices,”$1.25 per square firstinscrtiou. and 25 cts. per square for each subsequent insertion; hall a square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cts.
eiv?l» subsequent insertion.
Advertisement* inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every parof the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion‘
aud 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion
Sl7*“ JOB PRINTING, ol every description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertaining to
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on application as aliove.

Entertainments.
STREET

PINE

Sabbath School Exhibition!
Pine Street Sabbath School

I have compounded
and perfected a preparation for restoring
gray, light or red hair
to a beautiful brown
or black in lour weeks.
It is not a dye, does
-■•=y not stain the skin, or
soil the clothing; it
contains all the medicinal properties of the
chemicai Keproductor
for making the hair
grow, preventing its
falling off, and rernovv
ingdandruff, and contains nothing poisonous or in 1 he least hurtful to the
head or hair; on the contrary it is
composed of vegetable substances healing in their nature, and which
are in fact being
daily prescribed by the first physicians throughout the civilized world for
external application in skin diseases.
1 will not insuitthc good sense oftlie
pub'ic by giving it a name, the pronunciation of which would be
likely to dislocate their jaws, but will call it simply

«:

NATURAL!ZER, or Improved Keproductor.
Asa dressing, as well as fo* a remedy for every disease of the scalp and hair, it is unsurpassed.
Manufactured and tor sale Wholesale and Retail by
HORACE II. JOHNSON A CO., 80 Middl»
St., Portland, (t'p Stairs).
May 23—dtf

Citizens of Portland.

will repeat their

DESIRE
I proved
ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES recognized

AT 1 1-2 O’CLOCK.
Exercises consisting of Singing, Recitations and
Dialogues.
Admis.-ion for Adults, 25 cents; Children 15 cents.

invited,

interesting

as an

Per

Order.

may21dtd

Levee.

HTIHE Ladies Social Circle connected with the Pearl
1 Street UN1VER8ALIST SOCIETY will hold a

as

CONCERT 1

-AT THE-

HALL,

On Wednesday Eve’ng, May 23d.
MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S BAND.
Tickets of admission 25 ets—for sale at the Bookstores of S. H. Colesworthy and Bailey & Noyes,and
at the door.
Refreshments will be provided by the ladies of the
Circle, who will spare no pains to have the variety
and quality such as will meet, the most fastidious
taste, and will sell them ac reasonable prices.
May IS—dBl

Peering

Theatre,.
111 DWELL

Hath

Grand Romantic Drama of tho

Gipsey

MB. K. W.

MISS GEOKGIE LANGLEY,
HARRY

THURSDAY, MAY

ME.

24th,

names

b. g.Tecumseh Sherman.

names h. g.Ranger.
Egan names b. m.Kate Shepard.
licMt 3 in 5 to Harness, Good day and good

Track*

Richest

Goods.

WHIPPLE'S

New

Photograph

Rooms,

No. 297 Washington Street,

Hogg,

over

Brown

St

Mr. W. executes every desirable style of Photo-

graphs—copies old Daguerreotypes, Cord Pictures
Tintypes, life size, coloring them in oil, like oil
painting?.
and

ON PORCELAIN,
LIKE IVORY
MINIATURES.
Particular attention is given to taking the likenesses of cldldren, making views of
country residences. copying engravings, crayon drawings and
1 Bin tings.
may 23—3w

Larue’s

MINSTRELS,

thing New.
TWENTY

A M

Shirt

Patterns

Cut from

The most perfect
Stale Jokes.
Every-

exsee

programmes and posters.
A<b Mission 35 cents. Reserved Seats 50 cents.
]>. C. I-A RUE, Manager.
B.

GRISTE, Agent.

Island,

of visitors on Monopened
day, June 12th, and the Steamer Gazelle will
commence her regular trips to the Island on that day.
for the reception

Portland, May 22,

may23<13w

13C6.

For Sale.

wonder of the Nineteenth Cen-

(,llAS.

House.

Cushing’s
Will be

STARS!

the groat Savans the most
tury—pronounced by
traordinary puzzle of the age. For particulars

mnylOdGt

Measure,

By CHARLES CIJSTIS & CO.
293 CONGRESS ST.
May 23—ill w

or-

BRILLIANT

The

a

PERFECT FIT WARRANTEE.

SPHYNX!
YSTERY.

used, and

LINENS

THE OTTAWA HOUSE

XJnder the personal supervision of Mr. COOL BURGESS, the greatest of all living Ethiopian Comodians.

ORDER!

COTTONS AND

Minstrel Carnival*

Extraordinary Combination.
gnnizai ion in existence. No

TO

Artistes

Distinguished Ethiopian
a

SHIRTS

Ottawa

The Great Confederation of

In

FINE

ALSO,

ONLY!

Burgess, Prendergast &

Stable and Garden, corner Melbourne
an<l Willis streets.. The Lot is 132x80 well laid out
and stocked with Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Grape
Vines and Shrubbery. Persons desirous of purchasing a Homk, every way pleasant and desirable, will
do well to examine tills place, as it is one of
the finest on Muqjoy Hill and will be sold at a bargain.

HOUSE,

For particulars inquire

on

the premises of
C. W. SMITH.

May 23—dtf.

Maine Medical Association.
Annual Meeting of tills Association will be
held in the New City Building, Portland, com-

T1HE

mencing on
TUESDAY, JUNK 19, 18GG,

at 10 o’clock A. M, Session to continue three days.
Per order,
GEO. L. GOOD A EE.

may23eodtd*

Great International

Coiutinod with Harry Whitby’s

Grecian

Arena !

ENTIRE NEW ORGANIZATION.
Two Great Circus
All Circus, nothing bat Circus.
Companies in One Exhibition.
Exhibition will be given Afternoon and Evening at
1*di ti&ad,

Tuesday and Wednesday, May 29tli and 30tli
ADMISSION

may21d9t

35 CENTS.
F. A. KEELER, Agent.

Wants, Lost and Found.
£ vNE that has hail two or three years experience.
| Address Druggist, 145 Congress St.,Portland,Me.
May 32—dtf

\

Wanted.
GOOD Girl to do housework. One that underPay satisfactory.
stands cooking required.
Enquire at 131 Spring or 50 Union street.

A

may21dtf

pastry Cook’s Situation Wanted!
Hotel
hear (.fan

ANY

keeper

in want of

experienced

Miss

May 12—d3w*

EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN

FANCY
Yunkee Notions.

one

a

Pastry Cook,

can

by addressing

NO. 332 CONGRESS STREET,

PORTLAND, Ml.

Men’s

Hosiery.

A LARGE VARIE CY of the BEST GOODS
FOE BALE BY

BUNIONS!
IN-GROWING

of

Boston,
EMANUEL, Surgeon Chiropodist
has taken
DR.
at Kingsbury’s Hotel, 203 Conrooms

gress street, where he will remain for one week.
Corns extracted without pain or shedding blood,
and all operations performed in a scientific manner.
P- S. Particular attention
paid to enlarged joints
and soit corns between tlie toes.
May 23—dlw*

Steamer for
The

Freeport.
Steamer 0A8C0 will

taweFRUEpoRT for PORTLAND every
I
day, (Sundays
excepted) at 7 o’clock A. M.,
—ana returning leave CUSTOM
HOUSE W1IAliF for FREEPORT,at4o’clock P M
hare each way CO cents.
Freight lakou at low

rates.

may23dlf
SUMMER

Under-Shirts

establishment, by a young
thorough business education, anu
in
posted Book-keeping in all forms.
S1MONTON & KNIGHT,
Apply to
48 Commercial St.
aplodtl

NAILS!

and

Drawers!

SI TIT ATI ON in some

A
is well

man

having

a

W anted.
in

town

every
o(
Agent
VNsell
now, convenient and rueful patented arUGentlemen wishing for
Ladies
chance
in

the

State

best gooda, and at A FAIR PRICE,
THE
MORTON BLOCK, CONGRESS STREET.

Maine to

or
a rare
,■1,.
tn make money should call on, or addresss.
J. HANIiERSON & &>.,
13(1 Mil idle
Stunt,
Portland. Maine.
Nor 23—dtf

AVan ted.
to sell tlie best

Stationery Packages ever
put up. Address with red Stamp,
L*
DUESSKK, Portland Me.,
23-wlm».

AGENTS
May

_

Box 130.

500 BIJFE

Wagons!

HEAVY ARMY "WAGONS. Can be seen on
corner of Union and Fore Sts, lor sale by
JOSEPH WKSCOTT & SON,
Head Union Wharf.
jlay 22.—d2w*

7—} the
,

at

CHARLES CUSTIS Sr CO.
May 23—dlw

a

Wagons,

cheaper prices than are offered any where In the
city. He would request all his friends and the public 'ocaJl and examine the goods and prices, as he is
sure be can satisfy them in regard to both.
Do not forget to call upon
SOMERS SEW ALL,
No* 332 Congress Street*

SOMETHING MEW!
FOR

ENVELOPES^

$1.00
DRESSER’S CHEAP
99 Exchange Street.
For

AT

May 23—SN d2w*

FOR

A

SUMMER,

To he Issued
MAY

AT

STORE,

Mr. Wilson reported the bill for tlie equalization ot bounties.
Mr. Williams introduced a bill to
grant lands
in aid or tbe construction of a railroad from
Salt Lake City to Columbia river. Referred.
Tbe bill iu relation to public lands in ti e
Southern States was taken up, providing for
the opening settlement under the homodead
of those lands in Alabama,
Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana and Florida, at the rate of not
80 acres to one settler, and the price of
the patent to be §5.
The bill relative to public lands in the South-

over

States was passed.
Mr. Sherman called up the bill consolidating
the public debt and reducing the rate of inter-

Saturday Next,

est on the same to 5 per cent.
The amendment that the cost of
issuing and
disposing ot the loan shall not exceed 2 per

cent.,

was

adopted.

Mr. Sherman explained the bill at
length.
Mi. Clarke moved a postponement nil tomorrow as he wished to speak in
opposition
to it. It was accordingly postponed.
A hill was introduced
supplementary to acts
relating to the Treasury Department. Referred to Committee on Commerce.
The liili making furiher provisions for tbe
armory at Rock Island, was passed.
The bill amendatory of postal laws, provid
ing among other things that pre-paid letters
shall be returned free of charge to
writers, that
money .outers shall be good lor but one year,
and that special agents for tbe collection
jof
i money shall give bonds, was passed.
The Senate then went into Executive ses-s
sion. Adjourned.
c

aotu.

HOUSE.

HARRIS’,

On motion of Mr. Scfi'enek die Secretary bf
the Interior was asked for information in ref-

ina>23dlw

OPPOSITE P. O.

erence

The details of the

particulars enquire at 46 Exchange
Portland, May 26,1MJ0—dlw*.

street.

FEW gentlemen boarders
ed at No. 36 Preble Street.
Mr. Gladstone

on

can

may23dlw*

American finances.

terminable annuities. This measure of conversion, he thinks, would reduce the debt
witnin 30 years by about £60,000,000. Of the
public debt of the United States he spoke
thus

encouragingly:
Tlie chapter of national debts is assuming,
I think, a painful and a baleful prominence
as a social and political fact of modem
experience. (Hear.) I do not know whether the

House is aware to what extent this mischievand injurious process is goinsr on, but I
will refer first to what I do not hesitate to declare I contemplate with the least anxiety,
and that is the debt of tlie United States. The
debt of the United is in itself something wonderful—wonderful as the creation of four years,
strictly of four years, and no more, and yet
amounting to nearly $3,000,000,000 or £600,000,000, and the rate of growth of the debt in
last year exceeded, I think, £200,000,000.—
That is a wonderftil debt, and its charge is
enormous.
It is not possible in the present
state of the financial arrangements of that
to
ascertain
with precision, but I becountry
lieve 1 am not wrong in saying that the charge
bf that debt is considerably heavier than ours,
though the capital is less. (Hear, hear.) The
smallest sum at which I can estimate the
charge is thirty-one or thirty-two millions
sterling; and if upon tlie back of that sum we
lay the necessary co3t of raising the revenue,
which in America is much heavier than it is
here, I do not think the effective amount of
taxation incumbent upon the nation at this
time in consequence of the Northern debt ( I
do not include one farthing of tlie Southern
debt) can be taken at less than nearly
thirty-five millions sterling per annum. Well,
now looking at these figures, a can would be
struck with something like despair; but, if
we look at tlie position of the country which
has to bear the burden, I must confess that
I think the future of America, as far as finance is concerned—political problems are
not now in question—will not be attended
with any embarrassment. I do not beiieve that
that debt will constitute any difficulty for the
American people. (Clieers.) 1 am confident
that if they show with respect to finance any
portion of that extraordinary resolution
which on both sides alike they manifested
during the war, and of that equally remarkable resolution with which, on the return of
peace, they have brought their monstrous and
gigantic establishments within modem bounds
(hear, hear,) I wont say that this debt, according to an expression which was once fashionable in this country, will be a fleabite (a laugh)
but that in a moderate time it will be brought
to very small limits, and may, even within the
lifetime of persons now living, be effaced altogether. (Hear, hear.) At this moment
America is, 1 believe, paying war taxes, and
the amount of the United States is not less, I
apprehend, than about eighty millions of
money, the largest sum ever raised in any
country fur the purpose of a central government. The estimated surplus is from twenty
to thirty millions sterling a year, and I believe
at present only about ten millions of their
taxation are menaced by tlie natural impatience of tlie people with respect to some of
the taxes that have been imposed. Mr. McCulloch, the Finance Minister of that counstrongly urges the policy of reducing the debt,
and I am quite certain that from this side of
the water we shall send him a hearty expression of good wishes for his success, both on
account of our interest in the well-being of a
friendly nation, and because it may be hoped
that the example of America will react bene-

ous

this country.

on

immaterial amendments were made.
Mr. Jeneks closed the! debate and moved the
previous question. It was seconded, when
Mr. Stevens moved to table the bill.
Negatived, 49 against 76.
Tiie bill then

be accommodat-

of high aud low degree, but none of the
rank and tile, no soldiers; at least, none to
cers

by adding

my officers?
who has served in the army must
have political office by necessary right, why
must n’t lie have the fat takes iu civil life generally— the bank presidencies, corporation
managements, etc.?
But why must soldiers have office more than
some other folks?
Why, one says, because
a man

Provided further,

following-

that brown, earthen and common greystone,
shall he subject to a tax of 2 1-2 per cent, ad

valorem and no more.’
The paragraph relative to workers in
gold1
and silver was amended by adding the proviso
that the stamping provision shall not
apply to
re-working of old gold or silver.
The paragraph about tobacco was amended
by addiug to the new paragraph on smoking
tobacco sweetened, stemmed or butted, a tax
of 40 cents per pound, and by
adding to the
words “On smoking tobacco of all
kinds,” the
words “Not sweetened, nor stemmed, nor butted.” The tax on this is 20 cents, but was
amended by reducing the tax to 10 cents.
The amendment offered on the 10th of
May
was moved as a substitute for the
paragraph
relative to cigarettes.
Considerable debate ensued when the fol-

lowing amendment to.tliis amendment was accepted : “On all other cigars $-1 per thousand,

and 40 per cent ad valorem exclusive of the
tax, provided that in assessing said ad valorem
duty the first ten dollars valuation thall not
be assessed.
W ithout coming to a vote the House took a

till evening.

half an hour the Vida de Madrid had her motive power deranged, and was towed out of
action. The Bnenruela moved out twenty
minutes later,
having received a heavy rifled
shot near the water line, leaking badly, and
to
careen to prevent sinking.
At
obliged
half past two the Blanca and Kesolucion retired to repair injuries, but soon returned to
their positions, and with the test of the fleet,
except the two first named, continued the
fight to the end of the action. Soon alter the
commencement of the battle a Peruvian battery containing two 300-pounder Armstrongs
was blown
up, dismounting the guns, and
killing and wounding every one in the vicinity
In another battery a 300-pounder Armstrong
was dismounted at the first fire.
With this
exception the fire of the Peruvian batteries
was heavy and well
directed, and every moment became more fatal and destructive.
The Peruvians are said to have lost
sixtykilled and 470 wounded. The shot disabling
the steam pipe of the Villa de Madrid killed
eighteen and wounded twenty-one, and it was
thought theretroin that the total Spanish loss
far exceeded that ot the Peruvians. The Villa de Madrid had eight holes in her side. The
Blanca was struck lorty
times, and the others

nearly

Boston, May

22.

The Americau Baptist Missionary Union

commenced its anniversary met
tings to-day,
Hon. Ira Hands, of New York, President of
the Society, presiding. The President made
an interesting address in which he indicated
his purpose of retiring from the office of President, conferred on him four years ago at the
deatli of Gov. Briggs.
It was the highest
honor he had ever received from his brethren,
but he knew there were men as able and who
canid give more time to the duties of the position. Reports of the committee were read
and accepted.

public

good.
Tband God, my ten years’ risks arc made of
some account by this new philosophy of claims
Yours for the
to office 1
Railway Bbakemeu,

an

the Spanish are in no condition to renew the
attack. They had only solid
shot, so the city

was

little injured.

FROM WASHINGTON.

Private advices per Cuba indicate that a

amount of 5-20’s will be received by her.
large
The
of
to-morrow is ex-

specie

to equal that of last

Wednesday.

The verdict of the coroner’s jury on the
body of Preston King, rendered to-day, was
that he jumped off the ferry boat while laboring under insanity.

Auburn, N. Y., May 22.
Secretary Seward to-night delivered a lengthy
speech to the citizens ot this place at Coming
Hall.

of Steamers,

New York. May 22.

The steamer Pierre has arrived.

News an-

ticipated.

Farther Point, May 22.
steamship Belgian, from Liverpool 10th,
passed this point at 7.30 this morning. News
anticipated.
Halifax. N. S., May 22.
The steamship Cuba sailed for Boston at
10.30 yesterday afternoon.
The

Reunion of the Old and New School Presbyterians.

Donation to

0

a

Steamer for Freeport.
Fine Shirts made to Order—Custis & Co.
Houseand Land for Sale*
Ottaw a House—Cushing’s Island.

Cilice

Appropriation

Bill.

PARDONS, APPOINTMENTS, Ac,

Washington, May 22.
The President has approved the Post Office
appropriation bill. Its items foot up 418,379,
000.
The President has pardoned B. Palmer,
Brigadier General in the rebel army, Charles
E. Mould for stealing letters from the Post Off
tice, and George Goats and J. W. Bowling,

smugglers.
The President made the following appointments at large to the U. S. Military Academy
at West Point: Wm. Weir, of New York, Jacob Bell, Jr., of New York, O. L. Hein, District Columbia, Thomas Townsend, District
Columbia, Douglass Grant, son of Gen. Grant.
The President has appointed visitors to the
examination at West Point, which Is to comthe first Monday in June, including
Kev. Jonathan Newman, of Vermont, and P.
G. Turner, of Rhode Island.

mence on

The

Great fire in Netti York.

New York, May 22.
The Academy of Music was valued at $335,000; insured for $130,000, and scenery Ac., for
$40,000; Maretzelc lost $70,000 and Grau
$40,000. Neither insuied. University Medical College was valued at $45,000, and insured
$25,000. Worcestei’s piano manufactory was
saved. The loss of limes, factory has not
been ascertained. The fire was doubtless the
work of an

incendiary.

Dr. Valentine Mott’s valuable anatomical
collection was destroyed in the University
Medical College. Loss $20,000.
The loss by
the burning of the St. James Lutheran
Church is $00,000; partially insured.
The
loss of Col. Frazer’s restaurant is $18,000; no
insurance. The loss of Worcester’s factory,
which was not greatly damaged, is covered

by

insurance. Buildings 122 and 124 Third
Avenue occupied by various parties, were destroyed; Loss considerable. The total loss
will not exceed, if it reaches one million doi-

lars.

firet.

Cincinnati, May

22.

A fire this morning destroyed Degenhalt’s
harness factory and Purcell’s extensive stabless, and several other buildings. Loss $10.-

000.

Cairo, 111., May 22.
A half of a block of wooden buildings on
Ohio levee, including the Virginia hotel, was
burned this morning. Loss $75,000. Partially insured.
Supposed

Fenians

on

the

Border.

Eastport, Me., May 22.
Two boats loaded with supposed Fenians effected a landing on Indian island last night,
and several rounds of shot were
exchanged.
The British war steamer Niger steamed from
Campbello lor the scene of action, when the
Fenians retired. No further particulars.
Massachusetts Legislature.

Boston, May

22.
The Senate to-day elected Gen. B. F. Butler of Lowell, Major General of Massachusetts State Militia, under the new organization.

Revolutionary

Co., aged

The

102 years.

Liquor Law

the arrival of the steamer and he was
brought back.
dexhult of $200 bail for his api>earancc at the July
term of the S. J. Court, be was committed.
In

Messrs. Potter, Hayes and Doran, who ha l their
premises searched last week, and their liquors ami
ales seized, paid the amount of $22.26 each. Potter
pleaded that he had a U. S. license; but the Judgeinformed him that such a license was no
good” in
this Court, and Potter was
obliged to fork over.
Thomas Murphy was brought up charged with larceny, but the evidence did not sustain the complaint

discharged.

Michael Doran, for violating the Lord’s
day by
keeping his shop open, paid a fine of 58 and costs.
CITY AFFAIRS.
An adjourned meeting of the City Council

was

MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

Victualer’s licenses were granted to Daniol Gil! &
Son, J. McBrine, S. M. Knight, Elisha Higgins, Edward K. Brooks and F. Hoffman.
Innholder’s licenses were granted Lewis noward,
G. D. Miller, J. G. Perry, S. B. Krogmau, J. mes O.
The petition of H. Libby, for victualer’s license, was
table.
Remonstrances against tho erection of a stable hi
the rear of Exchange street, now in process of building by II. L. Taylor & Co., were presented from the
property owners and tenants in that vicinity. One
was signed by John Dow and
others, the other by ID
N. Jose & als. Alter some discussion the matter was
assigned tor consideration at a special meeting to be
hold Wednesday evening at 7J o’clocl'.
Communication lrom the Engineers of the Fire Department, approving the nomination ot Wm. Hen-

beverage.

Cabe of F. O. J. Smith.—The opinion of
Judge Putnam of the Massachusetts Superior
Court, has been published, granting a new
trial in the case of F. O. J. Smith, who was

convicted at a former term of the court of subornation of perjury. The defendant took exceptions to some of the rulings of the judge at
the trial, which-rere argued before the Supreme Judicial Court and were overruled.—
The case was sent hack accordingly to the Superior Court, whereupon the defendant moved
for a new trial on two grounds: first, because
the verdict was against the evidence and the
weight of evidence at the trial; second, because
evidence had been discovered since the trial
which showed that justice had not been done
to the defendant and which would be likely to
reverse the verdict.
On the first ground, the judge was of the
opinion that the verdict was not so clearly
against the weight of evidence as to justify
him in granting a new trial. One the second
point the judge goes into an elaborate examination of a large number of affidavits which
were presented with the motion-, and comes
to the conclusion that the defendant is entitled to a new trial, which is granted upon certain conditions.
Defences of tlie Coast of Maine.

following appropriations:
FortPophara, Me., $50,000; Fort Scaramel,
Portland, $35,000; Fort Gorges, on Hog Island
Ledge, Portland, $50,000. The appropriation

for Fort

Popliam was

For

inserted in the bill

amendment by the Senate,

Tho Committee on Drains and Sewers
reported
leave to withdraw upon petition of T. R.
liaycs and
als for Sewer in State Street.
Accepted. They also
reported in favor of a sewer in Quincy lane, but as
that lane had not been accepted as a
public Street
the order was laid on the table.
An ordinance for the government of tho Fire Department of Portland, was passed to be engrossed.
Leave to withdraw was reported and accepted
upon petition of policemen and truant
oificer for increase of pay.
Orders passed. For a temporary loan of
$50,004:
instructing the Judicial Committee to enquire what
right the city has to land on Maple Street south of
Commercial Street; to pay W. L.
Bradley $125; instructing the Committee on Streets to establish the
grade ot Lincoln Street, if they think the same expedienr; to build a sewer in Brackett Street to connect with the sewer on Carleton
Street; establishing
the assessments for the sewor in Middle
street; directing tho City Enginoer to report at the next meeting
the true line of Congress Street between Casco and
Oak Streets and whether any encroachments have
been made thereon.
Petitions were presented and referred (or a
gas
light at the comer of Preble and Oxford streets; for

building
pools
opening of tho Bower on
tho comer of Daufortli and Park
streets, or that the
bo
closed Ac.; of proprietors ol hackopenings may
for
coaches
ney
amendment of City ordinance so that
fates may be increased; for a brick sidewalk on Cumberland, between Parris and Mechanic streets; for a
reservoir on Kpring near May street; of F. D.
Moore, Assistant Civil Engineer, for increase of salary ; for sidewalk on Clark street; in aid of Cai>e Elizabeth Ferry; for the appointment of William
Curry
as city
gauger; lOr the appointment ol George McAlestor as city gauger.
An order repealing the 3d section of tho
Rules for
the regulation ol Milk street
market, passed in the
Board of Common Council, was retuBCd a
passage.—
at tho

cess

Adjourned.

Ghaxd Trunk Railway.
The Grand Trunk
on and after
Monday next, will place an
extra train upon the road between here and South
Paris, leaving Portland at 6 o’clock in the afternoon
and the tare for the round
trip will bo largely reduced.
—

Company,

This arrangement will be
highly advantageous to
those residing on tho line between this city and South
Paris. They can leave heir homes and places of
business in the morning, come here and have the
whole day if they choose, to transact their business
and bo at home at an early hour in the
evening.
Tho need Jf such accommodations has long been
felt, and we are glad that the managets of the road
have offered such increased accommodations to the
public.

Shipbuilding at Back Cove.—On the stocks at
Back Cove village, seven new vessels are in
process
of construction. The largest one is between 700 and
800

tons, building by Ralph Kelley, and of which he
tho principal owner. Her class is not yet determined on, but she is understood to be a bark. Geo.

Russell, Esq.

is building two barks tor J. S. Winslow
Co. of this city, one of 425, and the' other of 400
tons. In the same yard Master Sargent Is
building
&

Messrs.
Lewis, Dyer & Co. of this city, and others. Master
William Merrill’s sons are also putting up in their
yard two single deck schooners of about 200 tons
each, one of which will be launched in a few days.
Burglars at Cape Elizabeth.—Monday night
the house of Ilenry Bodge hi Cape Elizabeth,
near the Keroseno
Works, was entered through the
cellar window, and pork, flour, molasses and other
articles to the amouut of twenty-five or thirty dollars
stolen.

Several other houses In that

vicinity
attempted to be broken into, but the scamps
were not very successful, except in getting int)the
houses ot Mr. Brooks and Mr. Teague, from which
they obtained nothing of any value. We hope the
citizens of the Cape will be on their guard and arrest
the burglars.
wore

New Perfume.—Wc have received from Loring a
bottle of most exquisito perfume—an entire new article—the concentrated extract of Sweet Opoponax.
Oi>oponax is a natural flower from Mexico, of iare
and very rich fragrance. This distillation from that
flower is unrivalled for the sweetness and delicacy
of its perfume. It is manufactured by E. T. Smith,
& Co., New York, and Loring at his drug store on
the cornor of Federal and Exchange Street has it for
sale. Every lady should nave a bottle of it on her
toilet.
Remonstrance.—Two remonstrances were presented last evening in the Board ofMayor and Aldermen, against the erection ot a s.able on tho lot on
Exchange street, aud the remonstrants were present
for the purpose of having a hearing.
As there was
much other business, tho Board fixed upon this afternoon for a hearing, but subsequently reconsidered
the vote, and fixed upon this evening as the time for
a

hearing upon

Ouit recent experience with the Steam-Refined
Soap of Messrs. Loathe & Gore, in tho annual housecleaning, moves us to a renewod commendation ot
them to all our patrons, as the ne plus ultra of cleansers.

One

more

chance is

as

now

offered to

our

citizens to

purchase sea-shells and foreign curiosities at ratten’s auction room, Exchange street. Mr. Boynton,
the shell man, leaves the city Thursday morning;
Be on hand.
so this evening closes the sale.
Match.—At the Forest City Park yes.
the match race for $100, between
the horses Tecuraseh Sherman and Swasey’s Damsel was won by the former, easily, in three straight
heats. Time, 3.08$, 3.10, 3.06.
Trotting

terday afternoon,

We notice among the appointments confirmed
Senate, that of Lieut. Charles C. G.

the

be Colonel by brevet.

Captain
Territory.

E. S. Morse gavo an account of his dissection of
fine Balani presented by Mr Harris, and
by drawings on the blackboard illustrated the general anatomy of the animal.
Mr. C. B. Fuller presented a number of
largo heads
taken from the old Indian
burying-grouml at Hunnewell’s Point, lie exhibited
microscopic sections of
the shell or which these
were made, and from which
its name had been
determined,viz., Cjprina ulanica.
Rev. E. C. Bolles presented shells
from the Indian
shell-mounds on Peak's Island. A
long discussion
ensued relative to the character and contents or then,
aboriginal relics upon the shores of Casco Bay. It
was determined that during the summer
the Society
should make a scientific examination of the most remarkable of them.
It was decided that a brief popular lecture In tinlecture room should, on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons, precede the opening of the hall and cabinets—three of the members present volunteering to
assist in this work.
Rev. I. M. Atwood and Rev. Q. L. Walker were
elocted acting members.
Donations wore announced:
Fiuo specimens of Balanua from Small Po-nt, by
Mr. Harris of Bremen, Me.
Large number of pasteboard boxes, by Cuslis & Co.
Minerals from Colorado, by W. C. Beckett, Esq.
Shells from

Kjoekkenmocddihg,

Peak's

Rev. E. C. Bolles.

and that from such ex parte
evidence no Union
escape conviction.
—The Saco Democrat say* that “while most

mm can

may in particular instances be enabled to
resist strong direct personal temptation it is
not to be credited that the mass of
society can
be induced to perpetuate gross wrong for the
contingent advantage of political dominion_
oppression of sister States.” As this allegamen

tion occurs iu

an article in which we discover
references to the Portland Prtti, we
regret that it is totally incomprehensible. We
entirely agree witli the Democrat however, iu
its subsequent assertion that, “if public virtue
te sunk so low, then the corner stone of free institutions is gone, the hopes of muniiind huve

frequent

perished.”
The Swiss Conventions have addressed to
tiic United States Senate an
earnest appeal iu
favor of the completion of the
act of emanci-

pation by establishing political
equality without distinction of race or
color.

VABUiTUSS.

Island, by
A large number of sparrows are
about to
be sent from Vienna to
Melbourne, Australia,
for propagation, to
destroy tbe
which commit great ravages in that
If we could import a cargo of some
kind of
bird or beast of prey to eat up the
boys with
guns who wage such cruel war upon all tho
small birds of our gardens and
orchards, it
would be a paying speculation.
—Mr. M. D. Conway is favoring the

Drugon-tlios from Scarborough; Indian beads from
Hunnewell’s Point, by C. B. Fuller.
Large collection ot dried a ml mounted Algae to
serve as a foundation of a merino
herbarium, by C.
B. Fuller.
Proceedings of Boston Society Natural History,
vol. 10, pp. 145—221.
American Journal Science and Arts, May, 1SC6.—
E C. Bolles,
Adjourned.

caterpillars’
country!

Secretary.

public wit’u a lecture
of the Devil.”

The Society takes this opportunity to acknowledge the receipt ol the following donations
from Jan. to May 1,1SC6.
Boxot Minerals from Oxford
County, from Gideon

Beurce,

West

Minot,

Me.

Nuts of

Vegetable Ivory

Col. Thornton

Maine, now

on

Thornton,

was

by
to

formerly

duty in Dacotah

Military,—We learn that the company of U. S.
Artillery at Fort Constitution, Portsmouth, under
command of Liout. Hunting, have been ordered to
Fort Preble.
Guess we must drop into Harris’next Saturday,
and see that new hat.

gathered

as

from

the

trees, Com. Geo. il. Prebbl», U. S. N.
Oreoi Maugauese, from Mr. A. P. Fuller.
Large number of Corals (Madreposa) Goryonias,
and sponges from Bonalres, W. I., from Capt. Chas.
Bartlett, Wilton, Me.
Slab

from

Limokdm, Rockland, from

Mr. E.

ou

the “Natural

English
History

—The revolting statement, now
going the
rounds of the press, that Miss Avonia Jones
is
in
a
drama
playing
representing the “Loss of
the steamer Loudon," in which her

Collection oi German Grasses and Phaeuogains,
from Rev. E.C. Bolles.
Hay cut on Boxers' Farm in Kictery in 1785, from
Theo. Trafton, Kittery, Me.
3 Jars of Reptiles, from Dr. B. F.
Fogg.
Copper Ore from Vermont, from-.

husband,

Brooke the tragedian,
perished, is without
foundatioD in fact.
—The Historical Institute in
Paris, the oldest
of tbe learned societies of
Erance, proposes a

j universal congress of tho friends of historical

F.

Cutter.

Large and miscellaneous collection of Land, F.
Marine Shells, from Rev. J. W. Cbickering, Jr.
Collections of Minerals, Clay concretions and Lichens, from Rev. E. C. Bolles.
Water and

Remarkable Ants’ Nest on the limb of a tree from
Panama, from Tracy Robinson, Esq., Panama.
Crows’ Eggs and abnormal Hens’ Eggs from Gorham, Me., from Mrs. Jane S. Morse.
Splendid collection of Foreign and Native Plants
from Miss Margaret A. Allen, Gardiner, Me.
Eight boxes, containing several thousand specimens of Rare Shells from all
quarters of the globe,
each specie accurately labelled, from the Smitusoniau
Institution. Washington, D. C.
Large numbers of Coleoptera, (Cetonia and Halticaifrom truit trees at Westbrook, from A. W. Longfellow, U. S. Coast S urvey.

Shark skin from Capt. Henj. Willard.
List of books received in report of next meeting.
Real Estate.—Messrs. Henry Bailey
& Co. sold at auction Monday the following property,
belonging to the estate of Hon. John M. Wood, by order of the administrator.
t
Lot of land and house on Federal street opposite
the Baptist Church, to Charles L. Webster, for $8?0.
cash.
Lot of 2J acres, with house thereon, in Cape Elizabeth, beyond the Kerosene Oil Works, and adjoining
Daniel Sfcroul’s laud, to H. S. Batchclder, for $600.
Twenty acres of laud adjoining the above, to Juno.4
W. Clark, for $1200.

science in 1867. This
project is said to have
been favorably received
abroad, and a delegation from the United States would
find

a

welcome.

probably

A New Bedford Quakeress recently- explained to her domestic that washing day came
“every Second day.” The girl left in
dml-

high

She didn’t go to be
washing every other
day I Not Rhe.
—Samuel Peabody, of New
Hope, Cayuga
County, New York, came to his death on tho
6th instant in a singular manner.
A set of
scamps infest that village, who seem to have
been in the habit of annoying him in various
ways, putting old wagons on the roof of his

gmn.

shop, breaking
the door.

his windows and
obstructing
On the Sunday night previous

they

thrust a long pole down the
chimney, fastening
an old sleigh on the
top. Mr. Peabody was engaged in removing it, when he fell from the
roof to the ground, receiving mortal
injury
He is said to have been a quiet, inoffensive old
man.
_

PRO VINCI AIi ITEMS.

Sales of

Raid on the Liquor Shops.—The Deputy Marshals yesterday visited nine liquor shops, in various
parts ol the city, and in sSlbn of them seized small
quantities of liquors. In two ol tho places they found
nothing. The places where seizures wore made were
occupied by E. Gammon, Michael Murry, Costello
Mahan, A. J. Falby, John Cary, Richard Collins and
Patrick Gibbons.

SABBArn School Entertainmenx.—The Pine
Street Sabbatb School will this eveuing repeat the
Anniversary exercises of that institution, which exc'ted so much admiration at the time they were giv.
It will be worth the

price ol a ticket to be presChurch this evening, and hear the pupils
go through the various exercises.

cn.

ent at the

Co. Tempebance Convention.—Our readers are
reminded of the Temperance Csnvention to he held
at Falmouth, Piaoataqua Village, this afternoon, at 2
o’clock. The meeting will be continued through the

evening,
Whipple’s new Photograph ltooms are said by
those travelling much abroad, to be the moot extensive in the world.
ITEMS OF STATE NEWS.
—The Saco Democrat says that Mr. Benjamin Elwell, who died at Keunehunk on Sunday of last week at the advanced age of 75
years, has worked as a boot and shoe maker on

spot at Kennebec Landing for 50 years.
—The officers of tho U". S. Coast Survey who
have been engaged recently In an examination
of the mouth of the Saco have finished their
one

work-

The Democrat says they have decided
and permanent channel can he
regulated by building a pier from Jordan’s
Point, on the south side of the river, to the old
pier on the bar, which would make it about
one-half a mile long; they recommend that it
should be 20 feet wide at the bottom, 15 feet
wide at the top and 12 feet at tho bottom. With
such a pier they estimate that there will be
twelve feet of water upon the bar at any of our
that a

good

usual tides.
—We learn from the

Whig that about 500 gallons of liquors and nearly a barrel full of bottles of Sulphate of Morphine were seized by
the Custom House officers iu Bangor on ThursIt was on board the schooner Adula,
which was also seized and is iu possession of
the officers. The owner forgot to pay duties
and in consequence will lose
on the goods
more than he could make on several legitimate

day.

transactions.
—A trial is to he made in Bangor of tho ne w
concrete for sidewalks, composed of coal tar,
coarse gravel and sand.
—The Bangor Whig learns that pedlers are
going about that section dressed in sailors’ garb
selling goods which they say have been smuggled, and that consequently they can sell them
This the Bangor Whig says is a mere
trick to deceive, the parties have a regular license, and the smuggling story is only a hum-

cheap.
bug

to

deceive green customers.
FOUTICAIj.

—The recent

discharges

Treasury Department,

tho matter.

in the 12tli

The fortification bill passed the Senate Monday, having previously passed the House and

contains the

nessey as Foreman, and Augustus L. Chase as Clork,
of Casco Engine Company No. 5. The Board confirmed tho appointments.

were

niau was
invited, and that the most
rebels, including the editor of the Golds^etC8> “a most villainous and
T*
°aare their chief advisers,

hitter

Note.

IX BOARD OF

ot

Kle Union

of the

held

last evening.

two barks of 500 and 400 tons respectively, for

New York.—Last
the third day of the enforcement
in

The soda water fountains at the corners of the
streets did a greatly increased business, and
comparatively few^irrests were made.
In Brooklyn the law was also rigidly enforced, and the city was as quiet as a New
England Sabbath. Very few cases of intoxication were noticed, and most of the German
population lclt town to enjoy their national

an

MUNICIPAL COURT.
KINGSBUBY J., PBE8IDINU.

Tuesday .—James O’Brien pleaded guilty to larceny of clothing from H. M. Dodge. O’Brien stole the
clothing last Friday, and started for Boston; but a
telegraphic despatch caused his arrest in that city on

is

Soldier Gone.

Kochester, N. Y., May 22.
Lemuel Cook, the last of the revolutionary
heroes, died Sunday night at Clarendon, Orleans

Wan ted—Agen ts.

Under-Shirts and Drawers—Custis & Co.
Citizens of Portland.
For Sale—House, Stable and Garden.
Special Notice—Somers Sewall.
Whipple’s New Photograph Rooms.
Dissolution—Rice & Morse.
Something New—At Harris’.
Neck Ties—Charles Custis & Co.
Fancy Goods—Somers Sewall.
Maiue Medical Association—Annual Meeting.
Boarders Wanted.

laid upon the

Post

Church by Gen. Grant.

Washington, May 22.
Prominent at the centennial Methodist celebration last night were Secretary Harlan and
Bishops Simpson and Ames. Rev. Dr. D.
Haas announced that he had received $50C0
from a friend in Baltimore, given in the name
of Gen. Grant, towards the erection of a metropolitan Church in Washington,

Envelopes—Dresner’s.

and he was

proper military court. He also states that at
th« public
reception of these otiicers, not a sin-

Mr.

one

Riley.

Sunday was
of the Sunday liquor law in Gotham, and was
very generally observed. Some lew attempts
were made to evade the law by parties and
families forming clubs and buying a cask of
beer for their mutual use, and spending the
day in some private room or public house imThe Treasury report shows the receipts of
bibing the contents. Another evasion was
the year to be $170,000; expenses,
$178,000.— the purchase of pocket-flasks labelled “BourThe missionary labors ot the
in
forbon Prayer Books,” sold everywhere at the
society
eign countries, appear to progress favorably. drug stores and liquor saloons, where placards
The Right Worthy Grand
Lodge of North may be seen every Saturday informing the
America and Independent Order of Good
public that liquor may be obtained for Sundi y
Templars are now in session at Boston. The consumption. The liquor dealers state that
meeting is presided over by Hon. S. D. Hast- their
receipts are fully as great as they were
ings of Wisconsin. Representatives from near before the recent law went into efTect. A
genall the Northern and Western States as well
eral exodus took place of the thirsty multi*
as from Canada are present.
tude to places out of town where liquor could
be procured, and the number who made their
New York, May 22.
Steamship Pierre from Brest 12lli instant, hegira from the Gotham Sahara was variously
has arrived.
estimated from 50,000 to 70,000, most of them
She made the voyage in ten
days. She brings Paris papers of the 12tli.
passing over to Jersey City and Hoboken.—

organic reunion.

Give the rock-blowchance. ‘•Stand back, you
politicians!”
You may have risked your souls, but you
never have risked your heads for the

The Numancia being

The offices of the Vanderbilt thiuk that

Last

baggagemen achance too.
a

many.

glance.

Miscellaneous Dispatches.

risk oi wounds aud death for the public good.
I say. give the brakemen a chance. Give the
ers

as

iron-clad came off very well, but one 8-incli
rifle projectile pierced her 5 1-2 inch
plating,
and went partly
through the wooden backing.
She was fought so as to receive the fire at an
angle, hence her plating caused the shot to

More

taken up.
Cigars and tobacco were taken up and remarks were made by Messrs. Hubbard, Deming, Hooper, Morrill, Griswold, Wasliburne of
Massachusetts, and Paine.
A vote was taken on the clause
amending it
so that cigarettes, small
cigars, cheroots and
short sixes, not valued over $8
per thousand a
tax of $4; over $12 per thousand
forty per
cent, ad valorem additional.
Mr. Morrill will oiler an amendment
imposing the same duties on all imported cigars as
on domestic,
lor
providing
inspection valuation
and frauds.
was

St. Loots, May 21.
The members of both the Old and New
of
the
School Assemblies
Presbyterian Church
met in the 2d Church to-night fbr the first time
the
todiscuss
since 1837,
question of reunion.
Eloquent speeches were made, and the meeting terminated by 1200 persons rising and voting that, they considered reunion desirable and
practicable. It is definitely stated that the
Assemblies will inaugurate means to effect an

they have periled their lives for the public
good. Does that hold? If so, then I want to
go to Congress right off. I, sir, am a railway
brakeman. I have for ten years run imminent

pub-

Portland Society of Natural Hiatory.
Regular scientific meeting, Monday, May 21, Dr
T. A. Foster in the Chair.
The report of the special Curator was read, informing the Society of the progress of work on the
cabinets.

NEW APVEBTIBEMENT COLUMN.

Naturalizer for the Hair.
Men’s Hosiery—( has. Custis & Co.
Corns—Dr. Emanuel.
Selee’s Hair Life—Chas. Custis & G:.

pounder Armstrongs and 400-pounder Blakely rifles, besides the iron clads Loa and Victoria, and three wooden gunboats. In less than

EVENING CESSION.

The tax bill

good

what they meaut.
Why didn’t they begin
themselves to give offices to soldiers, aud not
give all their own Convention offices to late arIf

the

Movement

deal of talk there about
soldiers having the political offices. Why did
That is
not they say officers having them?

50.

_

speak of.
a

against

resolution constituting Standing Committfees
•of both Houses on Public
Buildings and
Grounds; a Joint Committee to examine
grounds that may he proposed for a new Executive Mansion, and to inquire as to the necessity and expediency of such accommodations for the President.1
Mr. Farnsworth objected.
3
The House went into Committee of the
Whole on the tax bill,
commencing at paragraph imposing a tax of two cents a poundon
cotton, upon which no tax has been levied,.
The paragraph imposing a tax of 5 percent,
vn ail manufactures not otherwise provided
for was, on motion of Mr. Spaulding, amended

pected

I have looked over the list of
Mr. Editor
persons who were made or who made themselves prominent at the late Soldiers’ Convention. I tind plenty of generals, colonels, offi-

OS

the Preedmen’s Bureau hill. It went over-till
to-morrow.
Mr. Driggs introduced a bill to
punish attorneys and others for withholding monies collected for officers, soldiers and sailors. Referred.
j,
Mr. Rice asked leave to offer a concurrent

shipment

The Bangor Convention.

There was

passed,

Mr. Elliot, from the Select Committee reported a bill to continue hr force three yfcars

recess

at Callao

VICINITY.

ENTEBTAINMENT COLUMN.
Theatre—Bidwell & Brown.

lished. The Peruvians had seven batteries,
mounted with 32-pounder guns, and 800-

pensions stopped for -participation
rebellion, the amount paid or claimed,

THE

No. 12 Quincy street— Lot about 30 by IS
HOUSE
feet. House may be examined at any time.
For

fight

are

AND

New Adrertiseiaieiitfi To-Day

New York, May 22.

to

in the
the amount necessary to pay arrears, <fcc.
A bill was passed giving the Secretary of the
Treasury
power to appoint a disbursing agent
copartnership heretofore existing between I for any public work at places where there is no
the undersigned is tills* day dissolved
mutual !
by
Collector.
consent. The business of said partnership will be
The Senate bill authorizing the appointment
settledby Wm. S. Rice.
WM. S. RICE,
of an Assistant Secretary of the
Navy was
11. K. MOUSE.
passed, 69 against 41/
Gorham, Mo., May 22,1866.
may23d3t*
The Bankrupt bill was considered. Some

House aud Land for Sale.

PORTLAND

Additional Particulars of the Bombardment of Callao.

I> is solution.

ficially

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
MORTON BLOCK. LONOkEiS Si:
May 23—dlw

RACHEL MOXCEY,
Cumberland, Me.

Wanted.

GOODS,
Stationery, &c.,

may23dtf

_wanted.

Maine for Medallions ot
rf^O canvass the State of
1 our public men—the 'oust production of art before
G. E. MOKKY, No. 80
Address
tlu* American people.
may21d2w#
Federal St.

SEWALLi,

DEALER IX

CORNS!

Drug Clerk Wanted.

agents

Secretary.

SOMEIIS

Circus !
Splendid,

Has

some

Congress Street.

Arc

Friday, May 24 & 25.

Thursday and

same.

English government. A disposition to make
provision for the ultimate payment of
the national debt is gaining ground in
England, and Mr. Gladstone proposes to appropriate about £500.000 of the surplus revenue for
the conversion of a portion of the debt into

CUSTlStfCO.

23—dlw

THE BEST

HALL 1
NIGHTS

Cloths,

at

23 It

XXXiX CONGRESS—Fifst Session.

ern

In the House of Commons on the 3d inatant, Mr. Gladstone made his usual annual
statement of the financial condition of the

tlr We have ONLY ONE PRICE.

MADE

Trotting will commence at 3 o’clock.
£3f Tickets 50 cents. Ladies free.
P. H. BRADLEY, Proprietor.
may22dtd

TWO

stoca

Fancy Goods, Yankee Notions, &c.,

AS SO 11 T3IEN T

J.

CITY

and

requested to call and examine the
also jus c opened a fine assortment of
are

A

ALSO,
AND COLORED

1866.

Jordan

J

Dry Goods

a

Boarders Wanted.

Portraits Taken from Life, Various Sizes

PURSE OP *50.00.

Bailey

ELEGANT

Taylor’s.

TRACK !

SCAUIiOROtlGH,

cost, to make room lor
All persons who want

same

Fancy Goods.

Bows!

WE OFFER A LARGE AND

Corner of Temple Place,

may!3d2t

LING’S

G. 11.

Scarfs and

BEATTIE,

HAWK,

g if'Soe Programmes.

TIES,

MORTON BLOCK.

WILSON, Sic., Sic.,
full and efficient Company,

a

LADIES.

NECK

!

G. E.

With

THE

Would you have a graceful form ? Then wear Cutter’s Improved Chest-Expanding Brace mid Skirt
Supporter. They are worn with ease and comlbrt,
and to say nothing of health and form, they are richly worth the price as a Skirt Supporter. Ladies, try
them, and as you find them, recommend them to
your friends.
A. N. Smith, the Agent for the manufacturers of
liese Bruces, will be found lor two weeks at the International House, between the hours of 4 and 9, r.
M., or, if preferred, will call at residences, by leaving
word at tue above place, or addressing him through
the Post Office.
may 23—2w *.

May

MISS DOLLIE BIDWELL,
MU. C. E. BIDWELL,

tures of the store occupied by H. W.
THE
RIPLEY,
offers the
at

Gents’ Dress Hat

you have your children grow to make
healthy men and women? Then see to it that they
have a good form to start with. “As the twig is bent
the tree is inclined.” The school room is whero many get the habit of stooping forward, thereby contracting the chest and thus injuring the lungs. These
braces are just the thing for them.
Il you would leave to your children a legacy, see to
their physical as well as mental improvement.

CHARLES

Queen

Special Notice!

Would

-OF TUE-

OPENING NIGHT.
THURSDAY EVE’NG, MAY 24,
Tlio

^Agents.

FROM SOUTH AMERICA.

1866.

senate.

undersigned having bought the stock and fix-

TO PARENTS.

BROWN, Maongen.

A

May 23—J4w

durability,

cheap.

TO

—AND—

CITY

"Wholesale

now

Wednesday Morning, May 23,

Washington, May 22.

CHARLES CUSTIS& CO..

of

TELEGRAPH,

TO THE DAILY PltESS.

Dresser.

For sale by all Dealers.

in ay

are worn with comfort,
to result in expanding the chest, enlarging the lungs and improving the health.
They are convenient and desirable for both Ladies
and Gentlemen. For gentlemen they make an excellent suspender and considering their
about

E E VE E

PROMENADE

And

arc sure

Wednesday Evening, May 23d,

Social

perfect

public.
They lit the form perfectly,
and
the

—ON—

The public are cordially
time is expected.

to call your attention to Dr. Cutter’s imChest Expanding Shoulder Brace which is
as the only
Brace ever oflered to

HAIR RESTORER

«¥

***** U

MAY 23, 1866.

are

of
to

clerks in the
take effect June

30. The Department was thoroughly canvassed
a short time since, and its attaches
classed under three heads : indispensable,

intermediate,

and incompetent. In this latter
class, chieflythe slaughter has been made.
There are over
300 more to go, and
among them are found I
Rebel Johnsonites and radicals. The
is

object
retrenchment. The Department has not yet
responded to the resolution of the House, enquiring whether any of its employees have
served in the Confederate army.
It is hinted
that the

reply will

he

postponed

till after the

exodus in Jone.
—The general tenor of Washington advices
indicates that the Constitutional amendment
after striking
will be adopted by the Senate
An attempt
out the disfranchising section,

a
will ho made to insert provision requiring an
extension of the elective
The vote in the Senate is estimated by a Trib-

francbise|

impartial

une

correspondent

—The Calais Advertiser says that General

Doyle, with the troops under his command
St. Stephen ami St. Andrews, has returned

—

.,

♦

Tiie Fiohtino Force in Germany._
The news from Germany is still wailike, but
the accounts are so conflicting that it is impossible to judge which of the belligerents is
best prepared for an actual outbreak. In the
event of a war, nearly a million of soldiers
could be put in the field by Austria and Pi ussia, and a quarter of a million more*by Italy,
should she be dragged into the fight. Accordcording to the official statistics, the Austrian
army, upon a full war tooting, amounts to
579.000 men, consisting of 431,000 infantry,
57.000 artillery, 100,000 extra corps, drivers,
sanitary aids, ambulance and field hospital
men, &c., and 42,000 cavalry.
Deducting
from the infantry and the lagers the fourth
battalion and depot strength (109,800 men)
who remain in the country and recruiting districts, the number of available loot soldiers
amounts to 82.,000. Making a similar deduction from the artiher j, the exti a corps and the
cavalry, the two lormer could take the field
with 17,000 meu, and the latter with 36,700
men, amounting altogether to 433,700.
The available force of the Prussian army 13
about 367.000 men; but she can put in the
field, iu case ol extreme need, about 500,000.—

She has, however,

some thirty fortresses to defend; among them Stettin, Cologne, Dantzig,
Madgeburg, Posen, Coblentz, Ebrenbreitstein
and Kouigsberg. The Italian minister of war
has addressed a report to the king on the

state of the army, from which it appears theie
are at present under arms 14,004 officers and
190,825 privates, or 204,829 in all. The reserve comprises 1754 officers and 143,600 privates, forming in all 150,414 men. Of those
is said iu the report that 240,000 men are
available on the shortest notice. Moreover,30,000 men having been called out for drill, these
would be fit lor service about the end of May.
There may be some, truth in a report, given
in a Berlin letter recently received m Florence, to the effect that Bismark has said in
reply to a friend who asked him if the convention with Italy was an accomplished fact:—
“We have no necessity for a written treaty
with Italy; the alliance exists by the force of
The first cannon shots excircumstances.
changed between Austria anJ Prussia would
bring King Victor Emmanuel and his troops
before the Quadrilateral, were K only to forestall Garibaldi and his volunteers.”

Civil. Kioiits in Louisiana.—In his faspeech of the 18th April, the President
said: “1 thank Cod that peace is
restored; l
thank God that our biave men can return
their families and homes, and resume their
peacetul avocations.” Poor lellows, this is just
what they would like to do, and what
they
adt Congress and the President to enable them
to do—but cannot, many ol them. Here is a
case in hand:
John Wasst nhoven, a good German
patriot,
who served in the Union
the
mous

’to

war, was

army through
recently discharged in New Orleans,

and “returned to his
family and home, and resumed his peacetul avocations.”
Alas, the
“reconstructed” rebels of Acadia, in the parish of Bienville,, incited by the praise bestowed upon their “loyalty,” were determined that
the “brave” man should not live among them.
A few weeks ago he was compelled to abandon his little farm and his wile and children,
and flee tbr his life. Is it not a mockery f
such a “brave” man’s misery to thank God he
Amp
can return to liis “homo and family ?”
hitherto he has been able to get no protection,
not even tbr a briet return to his place in order to dispose of his property and bring away
his family. Gen. Baird has paid no attention
ior such protection.
to his application
Many
years ago the sovemment made a great ado
about a naturalized Hungarian, who had
been imprisoned in Austria. DanieJ Webster
wrote one ol his masterly papers, demanding
the release of an American citizen. But here
is a naturalized German, who has risked bis
life tor his adopted country, and Is rctuse.1 a
hearing when he asks lor redress under a
grievous wrong. Anil the President prates
about “peaceful avocations!” A little
more
rebuke of treason, anil a little sharper
legislation would be quite as agreeable to John Wasschhoven. who but represents a numerous
class needing the President s special
attention
If he is too busy flatterii g the
rebels. Con'
gres3 must look after these “brave men.”—
Yet this the President condemns.
In Franklin, Louisiana, a
discharged Lieutenant recently attempted to establish
a colorod school under the linroan

at 33 to 14 for the amend-

went.

—Chaplain George O.Glavis writes to the SecGoldsborough, N. G., denying many of the statements made by Generals Stcedman and Fullerton, and requests
that the allegations may be investigated by a
VilVMU|
retnry of War from

at

to
Halifax, and the St John battalion of
militia,
Lieut. Col. Otty com mainline with two companies of the l(tli regiment of regulars, are ordered to the front in their stead.
The Canadians are
evidently growing
ashamed of the Fenian scare.
The Toronto
Globe's Ottawa dispatch says : “It is understood that Government will shortly
dispense
with the two day* drill each week, as at present required of volunteers.”
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office-holders,

___---"

To Correspondents.
unless

comfortable business at home went to the
front as privates. So far as possible, their sacrifices should be made up to them. To offices
for which they are qualified, they have claims
which cannot be forgotten or overlooked.
While we advocate no general proscription of
to see adminiswe shall be

No communication will be published,
of the writer. We
puiled by the name and address
sannot undertake to return rejected communicaacoom-

tions.

Puritanic Bolton.

To Advertisers.
Advcrtiaeipenta cannot be properly classified, unless
the}' are sent in before 10 o’clock in the lore noon.
i~ r~

—

•—

r

Union State Convention.
Union voters ol Maine are requested to send
to a Convention to be held at Bang»r on
Thursday, June 21ft, at 11 o’clock, A. M., for the purol
nominating a candidate lor Governor, and
pose
transacting any other business that may properly
oome before the (invention.
,,
The basis of representation will be as follows: bach
city, town and plantation will be entitled to one delegate, and an additional delegate for every seventylive votes oast lor Samuel Cony at the Gubernatorial
election ot 18C4. A fraction ox tarty votes will be entitled to an additional delegate.
JAMES G. BLAINE,5JaMO* M. SIONE,
N. A. FOSTEIt,
The

delegates

E. G.

HAltLClW,

LEU STRICKLAND,

H B. PRESCOTT,
JOSIAH MERKOW,

s s. MARBLE,
X K. SIMONTON,
ELIAS MILLIKEN,
JAMES WHlUill',
E. J. HALE,
HTRAM RlTWn.ES,
EUGENE HALE,
UUAti.1 ES

State
Committee.

Union

EBEN WOODBURY,
May 7,

I860._
The Suffrage

the J‘ret>:
To the Editor of
Great efforts have been made of late by the
descendants of the old Puritans to reform and

purify the backslidden town of Boston. The
Constabulary have added their forces to the
milkmen to

persuaded
make their rounds on Saturday afternoon,
that they may not desecrate the Lord’s Day,

zeal of the

pulpits,

and

while grocers have been summoned before the
police court for selling a pound of steak or
soda instead of confining their Sunday trade
strictly to pork and beans, and bread and milk,
and apothecaries are summarily dealt with
for accommodating a customer with a cigar.
A spicy story is told of a zealous member of
the Constabulary force, who, suspecting the
piety of a certain druggist, stepped into his

Sunday morning, for the purpose of
shop
testing it, and called for a cigar, which he obtained, paid for, lighted it, and went away in a
very complacent state of mind smoking. The
next day he entered a complaint against his
victim for selling cigars on Sunday. The druggist paid his fine, and immediately lodged a
complaint against the constable for smoking
in the streets for which privilege the zealous
official was requested to pay $10.
Much improvement has been made by this
movement in closing the tippling shops, and
like places of resort. Later, these reformists
one

.INF,

li. 1

glad

trative offices everywhere gradually filled by a
class of citizens to whom the country is pecumade easier
liarly indebted, and a return thus
to the ancient practice of retaining useful public servants until death or- resignation.

Question.

A week ago the telegraph announced briefly
that the bill in the national House of Representatives, to amend the organic acts of the
Territories, “was considered and passed—79
to 43.” The hill significance of the announcement was appreciated by very few readers, and
has since attracted much less attention than
it deserves. The ninth section of this hill

provides,—
That within the Territories aforesaid there
shall be no denial of tho elective franchise to
citizens of the United States because of race or
color, and all persons shall be cxjual before the
law. And all acts or parts ot acts, either of
Congress or the Legislative Assemblies of the
Territories aforesaid, inconsistent with the provisions of this act, are hereby declared null and
void.
Here at last is the provison for which the loyal

people of the North have waited and hoped,—
a provision which the Declaration of Independence foreshadowed, and towards which
the stream of events is steadily flowing. Sooner or later, but surely at last, whatever barrier
obstructs the free development of the American ideas of freedom and equality, must yield.
No class of American citizens can permanently be excluded from the ballot box. The American idea is too clear and

transparent for misconception. What it requires is not that all
men shall be equal, but that ail men may bewhatever nature and education have fitted them to become, subject to no legal disabilities and embarrassments. A fair field and no
iavors: that is what the plain people at home
would be glad to sec. And because the men
who plunged into rebellion to maintain negro
slavery, and the men who sympathized with a
come

have come nearer to the comfort and convenience

of the masses.

souls are filled with

At this late day their

holy

horror at the

profan-

this

proposition place

themselves

right

be-

fore their constituents by declaring whether
they are in favor ot it; for let me say to gentlemen that those who vote against striking
out this section place themselves on record as
favoring equal suffrage throughout the whole
country. Our record is against granting suffrage to the colored race under auy circumstances whatever by the Congress of the United States.
The House answered Mr. Le Blond by its
to strike out the section

vote, refusing

by

a

vote of 75 nays to 36 yeas. Among the names
honored by being thus placed on record as

“favoring equal suffrage throughout the whole
country,” are those of Messrs. Lynch, Pcrham, Blaine and Pike. Mr. Bice is now in
Maine, or his vote would undoubtedly have
been cast on the same side.

Now that the “new system” has been inaugurated by the action of the House, is it too
much to hope that it may yet be incorporated
in the plan to be submitted to the people for
the restoration of the Southern States to their
former privileges ?
The Soldiers* Convention.

We publish in another column a communication from a “Railway Brakeman,” who of-

plausible objections to a part of the
proceedings at the recent convention in Ban-

fers some

The first remark which we desire to
on bis communication is, that the objects of the convention were not political.—
There was a clique in Bangor, which no doubt
designed to get control of the convention arid
gor.

make

pervert it to political ends; but the seasonable exposure of the design effectually prevented it3 success. The convention took its
own course and transacted its legitimate business,

coolly brushing aside the Bangor propas a piece of
impertinence.

osition

The election of military officers to places of
honor in the convention was a natural tribute from the soldiers to their former leaders,
which needs no defence. The compliment
was deserved and entirely proper.
With

to the matter of political offiobjection to the resolua3 the sober sense of the conven-

regard

ces, there can be no

tion adopted
tion. There was more or less foolish talk,
We believe Gen.
as usual at conventions.
Cilley allowed himself to say that the “politicians” would squirm and try to keep the soldiers out of office. The sprinkling of gentlemen with military titles in the State Legislature last winter did not look like it. The action
of Congress with reference to appointments
does not look like it. Gen. Cilley himself was
nominated lor office by the “politicians” of
his vicinity, and was only defeated by the
slightly superior strength of the Democratic
party in that section. The postmaster at
Rockland is a soldier, appointed to the place
as

a

of compensation (or his
With these facts before

measure

services.

ring in hi3

own

could not have

town and

fully

military
him, occurdistrict, Gen. Cilley

meant

wliat he said.

It

of those remarks which public speakers sometimes let fall at random, and which
should be passed by and forgotten.
But the resolution asking “our Senators and
was one

Representatives

in Congress to use every effort to see that the offices in the gift of the

filled by disabled and needy
government
soldiers”—1b unexceptionable. A “Brakeman”
will not seriously compare bis services, or his
hardships, with the services and hardships of
the brave men, who leaving in many cases a
are

very generously are Maj. Geu. Howard, who
is a very effic ient and valuable member of the
church, and Senator Pomeroy of Kansas.
The effort to found a church of the
Congregational order at the Capital, an effort now made
tor the second time, is believed to be no
longer a doubtful experiment.
It may not be imto
the
new
proper
say, that,
organization is
treated very coldly by the older ones of the
city, a circumstance that may be indicative of
the need of it here. I should have
excepted
in the above remark, however, the first Presbyterian Church, and its pastor Rev. Dr. Sunderland. The Christian recognition received
from this distinguished and patriotic
clergy-man and from his people—those at least who
sympathize with liim—has been warm and
I should have mentioned that
generous.
about six thousand dollars was raised in a
single evening last week among the friends of
the

Congregational enterprise residing in
Brooklyn and New York City.
The weather here is delightful. Co we fail
to remember from year to
year how gloriously
beautiful is the springtime, so that it always

with a fresh surprise ? or is the
earth, once cursed tor man's sake, really growing fairer year by year, in sympathy with that
progress we would gladly believe man is making, though with many a weary error and dismal fall, back toward the lost good ?
Surely,
nature should beam with a kindlier and
gladder smile around the path that leads us,
though deviously and by little and little, nearer to our native Paradise.
Who shall tell how
green may be the foliage, how golden the sunlio
v
sweet and fair the blended smiles
shine,
of earth and heaven in the “good time comT. S. P.
ing?”
comes

upon

us

BE CENT PUBLICATIONS.
Wycuffites; or England in the Fifteenth
Century. By Mrs. Colonel Mckay, Authoress of
the ‘‘Family at Heatherdale,” etc. One voL lGrno.
New York: Robert Carter and Brothers.

well told story of the trials and persecutions which beset the early followers of Wycliffe, called in England the“Morning Star of the Reformation.”
It presents an interesting picture of the habits,
opinions, manners and modes of thought of the
earlier Protestants; and of the difficulties, almost
incomprehensible to us at this time, which their opposition to tho prevailing religious ideas of their day
compelled them to encounter. Enough of romantic
and personal incident is blended with these sketches
to give a living interest to the scones portrayed, and
the whole constitutes a graphic and pleasing picture
of England in the olden time.
For sale by H. Packard.
This is

by

fact that the Sun-

startling
day horse-cars carry quite as many people in-_
to the country, as they bring into the city.—
The inference is that these

are

bent on amuse-

iniquity against which the
saints protest. The moral standard of society
has sunk so low that they wink at the crirn6
of the poor laboring classes, who have looked
only upon brick walls and dusty pavements
all the week, that they go out into the fields
and woods, to listen to bird-songs, and scent
the odors of blossoming hills. They seem to
ment.

This is the

Letter from the National Capital.

Washington, May 18, 1868.
To the Editor of the Preti:
The present week has thus far been a com-

paratively quiet one. The reconstruction
question has again been superseded in the immediate attention of Congress by other matters. In the House the Tax bill “drags its
slow length along” rather wearily. It was
discussed two evenings last week, and has
been daily under consideration in Committee
of the Whole during the present week, and as
much more time and labor as have already
been bestowed upon it will apparently be

Juvenile Works. -At Packard’s^may also be
found a great number of new publications designed
for the young. Among these we note “School and
Home, or Leaves from a Boy’s Journal,” and “Nellie’s Stumbling Block,” by Alice Gray,—two
pretty illustrated volumes from the press of Robert
Carter and Brothers, New York; “Lost and
Found,” another of the familliar “Brookside Series,”
published by Graves & Young, of Boston; and “The
Clouded Intelect,” also from Robert Carter and
Brothers. Every description of books suitable for
Sunday School and Village Libraries will always be
found at Packard’s.
‘Godey’s Lady’s Book for June contains a fine
steel engraving of “Christ and tho Sisters of Betbaney, a colored fashion plate, a spirited wood cut of
“Old Whitey,” an endless variety of illustrations of
fancy work, the very names of which we are unable
to repeat, and,the usual amount of pleasing and valuable literary matter.
Published by L. A. Godey, Philadelphia.

SPECIAL

remain unconvinced by the logic, and insensible to the eloquence of his Excellency. As to
the defunct bill, the mourners for it are not
exceedingly numerous, I judge, nor yet wholly
inconsolable. The fact that the prospective
Senators of the prospective State, were jointly and severally disappointed of their mileage and certain comfortable allowances, was
probably the most afflictive and heart-rending
circumstance connected with the failure of
this ilj-judged and jll-timed effort to create a
new State under difficulties,
Monday of the present week was marked
by a very pleasant occasion—the annual celebration or the Washington Sunday School
Union. For the first time the children of all
the Protestant Sunday schools of the city,
nearly forty in number, met at the Smithsonian grounds, and
forming in a procession,
marched to the west park of the capitol,
where they were entertained with music and
addresses from General Howard, who also
acted as marshal in chief, Gen. Brown, Representatives Price and Ferry and other gentlemen. The procession numbered between
six and seven thousand children, who in their
holiday attire, wearing wreaths and carrying
bouquets of beautiful flowers, with happiness
beaming from their bright eyes and rosy faces,
presented a most pleasant spectacle. There
are now in this city 37 schools, with 879
teachers and 6746 scholars. There were but
5321 scholars a year ago.
The first Congressional Church of Washington has within a short time purchased a
site for the erection of a church edifice. The
spot is situated at the intersection of 10th
and G street north, is central in its location,
and is considered
The sum
very eligible.
paid was $13,500, and the title is in the name
ot the
Congregational Union, the money having been donated by that association, or rather by the churches of the
denomination
through it. tamest efforts are being made
jmong the friends of the new church planted
fcr the erection of a first
St0/«iSelU^S
class edifice.
Though the greater
of
connected with the church are part
department clerks and government

employees, living

NOTICES.

LOTION,

DUPOBCI’S

DR.

Cure

Infallible

for

Waste

your

Buy

Box of the

one

Penn’a Salt

of 1st and Slh

Fob. 1839.)

It will make 10 POUNDS ol excellent Hard Soap,
er 25 GALLONS of the very best Soft Soap, for only
about 35 Ceuts. Directions on each box. For sale at
all Drug and Grocery Stores.
mh28diini8N

BITTERS.
Restorer,
Medicine

used.
They effectually cure Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Liver
and Bilious Complaints, General debility, and all
kindred diseases.
They cleanse the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite, drive out all humor, purify tho
blood and strengthen and invigorate, build up and
restore to health and soundness,both body and mind,
all who use them. Sold by all dealers in medicine.
GEORGE C. GOODWIN <& CO., 38 Hanover St.,
Boston.
mayl sn dim
Miracle.—Mrs. Parkes ol No. 137 Fourth
street, Williamsburgh, N. Y., has been completely
cured ol a violent attack of Neuralgia, with which
she has suffered the most excruciating agony, by one
dose, forty drops, of Metcalfe’s Great Kheumatic Remedy.
May 10—asdlm.
A
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Advertisements.
BOYS,

HURRAH!

Boys’ & Men’s

Clothing,

-ALSO-

Company’s,

Just Removed to

Square,

OPPOSITE THE PREBLE HOUSE, POBTLAKD,
E. EE VEEN & CO.
may22a3m

Proposals for Constructing a Boiler.
Assistant Quartermaster’s Office, U. S. A.,)
!
Portland, Maine,
May 22, 18CG, )
Proposals will bo received at this office
until May 80th, 1866, at 12 M.,/or making a Flue
Boilerfor the U. S. S. “Tyro” according to specifications to bo seen at this office. The price named
must be for the boiler complete and set up in running order in tlie boat.
Bidders will stale when the boiler will be ready for
use.
The proposals must be made on blank forms,
to be obtained at this office, and guaranteed by two

SEALED

names

must be

appendnd

A copy ot this advertisement should be annexed to
the bid, and the envelope should be endorsed “Proposals for Constructing a Boiler.”

Ointment

Wheaton’s

Will Cure the Itch in Forty-Eight Honrs*

RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,.
and all Eruptions offhe Skin. Price 50 cents. For
sale by all druggists.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be forwarded by mail, free ot postage, to any part ot the
Also

cures

SALT

United States.
Oct 25,1865.—B N d&wlyr
Poland’s Magic Powders*
all Bilious Affections.
They cure Headache, Constipation, Pimples, Blotches, Sallow Skin, Drowsiness, Dizziness, Heartburn,
Palpitation, and other disagreeable complaints arising
from a disordered liver.
H. H. HAY, Agent for Portland; F. W. A. Rankin,
Jr., Lewiston, Agent for Maine.
mayl8d2msN
5E3T"Fi£ty Cents per package.

HASKELL&ToiASE,

STEVENS,

JOBBERS

OF

ALL

NOTICE.

54 & 56 Middle St.,
J. C. Stevens, )

over

mHE undersigned having purchased the stock and
X stand lately owned and occupied by Messrs.

M. E. Haskell, I
A. E. Cliase.
)

PORTLAND.

apl7SN3m

AN TT7VAT.nABT.1i! SPRING MEDICINE.

Dr. J. W, Poland's Humor Doctor.
This excellent medicinal compound was first prepared by Dr. P. in 1847. and was then employed with
great success in expelling humors from the blood;
but in 1848, a medical friend, who was quite celebrat-

ed as a physician, especially in the treatment of huimprovements,
mors, suggested some
which were adopted, and which have made it (so the
people say) the very Lest remedy lor all kinds of huThis preparation is
mors known to “the faculty.”
ot vegetables, among which are
composed
Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock, Burdock, Noble Pine,
Mandrake, Senna, andBloodroot. Suffice it to say.
the “Doctor” is used in hundreds of families as a
general medicine. Unlike many other popular remedies, it is very grateful to the taste. Large s'ze bottles 75 cents. Prepared at the New England Botanic Depot, Boston.
ap22— 3m

important

wholly

find

extensive assortment of Ladies’, Gentlemen’s, Misses and Children’s Boots and
& CO.’S. S v.mmer Street,
T.
E.
MOSELEY
Shoes at
Boston. These goods are made up in the best style,
an

OTITLKTE.
ness,

Discharge from

the

will continue to buy and sell

New and Second Hand

•

wonderful Vegetable Extract has been the
thousands to their hearing, who,
ifler trying everything and everybody, had given up
oping ever to hear a:ain.
It opperates like a charm upon offensive discharges from the EAR, no matter what
may have caused
It, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence
as if by magic.
Price, $2.00 a Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by G. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston.
Feb 21—SNd&wly

TJY"

EES!

LOOK ! LOOK ! !
25 Tin—Type* for 50 ccntiu
25 Gem Ambrotypes, 50

E.AQLE

hotel,

MECHANIC) FALLS, ME.
Hotel is finely located in the pleasant and thrivingvillage of Mechanic Falls,
on the Grand Trunk Railway, thirty-six
miles from Portlanfl, surrounded by fine
rives, beautlfiil scenery and pure air.
The fiunous POLAND MINERAL SPRING is
but six miles distant, whose waters give promise to a
large class of invalids of the complete restoration of
heal.ii.
The subscriber intending to make the house
A
ot public patronage, solicits a share of the same.
United number of boarders can be accommodated.

[This

worthy

|Charges reasonable.
P. R. COBB,
May 11—dim*

N

O

T

Proprietor.

C

I

E.

Stock-holders of the Portland Steam Packet
Company are hereby notified that their Annual
Meeting will be held on WEDNESDAY, June 13th,
1866, at the office of the Company,on Atlantic Wharf,
at 3 o’clock P. M„ for the following purposes, viz:—

1st—To hear the Report of the Treasurer.
2nd—To.choose the officers of the Co. lor the current

year.
3d—To

the Company will accept the Act of
the Legislature passed February 8,1866, whereby the
Company was authorized to increase its Capital
see

if

Stock.
4th—To soe if the Company will increase its
Stock and to what extent.
6th—To act on any other business that may
come

Capital
legally

before them.

Portland, May 17,

mayl9tjul3

1866.

Teller,

short time, and may be
Will be in this city for
found at
NO. 10 PEARL STREET,
Comer of Pearl and Congress Streets,
from 9 A. M. tiU 8 P. M. She has astonished thousands by her wonderful Art. Will tell the Past,
Present and Future correctly.
{gfjF*No Gentlemen admitted. Ladies 60 cents,

mayltf

F. FRENCH, M. D..
Formerly of tlie Regular Army, and late

GEO.

Surgeon in

Chief 1st Div. 15th. Army

Announces to the

Corps,

citizens of Portland that he has
and respect-

permanently located himself in this city,
ully tenders his services to the public.
Office

May

the Kingsbury
203 Congress St.

at

House,

16—c!3w

SALT

SALT!

!_

QAAA HHDS LIVERPOOL SALT, now distJxJVjyJ charging from ship]“Charles Chalones.”
lOOO Ilhds. Turks Island, in store.
♦

May 22—d3wis

Clayed Molasses.
H.

I.

No. 1 Portland Pier.

May 15—isdlm

PORTLAND CITY.LAUNDRY
3G

No.

Hanover

St.

of all kinds WASHED and

CLEANSED
without injury to (he finest fabrics.
LINEN

Hliort

manner,

Notice,

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY

May

9—8N(12m.

REMOVAL.
C.

W.

Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

STENCIL

CHOLERA !

Prof. Bouva’s
Atmospheric Purifier.
This article lias been extensively used as a Deodorizing Agent by the Uovernments of Egypt. Turkey,
and trance, during the late Cholera
epidemic, and is
the most perfect disinfectant exiaut. It
effectually
destroys all noxious gases and effluvia arising from
decaying animal or vegetable matter, and lor purifying Hospitals, Vaults, Drains, Cess-pools, &c., cannot be surpassed.
For sale by all Druggists. WEEKS & POTTER
170 Washington street, Boston, General
Agents.

AMMUNITION, Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Fishing Tackle and Sporting
all kinds
Boston prices.
and

Aromatio Vegetable

"SPRINGTailor’s

STYLES!
Cloths,

TIio

131

Trimmings!

best Stock in the city is at

Middle

A superior Toilet Soap, prepared from refined

and especially designed for the use of Ladies and
for the Nursery. Its perfume is exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Drug-

folQ’fiSsirdly

Street.

All of which will be made to order, and sold at

Lowest

Soap.

Vegetable Oils In combination with Glycerine,

gists.

G. L.. BAILEY,
42 Exchange Street.

April 5—dtf

82

Colgate's

phabets and Figures.
SEAL PRESSES, Canceling Stamps,
of Steel Letter Cutting, furnished at

—AND—

Exchange Street, Portland*
Advertisements received tor all papers in
and
Maine,
throughout the country
may8*6Gs>dtl

Street
NOW

JACKSON,

HENDERSON’S.

now

prepared

CHOLERA

SPECIFIC.

FERTILIZERS.

Call and

Cash

Prices!

examine Goods and Prices.

131

B^*Book and Card printing, of every description
neatly executed at the Daily Press Office,

L.

B.

Mar

MANUFACTURERS

AND

&

BONdT

JOBBERS OK

Made

Ready

GLOVES,

The undersigned have formed
der the name of

JNetv

1866,

England

for

STANWOOD &

J.

n.

Office

CO.,

ot

our own

PERSONS
mation.

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.

wishing the services ol the subscriber In
Fruit Grafting in Portland or
vicinity, may lenve
their orders at Gwen &. Barber’s, Exchange Street,

THOSE

Aug 25—di

are

SOUTH-

j

dispatch at auy conveuiunt port.
MctilLVERV, Rl'AJi & DAVIS,
161 Commercial St.
April IT—dtf

&

copart-

a

CO.,

NO. 151 COMMERCIAL STREET.
Merchandise Brokers aud Commission Merchants.
A. Al.

Law,

maylti

of

JL

AT

LAW,

Patents,
MAINE.

STROUT,

& Counsellors at

Law,

CANAL BANK,

Middle Street.
(millI Silt D

SHEPLEY.

A.

A.

Deerinfr. Milliken &

STROUT.

Co.,

Successors to G. L. Storer $ Co.t
JOBBERS OF

Dry Goods, Woolens,
And Gents’

DANA

D.

For

Furnishing Goods

!

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

for

&

copartnership

SONS,

the transaction oi

a

Grocery and Fishermen's Outfitting Business.
Portland,

Feb.

LUTHER DANA,
LUTHER W. DANA,
FRANK J, DANA.
fe22tf

11. 18GG.

Copartnership Notice.
Copartnership heretofore existing under the
rpiIE
1 name of
PERKINS,

JACKSON & CO.,
Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer's Wliail foot of High Street.
Dec 21, 1865—dtf

LANCASTER

HALL!

Sets!

Consisting of
SATIN WOOD, MAPLE, PANXEL AND
PLAIN GREEN,

CHESTNUT

SETS.

CEO. T. BURROUGHS d> CO.
av'Mtr

COAL.

EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for
State of Maine.

58 ndd C,0 Middle Bt„
Sept 7—Utf

COAL.

arrived per rcIi. Islington, trom Baltimore
a cargo of tresh-niincd Georges Greek Cumberland Coal for Blacksmith's use.
Also, on hand the beat qualities ot Red and White
Asli Coal, at tlie Lowest prices for cash.

JUST

RANDALL, McALLISTER & 00.,

GO Commercial Street.

May

1—dtf__

i /Ai'X H HUS. PRIME
l\Jv/ VADO blliAK,

PORTLAND,

GROCERY MCSCO-

I Superior Muscovado
2oO Hhds.
Molasses,
50 Tierces. \ just landed i>er Brig L. Staples
for
sale by
from Matanzas,

LYNCH. BARKER A CO.,
139 Commercial Street.
April;—dtt
Furnished

a

Hotel.

rooms to let with
good
board at No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired and
gcnieol place. Also permanent board tor families and
gentlemen.
EW-ncmeiuber the placo, opposite Wood’s Hotel
corner ot Middle and Willow Sts.
fel2dtf

and unfurnished

REM

fipjgjj&Dr.

OVA

ll

r

R- Johnson,

DENTIST,

Hits Removed hii Ollier lo 13 1-2
FrrcSU
Second House from H. H. Hay’s Apothecary
maylo
Store.
d&wli

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
Agents

a

under the lirm name ot

Not

OFFICE OVER
O. .F

Notice.

Copartnership
milE undersigned Lave formed

-Muscovado Su°~ar & Molasses

CLIFFORD,

PORTLAND,

I

Attorneys

BURTON,

R. 0. THOMES.

Together with Common, Round Corner, French snil
Cottage Sets. Also,

Poet Office, 3d Story,

the

SHEPLEY &

•

prepared to execute enters for
ERN PINE LUMBER, by tile cargo, deliverWE
ed with

with

over

Solicitor

Southern Fine Lumber

FRUIT GRAFTING.

St.,

No, 10B Middle Street,

manulacture and

Notice.
formed

BUKTON, THOMES

promptly filled

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Retail Trade.

Cases of any size and width made to order, and
torwarded with promptness.
It is our aim to tarnish our customers and the trade
with Good Sound Warranted Goods. To those who
are already our customers tills last remark perhaps
is not necessary: to those who are not, we would say,
“Give us a try.’
AHA CUSHMAN,
CHARLES H. STAPLES.
12—d.3m
Mar

Notice.

may21d2w

Chamber

TALBOT,

COUNSELLOR

the

WARRANTED!

holding U. S. Bonds, (tho interest on
which is payable in gold) for $1000 or
upwards,
who wish to deposit them where they will he socure,
may apply at the Merchants National Bank for inlor-

17 Silver St.

17 th, 1SG6.

PAINTED AND GRAINED

and Counsellor at

WILLIAM H.

No. 40 Union Street, Portland,
whore we intend to keen a good class of Goods adapted to the trade ot this State, nearly all of which are

Classical Department Jms been formed especially adapted to Students fitting for College—systematic and thorough.
Music and Drawing by competent Teachers.
Board can be obtained on reasonable terms. Also
Booms for Students wishing to board themselves.
Application should be mado in person or by letter
to the Principal, or to
D. B. SEWALL, Secretary.
May 12—d2w
A

Stanwood,

May

JUST

Mar 21—d&wCm

Portland, March 12,iS6fi.
Ill connection with our Manuiactory at Auburn,
we have leased the new store

Principal,

DODGE,

Wholesale Dealers in

GEORGE F.

Attorney

OF

un-

SSgf Accounts of the late firm to be settled with

the

No* G2 Commercial Street*
PORTLAND, ME.
jrrrcs ueeklv.
DOJOiELL,
(apliil&wtf)

MANUFACTORY, Auburn, Me.

And continue Ten weeks.

copartnership

a

For the transaction of
PRODUCE
and SHIP-STORE BUSINESS, 17 Silver St.
WM. H. STANWOOD,
FERDINAND DODGE.

Groceries, Hour. Pork. Lard, Fish, &c.,

OOESETS,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
16—illf

Expressly

consent.

ELIJAH DUNNING,
WM. H. STANWOOD.

receive*' and for sale at LOW BATES, bv
the undersigned, a handsome assortment of

DONNELL & GREELY,
Com in ission
Merchan ts,

BOOTS & SHOES,

SUMMER TEEM of this Institution will

Clothing,

Patent Enamelled Collars,

Gray’s

FOLLETTE,

MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS

STANWOOD,

day dissolved by mutual

PLAIN

AND

under tho

K. JACKSON A SON,
style of

PORTLAND, ME.

ARA CUSHMAN &

commence on

Westbrook,

Copartnership heretofore existing
THE
style of

will be continued alter this date under the

Marl2-d&\vtf

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,

EMEBSON.

0. A. HILL, Stevens’ Plains,

LEWIS, ROLLINS

Nos. 141 & 143 Middle

HOOP SKIETS AND

Fryeburg Academy.

j.

Portland* Maine*
executed in every pan oi the State.
junoldtt

Work

And

HOSIERY

M. L. BURR.

April 2&-dlm*

Painter,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

i

REMEMBER! No. 317 Congress Street.

or

Fresco and Banner

Maine.

MECHANICS' GRANITE BUILDING.

March 16.1866-dtf

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Parllund,

of Goods!

A- B.,

Portland, Me.

-----

Orders from all parts of the State
at MANUFACTURERS prices.

St,

Wliicb for style and finish cannot be excelled, to be
tound at the UP TOWN CLOTHING HOUSE,

BAEROWS,

DissoluMonof Copartnersh ip

April 30,18C6.

STATE OF 3VrAT3STE-

Congress Street,

may?ldlw&wlt

Portland, May 9,18G6.

CSr’Prompt attention paid to all kinds of Jobbing
our line.
Ie24d3m

Portland, Me.

Don’t tail to call and examine the

OHAS. D.

in

331

GOODS,

Wednesday, May 23d,

No. ti South Street,

Agent* for

Congress

customers.

my

CHARLES W. SMITH.

GRIFFITHS,

Joseph Gray & Co.,

tor

25 to 30 per Cent* leas than any other
dealers in Maine*

THE

Hosiery,

first-class READY-

30-dtf

this

PLASTEREBS,

145 MIDDLE STREET,

Where may bo found the finest, cheapest and BEST
STOCK of GOODS in this city, bought just at the
best time, when Gold was at the lowest it has been
lor four years, enabling us to sell from

Mar

&

Successors to

and exten-

York and Boston houses.

April 4, I860.—d2m

sold

my stock and stand to
day
Messrs. SC AMMAN & COLBY, l would most
HAVING
them to
fbrmor

cheerfully recommend

As

SHERIDAN

STUCCO AND MASTIC WORKERS,

goods being bought for cash at the lowest importers and manufacturers’ p* ices, it is intended to
offer all the variety and advantages of the best New

HOUSE I

COLBY,

Copartnership

These

TO'WIST

S.

STURTEVAWT,

octlCdtt

Gloves, Corsets, Dress Trimmings,
Ruttons, Small Wares, &c.

HAT AND CAP STORE,

Splendid

now

and White Goods,

EMERSON & BURR

Middle Street.

TV
GOULD.
Portland^ April 14—2m__

Fancy

parties who bullu im-

Sunday,

Stock

WISCONSIN.

&

copart-

a

the'GROCERY,

art,
Portland. Me.

sive stock oi

REQUIRED.
from nine to ten
Apply every day except
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plaus
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland, May 3, 1865.
mayStf

At No. 317

J

Notice.

Copartnership.

CO.,

GENERAL

SMALL

Call the attention of the trade to their

NO CASH PAYMENTS

GENTS’ FURNISHING

SC AMMAN &

Is this

MIL WALK KB,

& COLBY,
)
La Salle Street, |

CHASE, CRAM

GOODS!

MERRILL &

they will adsatisfactory character,
fourth qf the cost ofbutldina, on

a

&

,!2w

for the transaction of a Produce Commission and
Wholesale Grocery business at the obi stainl of
Charles W. Smith, Nos. G & 8 Silver Street.
STEPHEN SC AMMAN,

MR
novii’Cfxltf

DAVIS

W. STABRIRD.

name

PORTLAND,

A.

J.

Commission Merchants,
undersigned have this day
under the tirin of
TIIEnership
W ldgery’s TV lx

WHOLE SALE !

city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will

day opened
MADE CLOT&ING,
HAVE

SSSS:

Business,

undersigned have this day formed
THEnership
under the firm
oi

DUNNING &

Street*

-AT-

THE

CLOTHING^

Woolens,

Free

and Provision

Copartnership

W. II.

FANCY-GOODS

Inducements

XJf3

IS

Arcade
DAVIS,

Grocery

STEPHEN WHITTEMORE.

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

& WHITNEY.

From

and

94 MICHIGAN STREET,

LARGE OPENING!!

FOB PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer ior sale a large quantity of
desirable building lots in the West End of the

mediately,

Goods

Feb 24—d6m

129 Middle Street.
EASTMAN BROTHERS.

may8tf

and Seed Store.

build houses of
vance, if desired, one
completion qf the house.

Importers and Jobbers qf

Also a good line of single and double width Cloths
for Ladies' Sacques; Woolens for Men and Boy's
wear; Broadcloths and Doeskins.

Co.,

GEORGE H. COLBY.

PORTLAND, ME.

Chicago, III.

A lull variety oi

MOURNING

Law,

117 Middle Street,

DAVIS

TAFFETAS.

Cumberland Bone Company’s Super Phosphate ol
Lime.
Coe’s Super Phosphate of Lime—Bradley’s Patent.
Lloyd’s Super Pliospiiate of Lime.
E. F. Coe’s Super Phosphate of Lime.
Flour of Bone.
Crushed Bone.
Also, Bone Meal for Cattle.
For sale at manufacturer’s prices in large or smal
quantities at the Portland Ag:icultural Warehouse

Great,

SWEAT,

and Counsellors at

Commission Merchants,

BRILLIANTS,

&

Portland, May 22, 1SGG.

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL & 00.,

84 and 86

copai-1

a

NO. »1 COMMERCIAL STREET.

Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st ol
January, and will attend to any business entrusted
to him, before the Supreme Court, Court ol Claims,
or any of the Departments.
<lc20tl

GOODS!

Building,

ME.

Copartnership.

Wholesale

Mr.

J.

Ware,

opposite City

for the transaction of the

PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt-

F.

Street,

Whittemore, Starbird

STU000 AND MASTIC) WORKERS,

l.

POPLINS,
ALPACCAS,
MOHAIRS,

aplSisd*2m

Congress

238

undersigned have this day formed
rpHE
X nership under tho lirin name of

Street,’

Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

CHAM BRAS,
ORGANDIES.

WHITNEY.

Manufacturer of Silver

May 19—dly

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

AT

comprising all the most desirable styles of
CAMBRICS,
LAWNS,
MUSLINS,

tl

PEA It SON,

PORTLAND,

PLASTERERS,

EASTMAN BROTHERS

QAA BARRELS LODI POUDRETTE.
OyJVJ 500 BBLS. ESSEX MILLS POUDRETTE, Just received and tor sale at Portland Agricultural Warehouse and and Seed Store, by

16—is2m

Street,

E. chapman.

DRESS

s T A i R s.

M.

JtOSS & FERN Y,

GOODS !

A choice selection of Spring and Summer

Commercial Street,

up

Portland* Maine*

and No Variation !

JUST RECEIVED

Manufacturers,

Office 151

May 2—dim

Dry

NEW

EOUDRETTE.

&

Price,

Paper

ai'16__

PORTLAND.

??££££*' j

May 10-dtt

Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea, Dysentery,
Summer Complaints. Pain in the
Stomach and Bowels, &c.
Its action is immediate and efficacious. Its virtues
have been tested by thousands since the Cholera Season of 1849.
Physicians use and recommend it. All
admit it to be the best Compound known lor the
Complaints for which it is designed.
^STODDARD & BURTON, Proprietors, Troy, N. Y.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
J. WEBSTER & CO., Nashua, N. H.,
may 12—d&w3m
Traveling Agents.

KENDALL

Exchange

39

BRADBURY &

WHITMAN,

Tailoi*,

MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND.
dow prepared to exhibit my entire
Spring and

104

3m

No. 59 Exchange

Five Free St. Block.
One

Merchant

Counsellor at Law,

j

SEWING* MACHINES,
&

DENNETT.

AUG. E. YORK,

STREET.

MIDDLE

BERRY, JR.,

Office

ELDEN

L. B.

may2tf

y attended to. Orders Irom out oi town solicited.
May 22—dtl

l adies are invited to examine this celebrated Famjly Machine.
Machine Findings at the mcamfacturers prices.

l‘oal Ollier.

MILLER.

F.

AND

No.

Baker Attorneys

Ac

Grover

CHOLERA,

M

Street Slock.

MIDDLE STREET.

WATCH-MAKER, Gold and Silver Plater,
AT C. H. PARLEY’S.

Also,
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

Preventive and Cure for

April 17, 1866.

No Variation!

and

5 Free

STODDARD'S

April

IRA

ftill and complete.

as

One Price

to accommodate

from abroad to

Proprietors.
Temple Street, Portland, Maine.

sure

Department!

a

-at-

On the choicest edibles in the market,
AT ABL HOURS, from 5 A. M. to 10} P. M.
53fWedding Parties and families furnished with
every variety of Cakes, Confectionery. Ice Cream and
Meats.
ALSO, a small neat Hall for Dancing parties, in
the same building.
W. K. BICKFORD,
S. O. HENDERSON,

A

found

Hosiery, Hdkfs White Goods and Fancy
Goods in Great Variety.

LUNCHES, SUPPERS, DINNERS,

Nos. 13 and 15
Mar 19—dtl

OFFICE, 122

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

iST* A Large Assortment of Print** Cottons and Delaines* at the bottom prices*

neat

ants and waiters, is
visitors at home and

be

Is

MESSRS

and spacious establishment well known
throughout the States and Canadas, as a first
class house and restaurant, after being thoroughly
cleansed and refitted, and having secured the services
ol MR. DANIEL K. REED as Chief dte Cuisine, well
known to all former habitues of Barnum’s as having
no superior, in skill or celerity, with a corps of assist-

THIS

and Southern States.
States by prompt and

ap27

Department!
Eating House! House-Keeping
i&ual
BARNUM’S,)

&

BICKFORD

England, Western

New

co m

careful selection of LADIES
SPRING CLOAKINGS and seasonable goods for
Men’s and Boys’ wear at the Lowest Price.
OUR
Will

Selectmen of Cape Elizabeth.

Assorted sizes of Stencil Al-

Goods.

*

ATWELL,

FOX BLOCK, No, 1 Ur Staibs,

H. S.

CUTTING !

New Goods, New

advertising agent,

J. M. ROBINSON,
geo. £. Henley,

GENTS’ LINEN
Got up in the Best Possible

Woolen

04

A. C. DENISON & CO.,

March 17—dSm*

further notice.

i>ennett,

THE—

OUR

IN

|

Norfolk, Va.

Debts collected in the several
reliable correspondents.

Mourning Department

received special attention and will be found
plcte in all its branches.
Has

1, on Monday
instant,
for the purpose of tilling in and making solid the
end
of
said bridge, and all persons in travsoutheny
elling over the same will do so at then own risk until

10—d2m

COMMISSIONER OF DEEDS

Tliin Goods I

remove

May

STREET,
NE.

M

PORTLAND,

Oppoaile

|

both WOOL and SILK Manufactures.

Our

Notice.

UNION

I am
Summer ImjMirtatioUH of Fine Woolens; also several
lines of choice Ainericau Fancy Hoods, made expressly for Merchant Tailors’ use.
Cutting personally attended to.
apl6—dtiui

full from the RICHEST to the lower qualities, hi
BLACKS and COLORS.

In

33

O’DONNELL,
NOTARY PUBLIC

—FOR

CAN

AND

J.

JAMES

LOWEST PRICES!

Elegant

on

137** Refers, by permission, to Messrs. Lowell &
Seiner; Gerrish «ft Pearson; John Dennis *& Co.;
no28d(hu
Clark Read & Co. Portland Me.

Shawls,

Now opening at the

all kinds bought and sold

Consignments solicited.

Grades.

SHAWLS !

SPRING

A.T
SAMCEIi
BELL’S
be lound one of the best selected stocks
ol BOOTS. SHOES and RUBBERS that can he
found in this citv, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL.
Oct 25—dtl

FINDINGS,
31

miller &

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,

And all the best varieties oi

Is

SOLE AND UPPER LEATHER,

ICE.

Boot Shoe & Rubber Store, OTJR SILK STOCK

ROBINSON,

C. PARKER.
N. B.—Special attention paid to cleasing Bed and

CHOLERA I

Plain Slack Thibet

No. 363 Congress Street.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

Silver Plated Cock**

Merchandise of
Northern account.

TOWN

HHDS Clayed Molasses, per barque “David
Ol/ Nichols,” from Cardenas, for sale by

cents*

Wo* 80 Middle Street.
A. S. DAVIS.

TTP

this

And Satisfaction Guaranteed in nil Cases.

jallSNdtf

Long: and Square in all

Mail.
’CO.
general adoption of our instruments by all
first-close bonds and musicians throughout the counis the best evidence ot their superiority over all
try,
others now offered to tbe public.
GILMORE! fit CO.
Musical Instrument Manufacturers,
18 fit 19 Harvard Place. Boston, Moss.
May 3—dim

AND

HENRY P. WORCESTER,
GENERAL

CASHMErTshawls,

Tbe

WM. KIMBALL, Clerk.

Great Fortune

The

At

-AT THE-

by

(FORMERLY

JOHN CROCKETT will be glad to kiiow that he is
still connected with the establishment, where he has
wen such an enviable reputation for superior business
qualifications, and will be happy to serve them as or
old, either in the purchase or sale of Furniture and

This

TIN-

May I,

Furniture, Temple

CAHPETINGS, WINDOW SHADES, &c.
Mr. JOHNSON, for
on the most favorable terms.
a long time connected with this store, will be found
which may bo rebusiness
there reaily to transact any
quired of him. The old friends and customers ol Mr.

Ear, and Noises in the

of restoring

sent free

manufacturers,

Closets,

EVERY

the different qualities, is the most completo
and desirable ever offered in this market.
In all

Reduced;

&

Lamb & Co.,

GOODS! Commission
AT LAW,
&Forwarding Merchant COUNSELLORS
O F F

DRESS

Navy.

Tyler,

description of Water Fixtures tor Dwelling Houses. Hotels, Public Building*, stop*.
&c., arranged and net up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country faithfully executed. All
Kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all descriptions.
aprOdtl

PLAIN AND FANCY

* Circulars

CROCKERY, GLASS WARE,

Head.
means

and

maylld2w*

Warm, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

assortment

STOCK OF

OUR

POUTLAND,.MAINE.

PORTLAND. ME.

In all the moat perlect modes, LAVENDER and
STEEL SHADES, so desirable this season lor Suita.

CO.’S

Army

com-

to be

Planter,

WHARF,

FRANKLIN

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

Poplins,

Sills:

Instruments!

in the

our

L.OVEJOY,

G.

Cement and

Lime,

tovos.

and Water

Pumps

Force

stock of

Wholesale Dealer In

MAKES OF

Bawls, Bra**

Cape Elizabeth, April 13,1866-aplitf

Dana Ac Co.

This excellent Remedy is an infallible cure for Deqf-

Extensively Used

EXCHANGE STREET

132

AT 130 A

The Fashionable Public
will at all times

&

Prices

CROCKETT £ HOOPER,

a

Woodman, True & Co’s,

We would call special attention to

24—dly

Bridge

MADAME CARY,

DESCRIPTIONS,

Rome boilers 700 degs. of heat is thrown away,
The question is
loss ot1-3 the fuel.
Mr. Blanchard
asked how can this be saved.
has invented a boiler that takes periect control ol all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
very simple in its construction; after the engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the waste
heat but 200 degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting fires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
For particulars inquire of
WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.

a

OF

BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS,

from the NEW YORK Markets. Our Stock
prise* many CHOICE STYLES not elsewhere
found in the City.

v/ making a

Band

J.

P L U M B E JEt!

SEASONABLE

AND

Federal Sis.,

good

11_

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

DRESS FABRICS,

undersigned hereby give notice that portion
ot the cobwork at the southerly end of Vaughaa’s
THE
will be
the 16th

THE

The Great Remedy for

ELEGANT

a

Please give ns a call aiul buy at prices wliicli will
give you satisfaction.
V. UABT.
A. It. EDWARDS.
70 EXCHANGE STREET.
i" ay
lftf

IRON.

HEAVY

hand

on

Groceries, Country Produce,Fruit*.

23F** Orders from the Country respectfully solicituugOdti
ed. Job Work done to order.

WE
selections oi

Steam Boilers!

GILMORE

ot

Magee Furnaces ana

confidently invito tlie attention of the
LADIES oi the City and vicinity to onr latest

/~VN

HENRY INMAN,
Capt. and A. Q. M., U. S. A.

May22 dtd

Business,

oiten

Feb

have

PUMPS, LHAD PIPE, sheet
and
all kind.*, of 1 in, Copper ,lm| LEAD,
sll
Iron, iu<iuantitiei» to suit.

ELDEN&WHITMAN.

BLANO HARD’S

Celebrated

Xew England Clothing

GOODS

117 Commercial Stroot.

on

WORKERS

GROCERS,

Exchange and

Sole Agents In Portland for the Celebrated

DAVIS & co.,

Improvement

Corner of

MAINE,

Choking, Office and Parlor Sieves,

NOW OPENING BY

Pertl&nd, March 2d, 1866—lsd3m__

At Cheapor Prices than any place this side of
New York, at the

responsible parties, whose
to the guaranty.

M.

RETAIL

furnaces, ranges,

AND—

DRESS

to
to

As before.

GENTS' PUKNISHING GOODS,

Itch!

ITCH I ITCH 1 ITCH I
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch 1

And Commission
c.

Silks,

Cards._

EDWARDS & HART,

Manufacturers of and Dealers m

And

FREIGHTS,

We shall also continue the

Or Clothing Made to Order.

Market

—

our

d~ SON,

NOYES

PORTLAND

—

Shawls,

cfiect insurance on

large experience in matters relating
Marine Insurance, we teel confident ot being able
satisfy all who may favor us with their business.
From

ever

28

to

CARGOES, and

The Great Blood Purifier; the Health
and the most perfect Spring aud Summer

HURRAH!

OF

SHIP BROKERAGE,

HERR

AND

stock

.RICIi

IN ALL ITS FORMS.

DR. LANGLEY’S
ROOT

prepared

now

VESSELS,

IN ANT FORM.

Manufactured by B. F. BRADBURY, Bangor, M
Agent for Portland, H. H. Hat, Druggist.
Mar St—SNeodiw3m

Are

N.

A.

Business

No. 30 Exohanse JStroet,

#35,000.000.

LYE!

CONCENTRATED

One Price, and No Variation!

COMBINED CAPITAL OF

Oo.'s

Manufacturing

S^PONIPIER I
(Patents

“MARINE INSURANCE.

rnHE undersigned having made arrangements with
1 all the leading MARINE INSURANCE COMPANIES of New York and Boston, representing a

GREASE,

ty POSITIVELY
As

Using

Household Goods. The highest cash prices will be
paid for all Second hand Furniture, Carpets, Crockery, &c, and all goods will be sold at the lowest cash
rates.
GEO. I. BURROUGHS A CO.
apCtf

ARMY ITCH.

needed to finish it
In the Senate the bill “to prevent smuggling,” and the joint resolution sent over by
the House “to prevent the introduction of the
cholera into the ports of the United States,”
have ocoupied considerable time, particularly
the latter. The passage of this resolution
with the amendment providing for “the establishment of cordons to prevent the spread
of said disease from infected districts adjacent
to or within the limits of the United States,”
gives us reason to expect whatever security
there may be in quarantine regulations. The
Colorado veto message sleeps quietly on the
table of the Senate, and the present indications are that it will not soon be disturbed.
It was very good of the President to attach to
it that nice little supplement,
informing Congress and the country that eleven States are
not now represented in the national
legislature. Though we had heard of this fact before, and indeed had some vague recollections
as to how it came about, we are still
greatly
obliged to him lor the information. The inif
which
not
is
still
ference,
drawn,
suggested,
will be very welcome to the particularfriends
of our modem Moses, alias A. J. jr., alias
Cromwell, and will doubtless be the signal for
a renewed howl against the “Hump Congress,”
and for redoubled exhortations to try the bayonet upon such incorrigible Radicals as still

By Saving and

Business Cards.

Dry and Fancy Goods.

Miscellaneous._

TOUR OWN SOAP!

MAKE

a

cars.

To be sure it is a

SPECIAL NOTICES.

The

ity of the liorse-cars. The rattling of their
wheels, and the jingling of their bells disturb
their meditations. They fear that the throngs
that crowd the liorse-cars on Sunday are not
all bound churchward, and saints who go to
church reclining on the velvet cushions of
their own carriages, with a well-dressed sable
driver, have been mightily eloquent upon the
A Pastoral Direction to Inquiring Souls,
subject of “metropolitan” iniquity, and hinted is the title oi a little pocket brochure, written by the
vaguely at Sodom and Gomorrah. But hun- Rev. Dr. Mcllvaine, of the College of New Jersey,
dreds who own pews in city churches, and and published by Robert Carter and Brothers, New
who keep no carriage, and live from two to York. It is a brief sermon on the text “I will arise
six miles from their house of worship, cannot and go to my father,” the purpose of which is sufficiently explained by its title.
see the enormity of ridingtliitber in the horseFor sale
U. Packard.

cherish the idea that because “the graves were
rebellion for that purpose, are now striving to
fasten upon the blacks a permanent disability God’s first temples,” an odor of sanctity still
pervades them, and they may still go thither
to speak for themselves by their votes, a thouto worship. They have perverted the tradisand tongues speak for them and millions of
tional meaning oi the fourth commandment.
votes from the silent multitude who listen,
The saints have translated it that every one
will respond. If slavery was a relic of barshall go to church on the Sabbath; while this
barism, so no less is caste.
wicked generation take It in its literal meanIt has been feared that the time was not reing, and rest, heart and soul and body, by
garded, at Wrashington, as propitious for the
to the blue skies and basking in
introduction of measures looking to equal looking up
God’s life-giving sunshine, in the open counsuffrage. The report of the Committee of
try, where thqy are borne by the horse-cars.
Fifteen did much to strengthen this feeling,
After long apd heated discussions in the
the
whole subject to the States.
by remanding
legislative
assemblies, and vigorous protests pro
The people at home are prepared to sustain
and con in the papers, the wicked and rebelthat report, if nothing better can be given us;
lious generation have prevailed, and the Sabbut the action of the House upon this bill enbath day is still desecrated by the jingling and
us
to
that
the
of
hope
great principle
courages
rattling of the horse-cars, and multitudes conequality, of inclusion instead of exclusion, tinue to
profane the day by going into the
the
Mr.
be
before
country.
may yet
brought
green fields and groves to breathe the perLe Blond, of Ohio, raised the question spe- fumes of
flowers, and listen to the songs of
cifically upon this ninth section. “This bill,’’ the woodland warblers; while the saints go
he said, “inaugurates a new system.” And
up in their cushioned chariots to mourn over
•
again, “I conceive that this provision of the a stiff-necked and
pgpverse generation, and
bill before us has and can have no other purpray that fire and brimstone may not rain
pose than to carry out this cherished idea that
down upon them.
all men should be made equal before the law.”
Indeed it would be a great privation to all
Once more, and his words deserve especial atclasses, both the church-goers and the countention :
try-goers to stop the Sunday cars, and there
I have made the motion to strike out this is a general feeling of relief that it has been
section because it raises directly the issue decided to make no
change in running the
whether we in this Congress are in favor of
horse-cars upon Sunday.
C.
granting the right of suffrage to all classes irrespective of color. Gentlemen can now upon

upon sal: vies scarcely sufficient at present
rates to pi 'ocure them the comforts of a home,
they have yet raised a very handsome sum
among the mselves,'and have received many
assurances of sympathy and promises of assistance fro m their fellow Christians at the
North. Am ong those who have contributed

Door Plates and Numbers.
CHOICE assortment bi SILVER PLATED
DOOR PLATES & NUMBERS may be had at
TURNEY’S 10$ Market Square, upstairs.
May 8—dim*

A

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

_Medical.

HUMPHREYS’
HOMOEOPATHIC SPECIFICS,

Dr. Larookah’s

FROyED, from tlio most ample experience. an entire success;
Simple—Prompt—EffiCient, aud Reliable. They are the only Medicines
perfectly adapted to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot bo mane in using them; so harmless
as to be free from danger, anu so efficient as to be always reliable. They Iiave raised the highest commendation from all, and will alwaysronder satislac

Sarsaparilla Compound!

HAVE

14

15
4

44
44
44
44
44
44
44

44
44

41
44

10
22
23
17
18
i9
20
21
M
32
:13
24
25
26
27
28

41

29
30
31

44
•4

35
20
20

15

Cts. j
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

Dr.

25

25
25
44
25
44
Ague, 60
44
Ear Discharges, impaired
50
44
Scrofula,
Glands, Swellings, 50
44
Files, blind er bleeding,
50
44
ophthalmy, and sore or weak eyes, 50
«
catarrh acute or chronic. Influenza. 50
41
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs,
50
•*
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
50
**
Diphtheria
ulcerated Sore Throat.
50
4
Sufferings at Change of Life,
100
4
Epilepsy, Spasms. St. Vitus’ Dance. 1 00
44
General Debility Physical Weakness, 50
4*
50
Dropsy, and scanty Secretions
44
Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding,
50
44
50
Kidney Disease, Gravel,
44
Nervous Debility. Seminal Emissions,
1 00
involuntary Discharges,
44
Sere Mouth, Canker,
50
44
Urinara Incontinence, wetting bed,
60
44
Painful Periods, even with Spasms, 50
FAMILY CASES.
Vials, Morocco Case, and Book,
$10 00
large Vials, in Morocco, and Book, 6 00
5 00
large Vials, plain case, and Book,
Boxes (Nos. 1 to 15) and Book,
3 00

Erupt

Salt Rheum, Erysipelas,
ons,
Rheumatism. Rheumatic Pains,
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever,

44

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.
Mahogany Case 10 Vials,
$10 00
1 oO
Single Vials, with directions,
These Remedies, by the Cage or single Box,
are sent to any part of the country, by Mail or Express, free ofenargeon receiptof the price. Address,
HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC

A. ROBINSON, Cl Exchange St.
H. H. HAY & Co, Wholesale and

Retail Agents.
jul.v26’65eodiy

Portland.

Fashionable

Stationery
and

Papers

new

SQUARE

Sarsaparilla Compound
Cures Epilepsy and Rheumatism.

PAPERS,

the height of Fashion iust now.
We are the Sole Agents of the heautiiul

which

we

stamp in any color at
PER QUIRE.

AGENTS FOE

who

AND

are

Sarsaparilla Compound

BRETT,

Fancy Stationery,

Cures Uterine Ulceration,
Syphilis and Mercurial
disease.

GIiinmcm, LubinN Genuine Perfumery, Hair, Nail and Tooth Brutthe*,
Jilutfligli, French and American Soaps, &c,9 &c„ Si. c.
the usual assortment of Fancy Goods found in
first class store.

And

a

IT IS A SPLENDID HAIR-DRESSING I
No person, old or young, should fail to use it.
It is recommended and used by the FIRST MEDAsk for Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian
Hair Renewer, and take no other.
The Proprietors offer the Sicilian Hair Renbwer to the public, entirely confident that it will
bring back the' hair to its original color, promote its
growth, and in nearly all cases where it has fallen
off will restore it unless the person £ very aged.

R. P. HALL & CO. Proprietors,
Nashua, N. B.
Sold by all Druggists.

EVERYBODY
ol

W* also have
and trices.

Dr. Larookah’s

Sarsaparilla Compound

SCORE

the Rules of the National Associatioufor sale. Clubs mav receive any information
(esire
in
they
regard to Base Ball matters by ad-

dresshg us.
fiL^Postage Stamps lor sale

at

&
13

may!

GREAT

DR.

Hair

FREE STREET.

PAPERS!
Ac

Noyes,

55 EXCHANGE

STREET,

KNIGHTS’

books;

Dressing

I

•A. dressing lor Children’s hair, which can be used
without fear of ii^Jilry to its
growth or texture,
has hitherto been unattainable.
Most, if not all, ol
the Hair Dressings heretofore sold at the
drug stores
are composed
of oil and alcohol,—ingredients
which are antagonistic to the life of the hair.—
KNIGHTS* Hair Dressing contains neither oil nor
alcohol, is purely vegetable in its comi>osition, and is
the most perfect Hair renewer and
invigorator that
lias ever been made available, to the
public. Persons
whose hair has been thinned by sickness or age should
give this preparation a trial, with the assurance that
a luxuriant g; owth of hair will
result, unless the roots
are dead, when such an effect is
impossible.

mb27dM,w&s6m

C.

is an

HAVEjust

public.
For changing gray or faded

SPLENDID

ROOM PAPERS!

DR.

They an CHEAPER than the American Papers,
the rolls Mug THREE INCHES WIDER. A room
wliieh req ires 12 rolls of the American paper will
need only ten bolls ot the English, being a savWe shall
ing to the >uver ol nearly 20 per cent.

sell

AS LOW

elegant preparation, exquisitely perlumed, inclines the hair to curl- will not soil the skin or any article of apparel, and is fast superceding the pernicious articles which have so
long deceived a credulous

tlic American Papers

as

Sold.

are

Having linpcrted them direct from England ourselves there wtl NOT be commissions, and two or
three profits aided to the cost before the consumer
gets them, as when they are purchased from New
York
I^r'The tra<l< who have not supplied themselves
with their Spriig Stock, will do well to give us a call.
The retail trale of the city and vicinity will SAVE
MONEY and AkI one of the BBaT ASSORTMENTS

hair to

its original color,

KNIGHTS’

ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER
should be used, and is the only preparation for that
purpose upon which the.public can rely with confidence. Both the Dressing and the Restorer are put

up in

Chlorate

BOTTLES,

LARGE

BOTTLES,

PRICE

«1,00*

LARGE

BOTTLES,

PRICE

$1*00.

ImuortingHoiises.

PRICE

*1.00

PREPARED BY

Dr. E. E. KNIGHTS, Chemist, Melrose,Mass
—---■

of
KNIGHTS ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER.

ROOM

PAPERS,

R3P’What the Press says and what the people know.

CURTAINS & BORDERS
offered in this city.

Erer More

KNIGHTS* ORIENTAL HAIR. RESTORER
Restores gray and fhded hair to its original color.
KNIGHTS* ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER
Removes dandruff and

Ac

Bailey

Noyes,

55 EXCHANGE STREET,

This

cures nervous

headache.

KNIGHTS* ORIENT All HAIR RESTORER

Is tiie only preparation of
it promises.

its kind that performs all

side of
KNIGHTS' ORIENT AH HAIR RESTORER

Westbrook, Me.

Woodford’* Corner,
tbe

cars

of the above NURSERY, and made arrangements with one of the
moat reliable N urserymen of Massachusetts, for Pear,
and other Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, etc.,
Apple, Plumstock
of Green House and Hardy Plants,
w itn a large
for the Flower Garden or house
suitable
Shrubs, etc.,
culture, I would solclt a share of the public patron-

purchased

HAVING
ag

Everything; Bold warranted true to name, and as
as can he had at any other establishment.
Parties wishing Shrubs, Plants or Flowers suitable
the
for
Cemetery, will be supplied at short notice, and
any information I possess freely given.
Wreaths, Crosses, Boquets, or any design o Flowers furnished at short notice.
Funeral Flowers preserved and arranged in the
low

neatest manner.
Ut^eAll orders

left at L. J. PEKKINS* Fruit and
Confectionery Store, Morton Block, Congress Street,
6f Park Street, or at the NurseCarden,
Park Street
ry will meet with prompt attention.
P. O.
Portland
1702
Address Box

C. F. BRYANT.

Large bottles—price $1.00.
Large bottles—price $1,00.
Large bottles—price $1.00.
Savannah, Ga., Feb. 4,1866.

Dr. E. R. Knights, Melrose. Mass. :—
Dear Sir—I am happy to inform you that the use of
one bottle of your Oriental Hair Restorer has restored
my hair, which was nearly white, to its original brown,
and it is soft and glossy as in earlier days. Dr. Walsh
tells me that it is the only preparation of the kind that
is worthy of confidence.
Gratefully yours,
Mrs. A. b. LAMAR.

KNIGHTS* ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER.
PREPARED

BY

Dr.

Darookali’s

Also

WASI1BUUX It HOVEX’S

Cultivators.

Guide to the Flower and Kitchen Garden, giving
two thousand varieties ol

PULMONIC SYRUP
is

a

descriptive list of

Flower and Vegetable Seeds,
For sale at the

Portland

Agricultural

Warehouse

STORE,

—by-

KENDALL

April 2—is2m

&

WHITNEY.

Yellow
BY

It is

Price S>100 Per Bottle; Six Bottles for $5

E. R.

CAR

LOAD.

ON SALK

11.

Shorts,

BY

BUBOIN

d>

CO.,

"So. ISO Commercial Street.

Notice.
CIDER is wanted and will be received in
small quantities as well as larger quantities, and
■risb paid at No. 26 Commercial Street.
April 18, 1888.—dtf

0I,n

Knights,

M.

D.,

Dear Sir—-In answer to your renuest, I am pleased j
to state that I have manufactured shoev containing
your Metallic Sole by machinery. I think them a superior article for keeping the feet dry. In manufacturing them there is no trouble from cutting the
thread when sewing, nor any difficulty in putting
them in the shoe.
Respectfully yours,

BILL BOOKS!

SEELEMAN PEARLBROOK,
Practical Shoe Manufacturer, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mar. la—d3m.

and every kind of

sured that it is an excellent powder for cleansing the
teeth and purifying the breath, and having examined
the recipe from which ii is made, we are sure there
is no article in it w hich is in the least injurious to the
teeth or general health, but on the contrary, highly
beneficial to both.

as a

safe and

effectual ooth

matter adhering to them. In fact, it contains
best constituents of several popular dentifrices.

20

the

Bespectftilly,
A. A. Hayes, M. D.
State Assayer.
State St.. Boston, February 26th, 1866.

ounce

MEMORANDUM,

denee that

-AND-

|

FREE

MASON

BOOKS I

JOHN G. COOK ti CO., Druggi.l.,
PROPRIETORS, Lewiston, Me.
K3P“For sale by Druggists generally.
For sale in Portland by W. W. Whipple, Crosman
&Co., J. It Lnnt & Co, L. O. Gilson, W. E. Short,
.Jr., Edward Mason, H. T. Cummings, T. G. Loring,
Benson & Merrill, F. E. Co veil, M S. Whittipr, K

C.

Benson & Merrill, C. E. Beckett, T. O. Coring, Edward Mason. E. L. Stauwood, M. S. Whittier. J. H.
J.Thayer, .1. B. l.unt & Co„ W. E. Short, Jr., L. C.
Oils in, C. W. Foss, H. T.
Cummings & Co., F. E.
Covell, C. F. ]turret, E. Chapman, S. Uale, M. Hanson,
T. Swcetser, Samuel Bolie, J. J. Gilbert and C, F,

Corey.

ap2-01yMWF*w

aud

will

137

JJAS

just

Middle

received

POCKET BOOKS

BY

ALL

SPRING
der

or

Coal,

Coal,

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial
BROKEN AND EGG

EGG AND

BILL

MEAD

Children!

oflering at

Low

Prices,

May

on

Health.
or

vegetable

BOOK

BINDING

filth of any kind. In any house, warehouse, cellar,
yard, or other place which the Mayor, any Alderman,
City Marslial or Deputy, or Health Committee or Officer shall deem necessary for the Health of the City
to be removed, shall be carried away therefrom bv and
at the expense of the owner or occupant of such house
or other place where the same shall be lound, and removed to such place as shall he directed, within four
hours after notice in writing to that effect, given by the

Mayor, any Alderman, City Marshal, Deputy,

done at the shortest possible notice.

NAMES

or

Health Officer.

MARKED ON BOOKS

oi all klnda.

SECTION 10.—Any person offending against the
provisions of the preceding Sections, shall tor licit and
pay not less than one dollar nor more than twenty
dollars for every offence, also the sum of one dollar
tor every house that the nuisances or substances
mentioned in the previous sectious of this ordinance
are suffered to remain after due notice thereof.
All jiersons violating the above Ordinance are hereby notified to govern themselves accordingly, a« I
ghal! proceed at once to a rigid enforcement of the
JOHN S. HEALD,
same.
City Marshal and Health Ornoer.
aprl8—tt

Molasses.

Clayed
1
HHDS.
850
50 TIERCES. \

Brig

‘‘J. W.

SUPERIOR CLAYED

LYNCH, BARK EH

JAS. P. LEVIN Aet. South Down Co.
23 Central Wharf, BOSTON, MASS.

INDIAN
Cures all

NO.
Corner
April}

74
ot

MI1>DLE,
l£xchan,ge

Street.
e<xi2m

& CO.,

ter on the

premises.

Feb 12—dlstt

Plenty of hard and soft

Enquire

E. M.

No. 43 Brackett Street, will
ON
House and
rooms,

and

sott

water

throughout; building

Valuable and Desirable
CITY PROPERTY
ON

FREE

STREET,
AUCTION.

AT

FRIDAY, June let, at 3 P,M., on the premises, corner oi Free uml Oak street?, will be
sold the very attractive
property formerly owned
and occupied by Hon. J. T. MeCobb. This lot baa
a front on Free of about
eighty-one foot by about one
hundred and fifty-three f el on Oak street, in all
about twoive thousand three hundred and ninetythre: leet; on the premises is a three storied mansion
house, with a large wing, built in the most thorough
manner, the whole containing some thirty rooms, arranged ior convenience, all in good repair with the
modern improvements such as gas, water, hating
and cooking arrangements, etc. 'ibis
la
situated on one of our most delightful streets, almost
in the very heart o» the city, handy for the man of
business, and yet tar enough irem noise and bustle
for a quiet home, and is in feet the most desirable
residence that has been off red at auction" this season.
This property v ill be sold without the least reserve, and on terms favorable to the purchaser. For
particulars call ou J. C. PROCTER, Lime Streep or
on the Auctioneers.

ON

diseases caused by

St., R.

house;

E. M, PATTEN &CO., Auctioneers, 18 Exchange St.

MEDICINE,

37 Walker

be sold the Brick
House contains nine ttnishtd

of hara
plenty
Gas

good repair, and but a lew steps irom the I^rse
Rail Road. The lot has 32 feci trout and 127 In df!5h.
Fine large shade trees in front; garden in rear well
*
stocked with fruit trees, etc. Title jerlect.
A large part of the purchase
money can rrmam on
mortgage. This offers a rare chance for any person
to obtain a fine residence in a very desirable
neighborhood. Sale positive without the least reserve.
For particulars call on the auctioneers.
mayUta

propoPEy

of

Jfemory. Universal Lassitude, Pa ins in the Back, Dimncss of Vision, Premature
Age, Weak Ferres, Difficult Breathing, Pale Countenance, Insanity, Consump-

MERWIN,

into the

in

tion,, and ail diseases that folas a sequence of youthful indiscretions.
The Cherokee Cure wilt restore health and vizor,
stop tho emissions, and efTect a permanent cure
alter all other medicines have failed. Thirty-two
paze pamphlet sent in a sealed envelope, free to any
address.
Price $2 per bottle, or three bottles for $5. Sold
by all druggists; or will bo sent by express to any
portion of the world, ou receipt of price, by tho
sole proprietor.

Dr. W. R.

Land.
good cellar,

brought

low

the head of the family, or the keeper of the house,
store, shop, office or other place where such dog is
kept oa harbored, shall have paid to the City Marshal Two Dollars for a license tor such dog to go at

PATTEN & CO., Auctioneers, 18 Exchange St.

Brick House and Land on Brackett
Street at Auction.
FRIDAY, June 1st, at 12 M., on the premises,

SOld

OF PORTLAND.

Sec. 7 —In case any dog shall be found loose or goat large contrary to
any of the foregoing provisions. the owner or keeper thereof, or the head of the
family or keeper of the house store, shop, office, or
other place where such dog is kept or harbored,shall
forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding ten dollars.
J. S. HEALD, City Marshal.
May 12— d2w

ing

Academy

Cherokee

maylT«Jii

T.

Remedy,

Cures all

Urinary Com-

plaints, viz: Gravel. Inflammation of the Bladder and
•Kidney*, Retention of
Urine, Strictures of the

Gleet and all Mu*
Female, caring recent
in from one to three days, and is
especially
recommended in those coses of Fluor Albus or
Whites iu Females. Tho two medicines used in
conjunction will not fail to remove this disagreeable
complaint, and in thos^cases where other medicines
have been used without success.

Masters and Misses of all ages and attainments received at any time in the term.
Classical Course is sufficiently extended to
enable young men to enter any college iu the
country.
In the department for yenng ladles, instruction is
furnished by competent teachers in all the Higher
English branches, in Latin, French, German, Draw-

ing, Music,

or

Price,
Remedy, One
Bottle, %2, Three Bottles,
44
44

Injection,

&c

limited number of private pupils,
singly will still be attended to*
Terms $1.00 per week.

in

Still

Fraser

wa-

oi

C. BICHABDSON,

**

$2,

classes,

^^to^and^f.

•*{£e£at

rece^^»
l*n“

dfoEia

reC£,ve

PLANTS, FLOWERS AND SEED.

VT
E»illo.

MBS. M.

all letters for pamphlet*
r"!phAddreM
the solo

or

FBASFB, Florist,

tor sale

OFFERS
of her
Se

proprietor.
..r.dvleo,
Dr. W. E. MEBWIN, 37 Walker

Lozenyeef**

COTTON

medicine*

St., N. Y.

I

DUC%

CHAINS, ANCHORS. *c.

I

The subBPTiliere, manufacturers and sole agents tor
the sale id’ “LAWRENCE” and “OLD COLOW”
Cotton Duck audTwiuc, now have a full assortment
lire wise:—

onh^ml;

Pieces Cot ton Ravens Duck.
Bales 2 and 3 thread Flax Sail Twine.
Bales Stout fend LLij Russia Ravens Duck.
(..'oils llotli’s Russ la Bolt-Rope.
Pieces English A *chor Bunting, assorted colors.
Chain Cables, j in. to lj| in.
Tons Coil Chain, 3 10 in. to IJin.
Warranted American Anchors.
For sale at 23 «& 25 Commercial St., Boston.
300
20
20
Boo
300
100
100

may 4—<13m

PEAKING, TH A CHER & OO.

a

er
own
da,
raising. Also Dahlias and
Ropes: some hundrod Varieties which .'an be purchased lower than at any other Garden in the state.
to

November.

April
MaylMw

Wreaths from

Boarding.

suites of Rooms, tnrnisbed or unfurclass
nished, with or without board, In the first
House77 Frecstreet. Respectable transient boarder*
may21-dlw*
accommodated.

SINGLE

to

„n,i

to

Street,

largo assortment ot Garden
Roots, Herbaceous Plants, Shrubbery and Flow-

.ddress u.in perfect «m„ur thirty-two p»«
every lady .nil (rentleomn In tho
«n
^ to

vrn

Jx>ss ol Appetite, Debility,
ail Irregularities, Neuralgia,

Complnlnt,

lW*

July4dly

..

in Business I

pain, act

Travelers find the
Faintness Ac.
w)Int they need, as they are so .impact anul inodorous
in the vest pocket. Price 68
that they may be earned
boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
cents per box; small
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.

ft‘*weve^
,no?ev—

Pearl Street Garden!

No. 52 Pearl

Monthlv

physici***

»Tnot

no

|&

Tho Cherokee 44 Cure*
“Remedy" and InJ**
tion" are to be found in all well regulated drug
stores, and are recommended by
druggists all over the world, for their Intrlnwcnonn
and merit Some
unprincipled <leal»?rs.
try to deceive their customers, by
worthless compounds,—in order t**111**
drugin place of these.
gists will not buy them
packed
will send them to you by
to
a„
and free from observation.
w t and v,\\\ be
whiA the
statements from
«
explicit
pleased to
re||ef heretofore.

C. O. FILES. Principal.
2S Hanover St.
P. O. Box 103.
18—d3w*
May

Mrs.

44

Liver

ness

or

cases

THE

the palate, cause

the bowels once the next morning.
in all cases ot Piles and Falling of the Itectum. We
promise a cure lor all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
such as Oppression ailer eating, Sour Stomach, Spitt ngoi lood, Palpitations; also. Headache, Dlzaines*.
Pain in the Baek and Loins, \eUowi>es* ol the Skra
and Eves Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Bilious-

INJECTION,

CHEROKEE
does not fail to cure
cous Discharges \n Male

to

PLEASANT

promptly, never require increase of dose, do not
exhaust, and tor elderly j>ersons, females and childTwo taken at night movren, are just the thing.
Warranted

inQ*, Brick Dust Deposits,
and all diseases that require
a diuretic, and whon used in
conjunction with the

!

Summer Term begins May 28, ’66,
And Continues Right Weeks

t&“Flowors, Boquets, and

For Sale.
A two story frame House, and about 3000
of
feet
Land, on the corner ol Pearl and Cumij

ULberlond Streets.

Every Saturday at II o'clock A. M.,
At Forest City Stable, corner Federal and Lime Sts.
where Carriages can be stolen aud Horses bo ti ded 11
desired, previous to or after the sale.
These sales will be under
cover, and held withou*
regard to weather.
HENRY BAII EY & Co., Auctioneers.
March 1—dtf

<

GREAT

Loss

Marshal’s Office, May 11th, 18C6.
ORDINANCE ON DOGS.
i. No dog shall be permitted to go at
large or loose, in any street, lane, alley, court, or
traveled way, crin any uninclosed or public place in
this city, uiitil the owner or keeper of such dog, or

MO-

130 Commercial Si.

April 7—dtf

WEHarnesses, &c.«

self-abuse, vtz.*p*

free

LASSES, now landing per
Drisko,” from Cardenas, for sale uy

on

AT AUCTION!
Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Holes,

shall sell

CURE,

TUB

or

dtt

If farmers and others cannot obtain this article of
traders in their vicinity, it will be forwarded free of
express charge by

CHEROKEE

r',\yl7dtd

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,

"when

Urethra, Dropsical Sscell-

cin-

shells, or any

or

Ills old

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS.

LOBERY,

S. ROUNDS & SON.

Portland

_.

9.—All

VERMIN.

Should be used by. all Farmers

Store,

dirt, sawdust, soot, ashes,
SECTION
ders, shavings, hair, shreds, manure, oyster, clam
lobster
animal
substance,

And every variety ol

FORMERLY OF TIIE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

SCAB,

19—dlw

Ordinance

Co.,

the Continental Stores, Brooklyn, ami
by sample at
the Sales Room of thcAuctioneers, No. 112 Pearl
two tlays before the sale.

St.,

large.

154 Middle, Car Crou St.

MANUFACTURERS!

OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING.

to meet

STOVE 8IZE.

SECTION

THOMPSON’S

AT

per Cord.

Mr, Brewster would be happy
faiends and the public generally.
Portland, Feb. 2,16C5.

CITY

XT nder-Flannelm,

—

And

International Hotel,

March 2—<l&wtm

and

Misses

Ladies,

Hosiery and Glove

Head Hobson’s Wliari.

SIZE.

Free burning and VERY PURE, and aH kinds

T
mf
Jan
15th—dtf

SILK, MEKINO AND GAUZE
AND

The above Cotton has been cI&smhI aiul
imylid
by G. W. Amory. and may be seen in the UUe at

TEETH I TEETHJ TEETH I
Dr, D, still continues tu kiittract Teeth by Electricity without pain. Person*
having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have remold for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines for sale
for family use, with thorough instri'tion*.
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with board
«nd treatment at his house,
Office hours fVom 8 o'clock A. M. to 12 M.; from 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation free.
novltf

St,

oi

2000 Sales Mobile and
Charleston Cotton.

Vigor of liealth.

RECEIVED and ibrsale by the undersigned

at their Wharf,
JUST

These Coals are oi the very best quality, and warranted to give satisfaction.
Also, 500 cords of best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part ol the city at
short notice.
t3T*Give us a call and try us.

FOK

OFFICE, COMMERCIAL STREET,
mav7dtf

Coal.

White and Red Ash Coal.

OPENING THIS MORNING!

—

By ordei

SIMEON DRAPER, (I, S* Cotton
Agent*

Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazv

—

For sale to clear the wharf, by

$4.50

Me.
tl

200 TONS

Grore,

PRICES.

Delivered in any part of the city for

STREET, Portland,

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

THE

UNDER-FLANNELS!

GOODS,

CASH

MIDDLE STREET,
the (Jolted States Hotel

active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who have oold honc.s and feet j weak stomachs, laniand weak back^ nervous and sick headache; dizziness and swimming in tho head, with Indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; pain iu the side and back;
leucorrhma, (or whites); falling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors,
polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will find m Electricity a sure means
of cure, For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those fcng line of troubles
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and
in a short time, restore the sufferer to the

275 Tons Hazel ton Leliigh,

o

sell at. the

LOWEST
April 18—dtl

STREET.

JOHN KINSMAN,

HO. 53 UHIOiN

GORE’S

A

UNION

O’CLOCK P. M,

At their Sales Room No. 112 Pearl
Stijiat
llANOY’EH tuQUAlIE,

leap with joy, and move with tho agility and elasticof youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostity
bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities ro»
moyed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength j the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ol
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature life
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated and an

Old Gas Fixtures reguilded and bronzed.
Gas piping done to order. And also Gas Cooking
and Heating Apparatus.
GF Agent or the Lava Tip Gas Burner.

ap!7

SUMMER

Street,

AT I

DEWING,
Electrician

By Electricity

The

March 26—dtt

SPLENDID STOCK

a

On Friday, May 25tli, 1800,

complaints.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

RULERS

WILL SELL

years, and is also a regular graduated physician.
Electricity is jierfecfly wkipted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; ncurai~ia un
the head, neck, or
consumption
iu the acute stages or where the lungs are not
fully
iuvolved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hii
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs

SOAPS,

397 Commercial Sty 47 & 49 Beach Street*

Tailor, PAPER

JOHN H. DRAPER & C^.,

hesitancy
speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

53

II, DRAPLk, Auctioneer,

United States Cotton Sale.

mering

lurnish the

Leathe &

made to order.

J»

N.

/extremities;

in Westhalf wood-

May 19—dtd

permanently
city. During the three
years wo have been in this city, we have cured some
of the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms ol treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured ? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay
cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has boon a practical Electrician lor twenl
y-

GAS AND COAL OIL

a

opposite

he would

STREET I

good^Wy and

new

respectfully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he hue
WHERE
located in this

4weod*

STEAM REFINED SOAPS!

BECKETT,

Merchant

CO.,

may5

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the State.

Chapman, C. F Duran, and by H. H.
HAY,! who will supply the trade at Manufacturers*
prices.
ap4eod3m

W.

174

a

Also, at same time nine acres of good Land «i the
Readjust below the above; this is a Hue lot and
valuable to cut up into house lots
Also, Jive ami one-quartir iuret more on this new
the above lot. This piece is laid out
Loud,
and will ho s Id In lots.
HENRY BAILEY * Co..» uctloneers.

unrival-

B—Ladies desiring may consult one of thch
A lady of experience in constant attend,
ianl.iSCfkhSw

W.

shall sell

we

house, with an L; new uidTi'good urder. A good
barn, shed, Ac., with tix a<-r, VT,i kiiul. This land Is
good, eariy and highly eultivatcVthe property Is
very ilesirable.
It is about one-half mile from

Nearly Opposite

Nos. 43, 45 & 47

Sweetser. E.

TICK,

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
J. W. PERKINS & CO.,
BURUESS, FOBBES & CO.,
W. W.
WHIPPLE,
CBOSMAN & CO.,
H. H. IIAT

we car

ZEATHE

MELROSE, MASS.
80LD BY

REPINED

80LD

Application!

Tukey’s Bridge.

ONbrook,

Vitas' Dance, deafness, stampalsy or orparalysis, St. ol

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, containg all the modern improvements, we
are enabled to furnish a supply of Soaps of the
Best Qualities, adapted to the demand, for Export and Domestic Consumption*

SUPERIOR

Real
Estate
brook at Auction..
FRIDAY, May 25, at 3 <,USck p. M.

DR. HUGHES ietrticularly nvites all Ladies, wht
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 6
which they will hud arranged for tkeii
especial accommodation.

Medical

HAND !

iu^AVcst-

Valuable

en

DR.

GORE,

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices!

a Box!
A liberal discount to the trade.
on

SECOND

wrought Iron:

_

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

CHANDELIERS,

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
All of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, In packages suitable f >r the trade and lawily use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and as our goods are manufhetured
under 'lie personal supervision ot our senior partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public with cou-

ORDER

at II
of old
Broken Anchors l'iecds of
Old Chain; Oil and Water Casks; Old Sheathing Copper; one old Boar; one old Mainsail,
t if Terms Cash.
By Order of the D. H. Board.
JOHN POPE,
D. H. Inspector First District.
HEN., Y IIA ILK r & CO., Auctioneers.
May 22, IHCC.

of

HOYT &

NO. 1,
OLEINE.
CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANE’S PATENT,

STEAMBOAT RECEIPT BOOKS!

WILD

cast and

own sex.
mice.

»!

hundred and forty

Old Iron, <tc., at Auction.
be sold on THURSDAY, May 34th,
o’clock A. M., on Franklin '‘.’barf, a lot

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO T*HE LADIES.

N.

one

F’or further particulars
inquire of the subscriber at
Oorham.
RANDALL J. ELDER,
Administrator, with the Will annexed.
HUGH D. MeLELLAN, Auctioneer.
Gorbani, May 18,1860_dlw*

with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with fill! directions
by addressing
DR. HUGHES,
No. S Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

-VIZ:-

Twenty-Five Cents
FREE

slavery.

EXTRA,
FAMILY,

Freight, Express, Railroad

are

led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific uuc'
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will lind it invaluable in all cases of oh
structions after all other remedies have been tried ir
vain.
It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing ii
the loast Injurious to the health, and may he taken

STREET

UNION

SaiJ (bran oonlaiua about

Temple Street,

FURNITURE,
AND

noon.

acres of excellent land,
pleasantly located, well
watered and fenced, cuts about 60 tone of
Hay, and
Is on< of the most productive mrms iu
town, with
good buildings, and a large quuntity of wood and tlm-

returned, it desired.
Address:
Dn. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 3 Temple Street [corner of Middle
Street;, Portland. Me
hi/ Send a Stamp for Circular.

the only reliable place to purchase

NEW

sell

consulted by one
above disease, some o»

healthy restoration ol the urinury* organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Ur.,
do so >y writing, in a plain manner, a
description
ol their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be

PUBLIC

and all sorts

County of Cumberland, uecia-ed, 1 shall
the Farm formerly owned
by h m, uow known ts the
Town Farm, in Gorbam, as provided in said
instrument. The sale will be oil the
premises, at public
auction to the highest bidder, on TH U ltSDAT ttaj
21th day ol May, A. D. 18(6, at 2 o’clock in
the alter-

can

a

CJ ARPET

Administrator’s Sale.
pursuance of the provisions of the last will end
INtestament
of Mr. Simon Huston, late ut Gorham
in the

lull and

solicit the attention of the trade and
to their Standard Brands of

STEAM

celebrated Tooth Powder is pnt up in two
and sold at the low price of.

Packages

is

Mtf Vgf"

are

Kenovating’Mediclnes are

Spruce,

fi-ont

££d

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such
cases, and s

!

?ay

f

many men at the age ol thirty who art
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladoften
der,
accompanied by a slight smarting or burl.iug sensation, and weakening the system in a mnnnei
the patient cannot account lor.
On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or thu color will be of a thin luilktsh
hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die ol this
difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

proclaims the fact that

UNION

0No’cb^kUm*hfY’

24th> at half paat 12
side of
above Clark
la' * street, near
the Hoi se Railroad line will
;
be Wil 1 a valuable lot of
land, having a
ot 74 rt.
on Spruce bv about loo
feet in depth
This la x vnrv
desirable building lot, and situated to B
borhood where land Is increasin'.:
daily In value.
Ca^ °D
auc^°lie*r Exchange It.

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There

Dr. H.’s Electic

of

on Spruce Street at
Auction.

whom aie as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, und by their friends supposed tc
have it.
All such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course ot treatment, and in a short time art
made to rejoice in perfect health.

consumers

needed in the Counting Room.

Boxes,

Trial

Hardly

SOAPS!

LEATHE~&
WOULD

or no
made.
a
passes but we
or more young man with the

victory.

winding sheet

UNITED

charge
day

ranted

THE FLAG OF OUR UNION
And

A al liable Land

and Complexion.

•

Thick-heads of all Europe.

the

PATTEN* Sc. CO*, Auctioneers*
No* is Exchaui'c Si#

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war-

THE UNION NAVY

as

Cook Stoves,
Tubs, &e.
on account of U. S.
Government, one covered
W%gon, in prime order capital lor a market wagon;
one large r airbanks'
platform Scale, in line conci
tion, Ac. &c.
may21td
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auet'rs.
Also

SEEK FOE AX AXTJDOTE IX SEASOX.

is the terror ot the Crown-heads, Flat-heads and

established

\Va»e,

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude ami Nervous
Prostration tliut may lollow Impure Coition, arc
the liy.A.meter to the whole system.
Do not wait for t.ie consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, tor
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

UNION SOLDIERS

now

Lbairs, iables, Crwcsverv, Wooden, Stone and Iron

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

M

is

&c., at Auct on.
WEDNESDAY, May 23d, at 10 o’clock A. M„
office, an invoice t»f Furniture, consisting of
Gargets, Bureaus, Bedsteads, Mat reams, Mirrors,
at

All who have .committed an excess ot any kind,
whether it be the somary vice of youth, or tbe stingiug rebuke of luisplaceu confidence in malurcr yt-ai.,

WM. L. BRADLEY,
Manufacturer of Coe’s Brail ley’s Patent Supcr-Phosphateol Lime; Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilize; Fine and Extra-Fine Ground Bone;
Powde-ud Raw Bone, &c.
24 Broad Street. Boston.
,,
Jan 31—dim

Strength

Furniture,

0N

rursues

Bradley,

and

Monday, May 21st,
M„ and continue TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, ut 10 A. M. and 3 I*. Al.
niaylTdtd*

at 3 P.

meonUoyer,'-

Potatoes,

fight

Cushions,

ill
commonly

not less than one acre of land each.
For the best experiment on Indian Corn with my
Super Thospli ite of Lime,
§60
For the second best expenment on Corn, do.,
30
third
do.
do.
2o
do.,
For the best experiment on
60
second nest experiment on Potatoes,
20
third
do.
do.
20
For the best experiment on
30
Turnips,
second best
do.
20
For the best experiment on Oats,
30
second best
do.
20
Fort the best experiment on Grass, cither Pasture
or Meadow,
60
second best experiment on Grass, do.
30
third
do.
do.
20
For the best experiment on Tobacco with Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer,
GO
second best experiment on Tobacco, do.
40
to
be
sent
in
on
or
Reports
before the 1st day ol December, 1S6G, to William L.
Boston, con
taimng description ot soil, mode of cultivation, quantity ot Super-Phosphate ot Lime used, ef whom purchased, and whether with or without barnyard manure; every report to be certified to by some citizen
of integrity In the town where made: these reports
when in, will be referred to a Committee of three
competent, disinterested gentlemen, whose duty It
shall be to award said premiums after examining the
reports; the premiums to be paid on the 1st day oi
January, 16U7.
To avoid anypoiweblc chemical error in the manufacture of
my Fertilizers, 1 have made arrangements
with the highest chemical talent, to aid me in this
important department, and not a single ton of Phosphate or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allowed to go to
market until it has been sampled and
passed inspection by actual any sis.
6^r-Tlio above-named Fertilizers can be purchased from reliable dealers throughout New England.
Pamphlets containing testimonials and directions
for using Super-Phosphate of Lime can be
hail, free
ol charge, by addressing the manufacturer or dealers: also Bradley’s Manual tor
Tobacco
will
growing
be sent nee to any grower o. the weed, by asking lor
it by mail.
on

for a hard

THE

one

RFFI\FD

Bespectftilly yours,
D. B. Strout,
Thomas Fillebrown,
Dentists. Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Maine.
We the undersigned have examined specimens oi
Cooke’s Chlorate Dentifrice, also the recipe from
which it is prepared, and we take pleasure in recompowder.
A. Garcelon, M. D., John M. Small, M. D., Pearl
Martin, M. D, M. C. Wedgewood, M .D., J. Fanning,
M. D., A. Burbank, M. D.. Eli Edgecombe, M. I).,
J. P. Fessenden, M. D., R. R. Ricker, M. D., Lewiston. H. L. K. Wiggm, M. D., S. Oakes, M. D., N.
C. Harris, M. D., Auburn.
Lewiston, February 3,1866.
Messrs. John G. Cook, & Co—Gentlemen:—I
have carefully examined your “Chlorate Dentifrice”
both Chemically and
Physically. In composition it
accords with the recipe, and is free from any metalor
mineral
lic,
compound, which can injure the teeth.
It cleanses the surface of the teeth w ithout abrading
and
it
contracts
the gums firmly on them,
them,
while its chlorate compound destroys any decaying

And Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer in growing
Corn, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,

is

wonders and beauties of the mighty deep,
the “medals oi creation from the dominions of
old Neptune;” also Japanese Waves, Back Gammon
Board*, Tea Caddies, Trays. Glove Boxes, etc.; East
Indian Suaw Work, Bamboo Baskets, Mats, etc.;
Chinese carved Ivory, Sandal Wood and Feather
Fans, French and Itaiian .shell Work, Boxes, Baskets,
Shell Head Dr eases, Necklaces, Hair
Band*, Bracelets, etc. The above will be open and
on exhibition
Monday morning. La des arjl %0entB
are particularly invited to examine the
and
beautiiu! collection. No
postponement. Every lot
will he sold without reserve.
Sale to commence on

nrtitie.■■
oi\‘n l

FARM

Shells, Cameos, Pearls, etc.,

Sea

^lteUn

phys'cmn,

CURIOSITIES,

MARINE

rmUsikxipurporting

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME*

Union

-OF-

and with
at ail

fe ted*

CAUTION TO THE PUELIC.

"Ware* «&<?•*

in Premiums, ottered to NEWT ENGLAND
ERS tor the best experiments with my

alii

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out tor
general use should have
their efficacy established
by well tested experience iu
Me bauds ol a
regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies Uts liim lor all the duties he mu.-t
“buJerl with poor nostrums
country
ami.
to be tlie best in the worlu.
are
ait not only
useless, but always injurieus. The unfortunate should be i-auhcui.au in
L
as it is a
lamentable yet
aole tact, that many
syphilitic patients aie
«
miserable with ruined constitutions
b, maltleatme-1
from inexperleuoed physicians in
general
tor it Is a point generally conceded by the hsine,.
ographers, that the stuuy and management
complaints should engross tlie whole time ol tl me
who would be competent aud successful hi tliuir Uea
The inexi»crienced general
inent and cure.
l.rac
iouer, having neither opiiortunity nor time to mate
liimsuli acquainted with their i»aihoiogy,
one system of treatment, in most cubes maVig an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dan.
gerous weapon, the Mercury.

Five Hundred Dollars!

STB -A. IMI

BOOKS

Bead the following Testimonials inlits Favor.
Lewiston, Jan. 12,1866.
Messrs, John G. Cook & Co—Dear Sir:—Having
tested
Chlorate Dentifrice
we
feel a
your

WHITNEY,

PORTLAND, ME.,
MANUFACTURER'S PRICES.

AT

tuw

cess.

Hall Building* Market Square,

ily

S. J. Seely, Esq.:

-AND-

New Article in the Market, but has already
gained a wide-spread reputation.

a

Coughs, Colds, Influenza, Bronchitis, Conthoroughly refitted, and furnished in the
sumption in its early stages, and all diseases of the
'Iliroat and Lungs, that has been made available to
the public. Clergymen. Members of Congress, Sing- _| most elegant style,
one who has given it
ers and Actors, and in feet every
Aud is Now Opened to the Public by
a trial give it their unqualified praise.
8. 15. 15 REW8TEK,

Com!

50 Tors Fine Feed and

mayl4Jtl

be the

PEEPABED BY

MEALING,
Mixed
Western Ho.,

EDW’I)

to

18G3.

X.

COLLECTION

Gaily, and Horn a A. Al. to U P. to.
Dr. 11. addresses those who are suiferiug under the
affliction 04 private diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice 01 sclt-abuse
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch ol
the medical proiession. he icels warranted in UuauRAXTEEIXG A CUKE IX ALL
CASES, whether of lolly
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CUUE.
He would call the attention ot the afflicted to the
tact of his long standing and well-earned
reputation
furnishing sumcient assurance of his skill and suc-

Implements, Seeds,

Agricultural

by

hours

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

OVEliTON,

This excellently located Hotel lias been

FOR

High

acknowledged by ali

Surest, Safest and Speediest

10,000 BUSHELS

Pure

Cash, Invoice, Alphabet

cure lor

AND

SEED

r*

*

Bethel Steam IVTill

Flower Seeds
FULL and complete assortment
front tlie most celobra.cd Seedmen in the counoi

Illustrated Amateur

Dentifrice !

SPRTJCE SLAB WOOD.

Seeds.

Flower

BLOTTERS!

Embracing a large assortment ol Cloths for Spring
Overcoats, wlilch ho will be happy to mako up to or-

KNIGHTS* ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER.

which I wore the whole of last winter in the wet
streets of Albany. I have hail them half soled since,
and am wearing your Metallic Soles now, with ftill intention never to be without them. I have not had
a wet or damp foot during the whole time I have worn
them. I pronounce them the best insole yet made.
I am satisfied that no person having once worn them
will do without them. Wishing you the success you
deserve tor so valuable an invention lor the preserva1 remain iruly yours.
tion of health,
SAMUEL JEFFERSON, Contractor, New York.
Mr. Samuel J. Seely :
Dear Sir—I take great pleasure in offering my
testimony to the usefulness and comfort of your patent Metallic Sole. I have used a pair of boots for tho
past seven months, furnished with this Sole, and feel
no hesitation in saying that I have never worn shoes
that combined so perfectly the desirable qualities ol
dryness and durabilitv.
EMMA
Brooklyn, New York.

-AND-

PURIFYING THE BREATH!

DE. E. E. KNIGHTS, Melrose, Mass.

Portland, April 16, 1866—dBw

try.

directly upon the roots of the Hair, and its efspeedy and permanent.

are

the stock

*.

A

Acts

fects

leave Preble Street and pass
Nursery every twenty minute*.

Westbrook

TESTIMONIALS.
Tlie undersigned have lor the past six months worn
Boots and Shoes possessing Mr. Seely’s Metallic
Sole, and find them an effectual preventive against
dampness, and the colds so often taken from damp
feet. Most gladly do wo testify to the perfect efficiency of their service. Tho Metallic Solo is not only a
grand contribution to the cause ol general health,
but a postive luxury, obviating all necessity of
India Rubber shoos, except in muddy weather. All
upon pavements,
ordinary dampness, and even waterharm
is completely foiled of its power of
by this most
one who has once
No
invention.
and
useful
simple
them
without
used them will ever be
again, as they
i nertase the cost of boots and shoes by a sum which is
scarcsly worth naming, and Insure,positively, dry feet,
which is reckoned among the first conditions of health
We heartily commend the “Metallic
and comtort.
Sole’’ to all the sensible.
J. CLEMENT FRENCH,
Pastor Central Cong. Church, Brooklyn,
MARY A. FRENCH.
New York, Dec., 1865.
Samuel J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—In reply to your inquiries regarding your
patent Metallic Sole, I take great pleasure in stating
that 1 had them put in a pair ot fine calf skin bools,

BOOKS

DAY

-AND-

Tins

KNIGHTS* ORIENT AH HAIR RESTORER

ELMWOOD NURSERY!

Valuation, Tax and Highway

Cleansing: the Teeth!
HARDENING THE G VMS,

Prevents the hair from falling off, and promotes its
luxuriant growth.

JORTLAND.
May 22-eod&w21

Record Books !

I).

-FOR-

dross, they are particularly exposed to the

pen to have them, he can procuie them without difficulty. If he will not, then send yourself to the inventor one dollar and
cents, and obtain six
pair, assorted sizes, with right to use, which will be
promptly forwarded by express pre-paid, and which
can be made up by
any shoemaker in the country.—
Agencies will be established in every city and village,
and supplied with Soles and proprietary stamps, at
schedule prices and liberal commission allowed on
sales. Also General Agencies for States appointed on
application, will proper testimonials to the inventor.
SAMUEL J. SEELY,
General Depot, corner City Hall Place and Read
New
York.
street.

COOK'S

mending it to the public

LARGE

7

C.

PORTLAND,

ENGLISH

monotony

of

thirty

the
o‘ the

SON, Patentee, “Boy’s Boarding Schcol,” Topsham,

KNIGHTS’ HAIR DRESSING

received per sliip Sunderland, direct
fron Liverpool, a large invoice of

delicacy

long train of ills that attend upon an inadequate protection to the feet.
These Soles have already been tried by the best oi
tests, actual use, and the testimonials to their
merits, ireely proffered, indicate that they must be
speedily and universally adopted by the public. The
Patent Metallic Soled Boots and Shoes are being introduced into tbe leading Boot and- Shoe Stores
throughout the United States, and will supplant all
forms of overshoes, except possibly for deep mud or
snow, as they become known. Be sure to get them
and take no other. If your shoemaker does not hap-

COUNTY, CITY AND TOWN

save

desk ami the necessarily attendant steady attitude.
For further particulars please address the manufacturer, JOS. L. BOSS, Boston, Mass., JOS. F.
DUNNING, Agent, Portland, or WARREN JOHN-

chiefly

-IN-

Bailey

sighted persons;
particularly in near
wear and tear of
relieves the

Me.

CALEF,

BARGAINS

ItOOM

chest,

Sold by all Druggists*

store.

our

KNIGHTS, Chemi.t,

MELROSE, MASS.

BOOKS

madcaccordlng to

QEYER

R.

French and

German Papers!

PATENTED

“So easy and convenient,” savpupils.
“Just what we have wanted, ”say teacher.
A represents moveable lid. C toothed ratchet
supporting lid A at any angle by pin in frame B,
which, binged at the upper edge, may be opened as
any ordinary cover the whole prevented from interfering with pupil in fr ont by stop within the desk.—
Durable, Simple, therefore not expensive: convenient
for Drawing Schools, Beading Rooms ana Libraries.
Prevents stooping and consequent contraction of the

PREPARED BY

DR. E.

American, English,

Dec. 20,1865.

April, May and June.

other Balls of various sizes

hand

on

from the best

DESK.

We would call the attention of Ball Clubs to the

Also

Manufactured

Metalic Plate, exceedingly ductile, combining
toughness, very light, and every way
flexibilitytowith
adapted the end desired, while the addit ional expense is merely nominal. It furnishes a perfect barrier against the admission of wet or dampness, though
the feot may be exposed ever so long upon wet pavements or damp ground.
To ladies and children the Metalic Soles will be
of incalculable value, as from their habits of life and

LEDGERS, JOURNALS

Should purify the blood and
invigorate the system by

NOT YOEK & PHILADELPHIA BATS.

STYLE,

8 UR VEYORS’ BOOKS l

SCHOOL

BALLS!

ly

It cletmses the Scalp, and makes the Hair
SOFT, LUSTROUS, ANH SILKEN

IMPEOYED

the

SIZE AND

WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO
ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

Is double the strength of
any other Sarsaparilla in
the market.

use

every known

give sat-

Sicilian Ilair Renewer

-IN-

ATLANTIC

not

has proved itself to be tho most perfect preparation
for (lie Hair ever offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no
injurious properties whatever.
It is not a Dye, it strikes at the Roots and fills
the glands with new life and coloring matter.

Dr. Larookah’s

the

Books

ICAL AUTHORITY.

Dr. Larookah’s

__i

Visiting Cards, &c., &c.

of

It will keep the Hair from falling out.

Sarsaparilla Compound

Blank

HALL’S

IT

Cures Pain in the Stomach, Side and Bowels

Paged

Reward

isfaction in all cases when used in strict accordance with our iustructious.

Vegetable

Dr. Larookah’s

leaders ol Fashion in

and

Wedding

It is an cntirely'new scientific discovery, combining
inauy of the most powerful and restorative agents'
iu the vegetable kingdom.
We have sucli confidence in its merits, and are
so sure it will do all we claim for it, that we offer

Sarsaparilla Compound

CENTS

LOWELL

HAIR RENFWER.

Cures Pimples, Pustules, Blotches and Boils.

RUSTIC LETTER,
25

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

If the Sicilian Hair Renewer does

Sarsaparilla Compound

he can be consulted privately,
\T7HEEE
f T
tiic utmost conlidenee

its merit alone.
SOLD BY

■Wooden

Wetting the Feet is the most prolibc cause oi
disease and death known to humanity. It is almost
sure to bring on a cold; and colds, neglected, and oltcn
when not neglected, lead to fevers or to coughs ami fatal consumptions. It is in recognition oi this truth
that the inventive talent oi the country has for years
been devising some method, or attempting to devise
it, lor keeping the ieet dry, and yet that should not
give inconvenience to the* wearer. Rubber shoes, in
one form or another, have hitherto been our reliance;
but it is w ell knowu, as among their
many evils, that
while they keep the feet
dry from external moisture,
they sweat them over much, and by thus inducing
an undue tenderness increase a suscepti- ility to colds
rather than otherwise. They arc also cumbersome to
the feet, and withal are very expensive. The demand
is for something that shall make the ordinary Boot
and Shoe impervious to wat r, without affecting their
elegance or durability, and, it possible, without adding sensibly to the cost oi their manufacture. These,
it will be conceded, are most important features,
and we conscieutiously affirm that they are absoluteattained in the invention herewith presented to
the public.
The invention consists in inserting between the iner and outer sole, when the boot is making, a thin

HALL’S

$1,000

Dr. Larookah’s

Purities the Complexion, rendering it clear andtrans^
parent.

at

are

Larookah’s

on

A NEW INVENTION.

DEALERS

Tho old, the young, the middle aged unite to praise

Cures Erysipelas, St. Anthony’s Fire and
Dropsy.

Dr.

APRIL

KENDALL &

SEELY’S

Patent Metallic Sole.

IIR ACULOUS.

Sarsaparilla Compound

Bradley,

MADE

—AND—

RARE AND VALUABLE

Temple Street,

No.

Sales.

E.M. PATTEN & CO., Auctioneer!, IS Exchange St.

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

of the best
materials, in the most improved maimer, it is commended to the public as suAll who have
perior to any other in the market.
used it speak of it in the highest terms ol praise: aitu
the manufacturer will continue his best endeavors to
advance the reputation which it has already acquir-

ITS EFFECT IS

Sarsaparilla Compound

Envelopes.

Manufactured by Wm. L.

ed,

Dr. Larookah’s

OH. J. B. HUGHES

H

BOSTON.
Wai'ruutcd Genuine.

Manufacturers to Order

Auction

_Medical._

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME, PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,
5

—

Cures Scroftila and Salt Rheum.

styles oi

—ALSO—

which

Larookah’s

Sarsaparilla Compound

in this city.
We would call especial attention to the

Checked

PAT’D. Sept. 5, 1865.

Dr. Larookah’s

TOWN

where can be found the finest assortment of

C O JZ

A. —Metallic Sole.
B. —Outer Sole.
C. Inuer So.e.

Dr. Larookah’s

STATIONERY STORE!

BRADLEY’S LATENT

Cures Liver Complaints and Dyspepsia.

LADIES’
UP

TAKE CARE Or YOUR LIFE

Sarsaparilla Compound

HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY.
Office and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York.
I>k. Humphreys is consulted daily at his office,
ersonaliy or by letter, as above, for all forms ol

disease.

Labor Omnia Vincit!

♦

Hearing,

enlarged

Miscellaneous.

PATENTED

26
25
25

Miscellaneous.

groat Spring Moilicino and Blood Purifie

The

tion.

No. 1 Cures Fever*, Congestion, Inflamations,
*4
44
2
Worms, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
44
44
3
Cry inn Coho, or Teething of'infants,
44
4‘
4
Dianna of children or adults.
44
44
5
Dysentery, Griping. Billious Colic,
44
44
6
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting,
44
44
7
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
44
44
8
Neuralgia, Toothache, Faceache,
44
44
9
Headaches, Sick-lieadache, Vertigo,
44
44
10
Dyspesia, Billious Stomach,
44
44
II
Suppressed or painAil Periods,
44
44
12
Whites, too proffiso Periods,
41
44
13
Croup. Cough, difficult BreatUng,

Stationery.

_

or

■

I

Southern Pine Timber

look at this 1

Second-Hand Clothing,
By

FOR SALE
WM. BROWN, No, 91 Federal Street.

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed ancf Repaired

good style,

and at short notice.

mar3d*m

FOR
IN DOCK—AT
TAIL.

NOW

SALE.
WHOLESALE OR RE-

W. w. BROWN,

In

May

15—dim

BROWN’S WHARF,

Equalization of Bounties.—The bill reported by the House Committee on Military
Aftairs, to equalize the bounties of soldiers,
sailors and marines who served in the late war
It

will be taken up this week.

for the Union,
reads as follows:

Section 1. That instead of any grant of land
other bounty, there shall be allowed and
sailor and
paid to each and every soldier, such in the
as
marine, who faithfully served United
of the
otate?,
army, navy or murine corps

or

and who has been or who may hereafter be honsum of
orably discharged from such service, the
eight and one-third dollars per month, or at the
rate of oDe hundred dollars per year, as hereinafter provided, for all the time during which
Buch soldier, sailor or marine actually so served
between the 12th day of April, 1861, and the
-day of April, 186S, and in the case of any
such soldier, sailor or marine discharged from
the service on account of wounds received in
battle, or while engaged in the line of his duties, the said allowance shall be computed and
paid up to the end of the term of service for
whichliis enlistment was made, and in case of
the death of any such soldier, sailor, or marine,
while in the service, or before the end of the term
of enlistment, if discharged ou account of being wounded, as before provided, the allowance
and payment shall be made to his widow, or, if
there be no widow, then to the minor children
of the deceased.
Sec. 2. That in computing and ascertaining
the bounty to any soldier, sailor, or marine, or
his proper representatives, under the provisions
of this act, there shall be deducted therefrom
any and all bounties already paid or payable
under existing laws by the United States, so
that in no oase shall the aggregate amount ot
bounty allowed and paid exceed eight and onethird dollars for each month of actual faithful
service, or at the rate of $100 per year; and in
the case of any sailor or marine to whom prizemoney has been paid or is payable, the amount
of such prize-money shall also be deducted,
and only such amount of bounty paid as shall,
together with such prizes, money and any other
bounty paid or payable by the United States,
amount in the aggregate to the sum allowed by
this act.
Sec. 3. That no bounty under the provisions of this act shall be paid to or on account of
any soldier, sailor, or marine, who was a captured prisoner of war at the time of his enlistment, nor to any one who was discharged on
his own application, or request, unless such
discharge was obtained with a view to enlistment, or to accept promotion in the military
service of the United States, or to be transferred from one branch of the military service
to another, and who did actually enlist or accept promotion, or was so transferred, and no
bounty shall be paid to any soldier, sailor, or
marine discharged on the application, or „t the
request of parents, guardians, or other persons,
or on the ground of minority.
That whenever application shall
Sec. 4.
be made by any claimant through any attorney or agent, the claimant shall furnish his
post office address, giving the name of tile
it
is sitcounty and State in which
uated, and the amount of commission or fee
is
to
receive
for
his
the
services
which
attorney
in the settlement of the claim, which charges
in no case shall exceed the sum of $5. 'The
Postmaster General upon ascertaining the
amount due shall cause to be transmitted to
such claimant the full amount thereof less the
fee to he paid to the attorney or agent, which
fee shall be paid to the attorney or agent, in
person, or transmitted to such address as the
attorney may direct.
Sec. 5.
That any attorney or agent who
shall receive from any claimant a sum
greater than $5 for the prosecution of any
of
tho
this
claim
under
provisions
act, upon conviction thereof, shall pay a
fine not to exceed the sum of $1,000 or imprisonment for a term not less than one year, or
both, as the court or jury may adjudge, and
shall forever thereafter be excluded from prosecuting claims of any nature whatever against
the Government of the United States.
That in case the payment shall
Sec. 6.
be made in the form of a check, order, or
draft upon any paymaster, National bank,
near the
or Government depository, in or
the claimant
wherein
district
may reside, it shall be necessary tor the claimant to establish, by the affidavits of two credible witnesses, that be is the identical person named
therein; but in no ease shall such checks, orders,
or drafts lie made negotiable until after such
identification.
Sec. 7. That it shall not he lawful for
any soldier, sailer or maine to hereafter assign, barter or sell his discharge, final
or
other
list,
descriptive
statement,
papers, for the pnrposo of transferring,
assigning, bartering or selling any interest in
any bounty under the provisions of this act;
and all such transfers, assignments, barters or
sales heretofore made are hereby declared null
and void as to any rights intended so to he conveyed by any such soldier, sailor or marine.
Sec. 8. That no adjustment or payment of
any claim of ony soldier, sailor or marine, or of
h s proper representatives under the provisions
of this Act shall be made, unless the application be tiled within two years from the passage
of this Act.

The Fenians again.—A special dispatch
to the Boston Advertiser says that twenty-five
men, purporting to be Fenians, landed at Calin a twelve-oared

early Monday morning
boat from Eastport, and quartered

ais

families.

A few

more came

Irish

on

in the afternoon

by steamer, the captain of which reports three
hundred Fenians at Eastport. This new move
thought to have political significance. The
provincial election is but three weeks distant.

is

The Markets.
REVIEW

OF

PORTIiAED MARKETS.

"Week ending May 22,1806.
Note.—Oar quotations represent prices of large
lots from first hands, unless otherwise stated, and in
fiMng small orders, higher rates have to he charged.
For figures see quotations in. another column.
The firmness of gold during the past week kes
caused great stability in foreign commodities, and the
tendency of many articles is upwards. Gold has
been very steady at about 130. It was the intention
of speculators to send it up to 135, especially last
the exports tor that day reached to
the enormous sum of nearly six millions of dollars.
But the agents oi Government stepped into the New
York market and created a dead lock among the
gpeculatoi'B, by offering all the bullion that was wanted for export for 130|. This fixed the price, and a
higher premium was obtained.
The arrival ef the Cuba with intelligence of ifce
panto caused by failures in London, created sensation Monday afternoon in New York. Tuesday, 22d,
gold opened at 130®. Government having stepped
out of the market the price went up to 134, closing 11

Saturday, when

133i.
General trade has been steady and active during
the week. Buyers have made their appearance and
purchased lreely, rcplemisliing stocks winch had
been roduced to a lower point, perhaps, than ever before. There is no glut of any commodities in market,
and holders are not disposed to make concessions,
thinking the lowest point has been reached.

APPLES—Dried apples are very scarce and prices
have again advanced. Though the demand is light
vet the supply is not equal to it. Green fruit is scarce,
there being very little of prime quality in market.
Pot ashes aie quiet and demand modASHES
erate at T @8c t* lb.
BEANS—There is more demand, especially for
shioping and prices of all kinds have advanced.—
Peas #2 00®2 62,
Harrows arc worth $2 50®2 75.
and Blue Pod $2 25@250.
BOX SHOOKS—Our quotatations are nominal.—
There is nothing doing—very lew in market, and
none being nianulacturcd.
BREAD—The increase in the price of flour has
caused an increase in tbo price of some hard kinds.
100 lbs.
Bound Pilot is now Belling at 89 00® 11 00
BUTTER—The market is better supplied with ball
for
has
boon
some
than
it
butter
time, and the article Is lower. Prime table can no# be bought lor 10@
45c, and the tendency is downward.
CANDLES—Moulds are steady at 16@17c 4> ft.
Sperm are in moderate demand nt 10® 42c.
8hadC l0Weri dcmand
at
—

iSm.'

CHEESE-kn Increase ot supply has reduced tlio
it), ami We quote New York at
price 2©3cJp
20®23c
cheese can be

Country

had 2

tonamlarenow deSvei

COFFEE—Tlie

or

3c

nT^S'i^I’^ifafWhite
a

licht

ran

now~“te°v
S-SS’SfiSSfc.
COOPERAGE—All kinds
va

of cooperage
are in betdemand and at higher price*. There is a continued scarcity of city niade molasses shook*. Hoods
1
M.
have advanced $3
COPPER—The market is firm at our quotations
With a fair demand.
CORDAGE—The market is quiet, with slight
change- We reduce our quotations for American to
W&30C -P* lb, Manila at 20a>2lc, and boltrope at 22
@22*c.
DRUGS AND DYES—The demand continues good,
with no alteration in prices except in opium which is
now quoted at $9 25 fc* ib.
DRY GOODS—The advance in the raw material
has caused increased firmness in the market for cotter

ton goods, and holders are stiff in their prices. In
fact an advance of 1c has been made on some of the
heavier grades of cottons and the demand is active.
Focdiudcsiralde goods, woolen and cotton, both
domestic, the market is firm with an upwarovendency. Foreign goods have been sold at
less than the cost of importation; but as the stocks
are becoming reduced the importers and jobbers
In anticipation of an instiffen in prices,
creased tariff upon most foreign manufactures.

orelBpnd

especially,

DUCK—The prices of Portland duck remain the
We quote No. I at 90c, and 4c
yd less for
each succeeding number up to No. 10. The demand
§
continues good.
FISH—The demand for dry flsb, both local and
from the West continues good. There is no change
Mackerel have further advanced and we
m prices.
quote No. 1 Bay at $19 50(jgS0 00 with very few in

same.

market.

FLOUR—The low grades of flour are 25@50c lower
than they were a week since, and the tendency is
downward. The good grades are quick and there is
no decline in price o( Extras.
The supply of prime
and extra grades Is not greater than the demand.
FRUIT—The market is well supplied wlfh all kinds
and oi a good quality. No change in prices
GRAIN—Com is firm with an upward tendency.
Oats are scarce and quick at quotations. The supply
of shorts is small.
GUNPOWDER—The price of Oriental continues at
$050 for blasting, audits do for sporting. Demand

paiet.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Correutud for the Pbesp. to May 23,

IRON—The rise Iu gold renders the market si iff lor
of metals, and our quotations are
maintainou, with moderate business transactions.
LARD—The demand has been active at our increased quotations. Holders aro still' as the supply
is short.
LEAD—A fair demand for sheet and pipe at our
quotations.
LEATHER The market is firm lor the season
and prices are maintained. Stocks are moderate,
and holders are unwilling to make lurther concessions.
LIME—Has been coming in freely, and the price is
reduced. We quote Rockland and Thomaston at
$1 40,a)l 60 l> cask. The demand has slackened off.
LUMBER—The demand continues good. There
is a largo supply ot green lumber, but the stocks of
dry are getting low.
MOLASSES—Receipts since our last have been 1706
hhds,144 tes and 962 bbls. The market is firm and the
tendency is upwards. Good grades are qu-ckly tak-

Beans.
Marrow Ip bu. 2 5J
Pea.2 50
Blue Pod.2 25

up.

NAVAL STORES—With a light demand there i6
change in prices.
OILS—Tiie Portland Kerosene Company will not
sell large quantities at our quotations. The great
demand lor kerosene oil at the West keeps up the
price. No change in other oils.
PAINTS—Pure leads are scarce and firm at our
quotations. Manufacturers are
hall a
cent more for some kinds oi lead demanding
and with an upward tendency. The demand for all kinds
oi paints is
no

good.
PLASTER—There is a large stock of hard in the
market out no
change in price. The demand for
ground has lessened and the stock is light.
P®2^UCE—The market continues well supplied
fresh meats. Beef

is

12^a)15c

higher and brings

$*lbby the side. Veal comes iu freely and is lower, the
best bringing 10@12c. Spring lambs command 18(a)
2l)c ^ lb.
Eggs are higher and selling at
20@2lc ^ doz, by the package. Turkeys are
scarce.
Onions are plenty and lower, selling at
$1 6o@8 00
bbl. Potatoes are scarco and higher.
There is considerable demand for them for shipping
and

our quotations can be realized.
PROVISIONS—We have no changes to report this
week. Pork is firm at our quotations and there is a
short supply in market.
RICE—Carolina is very scarce and firm at our
quotations. Rangoon can be had at 9^l0c.
RUM—Price nominal. There is no Portland distilled in the market.
SALT—There is a good demand for fishing purposes. Prices firm at our quotations. We note the
arrival of a cargo of 3600 bushels of
Liverpool.
SOAP—Leathe «& Gore have reduced the prices
lor their manufactures, and we alter quotations.—
The demand continues good.
SPICES—Our quotations which are for pure, are
fully maintained, with good demand.
SUGARS—Are firm with an upward tendency. All
kinds of hard sugars have advanced } of
a cent during the week, and we quote crushed, granulated, and
powdered at 15£(a)16c
lb.
SEEDS—The demand is about over and the stock
is very small, having been exhausted
by the large demand that has prevailed
throughout the season.
SHOT—The reduction in the price of lead has
brought dow" shot, and we reduce our quotations
to 10^11$
lb.
TEAS—No change. The market is well supplied
and there is a good demand.
TIN—Active with a good demand. There is a
slight reduction in charcoals. Some grades are

TOBACCO—There is a steady demand from the
trade at about our quoted rates. The market is firm

buoyant.

VARNISH—Prices remain steady, with moderate
quotations.
WOOD—Hard wood brings at retail $10@11 wcord, and sort wood $6 00(g)7 oo. Manufactured kindling wood is still quoted at 35(^60c ^ box (containing about a barrel) for soft and hard.
WOOL—Holders are stiff in their prices, anticipating a rise. There have been no important transactions as manufacturers will only purchase, at
present
prices, as their necessities demand.
FREIGHTS—There lias been a little improvement
in rates, durlug the past
week, there not being such
an abundance oi vessels
ottering. The engagements
have not been large. We report the
following: Bark
Clarita, fi»r Havana, with boards, at $7, and sugar
box-shooks, 15c; Brig Hydra, forMatanzas, withlihd
shooks and heads, at 25c; Bark Dencv,
(200 tons,) out
to Cardenas, tor the round sum oi
$700; Brig Prairie
Rose, out to Cienfugos and back with sugar, at 60c
hundred; Ship Undo Toby, to loadeoal at Philadelphia for San Juan del Sud, at $15 ^ ton.
sales at

TELEGRAPHIC REPORTS.
Financial.
New \ okk. May 22.
The Commercial's article says the news of the
panic in London has produced a sympathetic effect
here, though as yet to no serious extent. The large
purchases of gold from the Sub-Treasury lor shipment, by withdrawing suddenly a large amount of
currency from the banks, has produced a marked derangement in the loan market. This morning there
is a very extensive changing of loansLarly in the
morning, parties whose loans had been called in, were
hurrying around the street ami freely offering 7 per
cent., at which rate they mostly found accommodation. So thus tar there has been no realizing upon
collaterals. At 1 P. M
money was offered somewnat
freely at 7 per cent., and the indications appear that
the market will close easier than it
opened. Yesterday the Sub-Trrasury sold $10,000,000 in gold, but
this

morning suspended selling.

It is understood a

combination had been formed for buying up $25,000.ooo more should the government had continued its
sales. Should any attempt be made to run
up the
premium to an extreme rate the government still
stands with
or lorty millions of its own
thirty-live
available coin to che Jc the attempt. The stock market suffers insympathy with the disturbance of loans.
At the board, prices were off 1 to
2$ per cent., but
showed a slight recovery afterward. Governments are
decidedly weak, under the expectation of further returns of 5-20’s. Gold opened at
130$, sold up to 133i,
and then declined to 132$.
Exchange firm; sixty
days 9$; bankers 9$ % 9f. Three days’ bills 10$ @
The Post says after the government broker retired
to-day, gold went up to 1341, subsequently receded to
132$, then went up to 133$.
Markets.
New York. May 22.
Cotton—sales 2000 bales. Middling Uplands at 38
@ 40c.
Flour—State and Western a shade better. Sales
9,000 bbls. >>uperflne State at 7 00 @ 9 30; Round
Hoop Ohio at 9 00 @13 75. Western at 7 00 @ 9 20.
Canada shade firmer; sales 350 bbls. at 8 65 @Tl2 90.
Wheat 3 @ 5c, higher, but very quiet. Sales 15,600 bushels. Milwaukee new, No. 1, at 2 05 @ 210.
The latter an extreme price. Amber Michigan at
2 51; new White do at 3 00.
Corn—2 @ 3c higher; sales 62,000 bush.; new Mixed Wesern at 82 @85 afloat.
JSew York

Beef—steady.

Pork—heavy sales 8,300 bbls.;
@ 30 50, closing at 30 37 cash.

new

Lard—lower; sales 550 bbls. at 19 @ 22c.
Whiskey—nominal. Western at 2 26 @ 2 27.
Rice—firmer. Sales 100 bags at 9J @ 9$ for Ran-

goon.

Sugar—firmer

and

more

active;

sales 1300

Porto Rico at 12 @ 12$.: Muscovado 101 @ 12c.
CoiTee—dull.

hhds,

Molasses—quiet.
Naval Stores—unchanged.
Freights to Liverpool—dull.
New York

New

Yobk, May

Chicago

Milwaukee

34
Mid. weight
3<>
35
Heavy.
44 @ 48
Slaughter
.■Am. Call_ 1 30 @> 1 59
..

CORRECTED

„..

wheat.

& St. Lawrence R. R.,.50.60
At. & St. Lawrence R.R. Bonds,100. 88. 90
A. & K. R. R. Bonds,.84.86
Maine Central R. R. Stock,_100.9.11
Maine Central R. R. Bonds,.80.85
Androscoggin R. R. Stock,.50.worthless.

At.

Cold..133g
and
.115

Androscoggin 1st Mortg*ge Bonds,.75.85
Ken. & Portland R. R. Bonds,.100. 96.100
Portland & Forest Av’n’e R. R., 100..60.70

Chicago and Rock 1 sland.. ..92
Illinois Central.
Michigan Southern.

117/

7g|
Hudson.111$

Portland Glass

Erie...!...'.71$

New Yorl: Central.93
Boston Water Power.42
United States coupon sixes,
United States 5-20’s, coupons 1862,.100$
United States 5-20 coupon, 1884,.1014
Treasury 7

Dividends.— The Casco National and Merchants
National, dec are Dividends in April and October; the
l*tNational,Canal National,Cumberland National
2nd National and National Traders in Jan. and July,

1881,.108$

3-10..101$

Missouri Sixes. 75$

Boston Stock List*
Sales at the Brokers Board, May 22.
American Gold.
1315
U. S. Coupon Sixes. 1881,. 109
Uuited States 7 3-10tlis Loan, 1st series..
102
do
small.102
do
2d series. 102

Portland Dry Goad. Market.

Expressly corrected for the Press,

to

May 22.

COTTON GOODS.

Inohos.

Company,.

1Q0.100.102
Port. Shovel Manufkc’gCo.,.. ..100.nominal.
Richardson’s Wharf Co.100. 90.100

Reading..

Price.

Heavy Sheeting.37.19 @ 21
Fine Sheeting.•.36. 18® 21
Fine Sheeting,. 40.22}® 23}

do

32.12}®

17

Heavy Drilling,.30. 22}®
Medium,.,.30_...20®
Corset Jeans,.:..18}®
COTTON FLANNELS.
Heavy Cotton Flannels.27m
Cotton Flannels,.22 ®
Bleached

25

to

101$
102*
102
1021

95$
33
84

40

DRILLING.

® 45

Shirting1*

^

„

Heavy Striped
Heavy

surtrug,:::;;;;;^;;;;;;;„ ®

Ticking.TICKIN<1-

In this city May 21, by Rev Dr Carruthers, James
C Barnet and Miss Mary Wannen, both of Portland.
In Kittery, April 6, Andrew Peterson, of Portland,
and Miss Frances A Frisbee, ot K.
In Saco, May 16,. Maj Ruel C Carter, of Oesipee,
and Ellon F, daughter J M Burbank, of S.
In Saco, April 26, Fritz Grout and Miss May E
Cole.
In Bath, May 8, Uenry G Turner and Miss Ellen
J Bailey.
In Winthrop. May 12, John Green, of Pittston,
and Mrs Angelme Bates, of W.

27}

35

22

"

Heavy douhle and

Heavy

Denims.&
.45 @

Medium Denims,.

...

50

ColoredCamb^,**0*.'36
Best Prints.. .12J@
Medium Prints,.

"**

DeLolnes.

VaddINg"^.."11^®
‘JI‘NO,
lb,. .@

BATTING,
Cotton Batting, V lb.
Cotton

Wadding,

Wicking...2!
WOOLEN

Gaitng.85

Kentucky Jeans,.
Satinets.
Union

15
is
“

In this city, Slay 20, Mrs Mary E, wile of Levi
Dyer, aged 40 years.
[Massachusetts papers please copy.]
In tills city. May 22, Mrs Eliza, wile of Capt J W
York, aged 60 years.
ljr*Kiineralthis(Wednesdaylafternoon at 2oclk,
from No 136 Brackett street. Relatives and friends
are Inivtod to attend.
In Gorham, May M, Mr Ehen F Cressey, aged 25

B

17

*

25
78

years.
fn Buxton,
April 9, George F Huse, only child of
Sirs Frances A
Mcscrve, aged 19 years 11 months
and 4 days.
In Bangor, May 22, of consumption, Charles Sumner Gage, aged 36 years.

@ 65

Meltons,..*.52

iil-

Black Union Cassimeres,. .1;.
Black all wool Cassimeres... .80 (^>1 00
Black Doeskins..... 60 ®2 00

Fancy Doeskins,. .i
Bcpetlant, 6-4,..!
WOOL

o*

FLANNELS.1

Blue Mixed Twilled Flannels..
Blue and Scarlet,.
White, plain.

•—g@

Fancy Woven Color*...

',16®

2°
®°

of Limerick. .New York. .Liverpool.May 23
Ericsson.New York. .Bremen.May 24
Manhattan.New York.. Vera Cruz... .May 95
City ol New York .Now York.. Liverpool.May 26
Virginia.New York. .Liverpool_May 26
Helvetia.New York. .Liverpool.May 26
Bavaria.New York. .Hamburg.May 27
Bremen.New York. .Bremen.Tlay 26
Java.New York. .Liverpool.May 30
Eagle.New York. .Havana.May 30
Atlantic.New York. .Bremen.May 31

Insurance.

Steamers.

Railroads.

ATLANTIC

FARE REDUCED TO BOSTON.

POKTLAND

Let*

m WESTBROOK,

SAone

JOHN

OF

Liinc St.

For Sale Cheap.
of Spruce aud Brackett

74 Middle street.

inE.yr.Hl2w_

PORTLAND.

For Sale.

john <& Chase.
Brig Iris, Coker, Philadelphia—master.
Brig J Leighton, Brown, milIbridge—master.
Sch Eclipse, (Br) McBumie, St John, NB—Andrew

Burns.
Sch Julia, (Br) Seeley, St George, NB—N J Miller.
Sch Maryland, Allen, Pliiladelplna—Moses B Nickerson.

Morning Star, Young, Boston—C W Pidrce.
SAILED—Barque S W Holbrook; brig Tojront.

Sch

DISASTERS.
Brig Trenton, oi Portland, irora a Southern port
tor Boston, was off Fire Island Pith inst, with loss of
bowsprit and other damage, having been in collision
with an unknown schr.
Brig Castatelle, ot and from Richmond. Me, for
Mobile, was spoken 19th inst, lat 39 40, Ion 63 45, with
loss ot foremast, boats and dcckload. She reports,
12tli inst, took a heavy gale, during which the torestay parted and the foremast went over the side,with
everything attached: the sea breaking heavily over
the vessel was unable to cut away the wreck until
the next morning. Wolud make for nearest port.
Barque r# Willis Rich, at New York from Cienfhegos, reports, 18tli inst, 30 miles SSE from Bamegat,

mainboom, partly burnt; same
standing above water, ap-

a vessel’s
saw a vessel’s boom
attached to a wreck.

rently

p

Six Octave Melodeon, but little used, at E.
A Fine
B. ROBINSON’S Music Rooms, 347$ Congress,
Oak
Street.

near

Inquire

MaylStl

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 20th ult, barque Vidette,
Merritt, Freeport, O.
Sid 20th ult, ship Valparaiso, Mayhew, Cotyja.
GALVESTON—Ar 9th, ach E A Couant, Jones,
ORLEANS—Ar 14th, brig
Langtliorn, Cienluegos.
Towed to sea, ship May Flower.

14th,

MOBILE—Ar
New York.

sch J W

Golden

Lead,
from

Cld 16th, brig Lucy Ann, Dodge, Matanzas.
KEY WEST—Ar 2d, brig Ponvert, Allen, N York,
(and sailed tor Cardenas.)
SAVANNAH—<,ld 11th inst, ship Now England,

Hodge, Liverpool.
Ar 17th, brig Winfield, Rogers, Liverpool; schR
Buliwinkle, French, Rockland.
Below, barqu? Harvest Moon, from New York.
Cld 15th, sch Hattie B, Benner, Darien.
CHARLESTON—Sid 17th, sch Chas Woolsey, Parker, for a Northern port.
BALTIMORE—Ar 17th, sch Bengali, Pillsbury,

Portland.
Ar 19th. brig Romance. Duncan, Navassa.
Cld 19tli, sch H Prescott, Freeman, Saco.
Sid, barques Chilton, Stafford, Salem; Amazon,
Perclval. Savannah.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 19th, sch Madonna, Homer
Savannah.
Ar 20tli, brig Monica. Mitchell, Matanzas.
Cld 19tli, barque E A Cochran, Blanchard, Matanzas; sell D Williams, Hunt, Portland.
Ar 21st, barque Eventide, Park, Matanzas.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th, barques Burnside, Taylor,
Marseilles; L Willis Rich, Panno, Cienfuegos; bugs
HattieS BiBliop, Hutchinson, St Pierre, Mart; Sitka,
Brown, Guanica. PR.
Below, ship Caravan, Marshall, from Liverpool,
with loss of rudder.
Returned, ship B Aymar, tor medical assistance,
having small pox on board.
Ar 21st, ship Albert; Gallatin, Delano, Liverpool;
Matilda, Blake, Matanzas.
Cld 21st. brig Jeremiah, Fard, Cardenas; sch Elk,
Allen, Port Hoyal, SC.
C1<119th. brigs Alberti, Dow, Santa Cruz; A Horta,
Young, Trinidad.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 20th, schs Ocean Wave, New

Rico, from Bangor.

Globe, and Porto

PROVIDENCE—Ar 21st, brig Abner Taylor, Lord,
Bangor: schs Savoy, Bray, Calais; Flora King, Cook,
Portsmouth.
Ar 21st, schs Lookout, Wall, and Allegan, Faraham, Calais; Clarisa, Walker, and Avon, Parks, fm
Bangor; Mar cell us, Remick, and Tugwassa, Wood,
Ellsworth.

NEWPORT—Ar 20th, sch Lizzie Guptill, Guptill,
Rockland.
Sid 19th, sch Grace Clifton, Otis, (fm Newburyport)
for

Philadelphia.

FALL RIVER—Ar 21st, sch Belle, Rogers, from
New Bedford.
DIGHTON—Ar 20th, sch Mineola, Holt, from Ells-

M.

Mutual Insurance Company.
51 Wall St,

William, NEW YORK,
Januauy, I860.

Wooden Dwelling House on the
of Temple and Congress Sts.,
Brick Stable. Lot about 2800 square feet.
to
JOSEPH W. SYMONDS,
Apply

Mayl81w

88

Leave Atlantic Wharf fur Boston,

Insures against Marine and Inland Navigation Risks.

dailF

310,550

Apply

For Sale.
Two-story
THE
Street, at

Brick

a great

House and Lot, No. 2 Deer

bargain.

For particulars, enquire ol
BENJ. KNIGHT,
octl8dtt
Atlantic Wharf#

For Sale.

Weston,
Royal Phelps.
Caleb Barstow,
A. P.Pillot,
Wm. E. Dodge,
Geo. G. Hobson,

W. H# STEPHENSON,
Second National Bank.

April 2—tl

David Lane,
James Bryce,
Leroy M. Wiloy,

Farms lor Sale.
In the town of Falmouth about seven miles from Portland, one Farm,
containing about 45 acres; one containing about 100 acres. Also yne
-two-stoiy House, and lot, situated

16—d<5fcw3w*

%

JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime Street.

May 18,1866.—dtt
Fop Sale.
and

lioif story House partly finished;
good barn, nice well water, 2960 square feet
land—western part city.
Please apply
JOSEPH REED,
No. 45 Union St.
Mayl7-HUw#

MOne

a

House for Sale.
%
one and ahnjf story House, No. 19 Gray
Street, in good repair, hard and soft water in
the house and gas throughout. Can be exam-

»A

ined any time. A large part of the money can remain on mortgage. Enquire of
L. D. STROUT, 335 Congress St.

May 15—iltf

Fop Sale.

For

CAPITAL,

e

land,

For Sale.
story House, in good order,
pleasantly located) together with the lot 30 by
80 feet. Prlqe low—terms liberal.
Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime St.
May 15th—d3w
and

a

half

For Sale.
House in good repair and immediate posscssion given. No. 31 Danfortli Street, together
hjijji
IMlliLwit.il
a large lot of land.
Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
May 11—d3w
Lime Street.

will be

wanting

the interest of every person
see for themselves.

application to
JOHN W.

OFFICE,

as

8EMI-WEEKLY

insurance to

to rates

and terms given

HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 20th, schs Arcade, MunPerth Amboy for Camden; New Packet, Kelley,
Pawtucket for Millbridge.
Ar 21st, schs Lady of the Ocean, Coombs, Elizabethport for Newburyport; Hepzibah, Lunt, Bangor
lor New Haven.
In port 2tst, sebs Harriet Newell, Sea Broezo, E G
Willard, M Sewaal, Martha Watson, Hyena, Catharine Beals, Sarah Gardiner, Rainbow, James Bliss,
Nicanor, Georgiona, New Packet, Lady of the Ocean,
S H Gibson, and Olliers.

BOSTON—Ar 21st, schs Cygnet, Irons. Addison;
Rockhill, Booker, and Zone, Crowell, Bangor; Day
Spring, Davis, do.
Cld ?2d, sch Endora, Anderson, Ellsworth.
SALEM—Ar 21st, sells Victor, Pendleton, and
Hartford, Nickerson, Bangor; Cha’linge, Bullock,
dd; Commodore, Clark, Ellsworth.
NEWBURYPORT—Sid 20th, schs Forest, Strout,
Cherryfield; Baltimore, Dix, Philadelphia.
S

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Callao 28th ult, ship B S Kimball, Dearborn,
from San Francisco.
At Arroyo, PR, 27th ult, sch Mary Kelley, Reed,
lor New York 6 days.
At Remedios 8th inst,

ship Lisbon, Curtis, for New
York, ldg: barques Eureka, Humphrey, for do; Jas
E Ward, Landerkin, tor Boston, lag; brig Wm Henry, Bernard, for New York; sch Franconia, Holt, for
Boston, ldg.
Ar at Quebec 16th inst, ship Gertrude, Doane, from
Liverpool.
[Per steamer Cuba, at Halifax.]
Ar at Liverpool 6th inst, Istria, Sewall, Charleston.
8th, Lamuieigier,from New Orleans: Vheobold, from
do: 9tb, Pocahontas, from do; 10th, Sardis, do.
Sid iin Rangoon March 26, Clara Morse, Lawrence,
Falmouth.

Akyab March 27, Rutland, Ingraham, Aden;
29th, Speedwell, Cooper, Gibraltar.
Ar at Havre 10th inst, Wallace, Carney, from Now

House and Lot for Sale in Falmoutli.
new two-story house, nearly
completed,
for occupancy in a few weeks; stable and
ready
woodshed attached; a never-felling well; wood
lot and pasture adjoining. Said house is finely located at “Colley's Corner,’* live minutes walk from the
first depot out of Portland G. T. R. R.
Meeting
house, academy, new school house, and P. O. all within a few minutes walk.
Enquire ol H. M. STONE,
Depot Master, or Capt. S. DWIGHT STONE, on the

166 FORE

the

premises.

General Insurance

Agency!

furnished; a large assortment ot apparatus and
stock. Further particulars by addressing FRED. F.
HALE, corner Free and Cross streets, Portland, or
WM. GREENLEAF, Esq.,
ap24—dim*
Westport, Me.

March 22, no lat, &c, ship War Hawk, from Mauritius tor Akyab.
May 5, on the Banks, ship Shooting Star, from Liv-

erpool, bound West,
May 9, lat 27 10, Ion 67 50, brig Richmond, of Bangor, from New York, steering SSW.
May 19, off Fire Ireland, brig Trenton, of Portland,
from a Southern port for Boston.
May 20, off Chincoteague, brig Charlotte Buck,
from Cienluegos for a Northern port.

UNITED STATES PATENT

BIGHT
THE
MARSHALL'S IMPROVED ANCHOR.

Button

Serg

Congress

Boots!

easiest, prettiest, and most durable Boot ever
put into the market. For sale at
E. T. MERRILL & CO’S.
May 23—dti

The

To Whom it May Concern.
person desiring to purchase at a fair bargain
one of the most beautifully located and desirable lots within the limits of the city of Portland, ample for a fine residence and fruit and flower garden,
surrounded by broad acres highly cultivated and
beautified with stately elms, and yet so near the
business center ol tliq
city as to conveniently com-

ANY

bine the pleasures and advantages of both
country
and city, will do well to enquire immediately at the

Probate Office, City Building.

may22dlw*

CLAIRVO YANT.
MADAME E. F. LEWIN,
celebrated English Clairvoyant Doctress, and
one ot the greatest Plirenologists of the day, and

THE
also

the most reliable Trance and Test Mediums now
travelling in this State, can be found at
NO. 41 FORE STREET.
from 9 A, M. till 9 P. M,
may22dlw*

White Oak Plank for Sale,
TO

ARRIVE.

A O M MARYLAND WHITE OAK PLANK,
2, 3, 31 and 4 inch thickness.
12 M 44x71 and 8x71 Wales.
M
20
Oak Timber.
McGILVERY, RYAN & DAVIS,
161 Commercial Street.
may22dtt

TiJ

of New York*
Insurance Co* of North America*

HOUSE

LOTS

For Sale,
Stevens* Plains, near the Horse Railroad.—
A. L. RICHARDSON,
Enquire of
On the premises.
April ll—dtf

ON

FOR SALE.
desirable House and lot

southwest corner
of I ine and State streets. The situation is one
of the most pleasant in the city. The lot is about 46
x 103, and well
arranged and stocked with fruit trees
and shrubbery.
For particulars apply to W. T. KILBORN, A.
LIBBY, or to
on

JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime street.

apG—tf

New York.
May 29. 1866.

Philadelphia*

Norwich.

House for Sale.

LIFE

improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, &c., applv to
RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland. Apr. 30,1866.—tf

Valuable Mill Property For Sale.
interest in a Saw Mill and Store. Will be sold
at a great bargain to agood business man who csin
take charge of a Store. Apply to

An

FOR

_8 A. L.

E!

second-hand HAND PRESS for sale cheap
if applied for soon. Size ol Platen 20x28.
Inquire in person at, or address by mail,
PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.
Febl3—dt»

ONE

Valuable Real

Estate

-on-

Congress, North

FOR

&

Cumberland Sts,

SALE,

part of that desirable property
formerly belonging to the Dyeb Estate, and
embracing some of the most eligible building lots on
Munjoy Hil?. This property is now offered for a
short time at private sale, on terms favorable to

COMPRISING

purchasers. Apply

to

AUG. P. FULLER,
281 Congress St., opposite the Preble House.
Apr 13—dtf

For Sale.
SUIT OF SAILS, nearly new, taken from a
schooner of 200 tons. They can be seen at the

A
store of

SAMPSON & CONANT,
Commercial Wharf.
May 16,1306.—d3w*

MADE

Rubber

INSURANCE,

To any amount, and in the most responsible
panies in Now England and New York City.

com-

Stocks,

attention given to drawing Wills,
Deeds, Contracts, and all kind of legal papers._
Also examining titles to real estate, by
II. P. DEANE,

PARTICULAR

COUNSELLOR

M ATANZAS. Barque
0 bbls molasses, to Isaac
Goo S Hunt.
1

WINDSOR NS,
order.

Andaman—564 hhds 90 tres

Emery;

56

hhds 5

tres do

Sch Noel —110 tons plaster, to

AT

117 Middle Street.

October,

1865.

LAW,
may8codtt

Farm containing 100 acres ol
good land, with a variety ol soil, well
wooded
and watered, producing in
H lit-il'BjiiLtjf
5-hr' 2-136S Ufty tons of hay, with two orchold
and
ards,
young, with good buildings, and lavorably located one and one half miles from Gorham village, and nine undone hall miles from Portland.
For further par ticulars inquire of Kldlon &
Card,
Gorham village, or of the subscriber ou the premises.
rufus a. Fogg.
PATTERSON & CHADBOURNE,
Exchange St. Portland
Gorham, Aprd 10, IbOti.
maySd&wtflO
A

Salt!

Salt!

SaltT

TURKS ISLAND SALT.
LIVERPOOL SALT.
lOOO
500 HHDS. LIVERPOOL SALT in sacks.
For sa'e in lots to suit purchasers by
)
E. G. WILLARD,
Commercial Wharf.
may7d3w
IIHDS.
HHDS.

And All

HAVING

Richardson Wharf Co.
Annual Meeting of Stockholders of the Richardson Wharf (>j. will be held at the offic e of
Henry M. Pay son, Exchange Street, on MONDAY,
June 4th, next, at 3 P. M, for the choice of Directors,
and any other business which may come before them.
Per Order.
W. H. STEPHENSON, Clerk.
dtd
Portland, May 21, 186G.

THE

offer

Children’s

of Blasting, Mining and Sporting
Po wder constantly on band and for sale.
Also Blasting Fuse, Toy Bickford & Co, manufacture, for sale by

A-iid

No. 4 Free

& CO.,
159 Commercial Street.

Dr. Fred A. Prin

maySd2m

Made.

I>ent;iwt,
No. 11 Clapp’s

fTlHE undersigned are prepared to mako LlbEKX AL ADVANCES on goods in transit, in store,
for sale, or shipment. Also on-vessels or any other

Sept 20—eodtt

3HUR0HILL, BROWKS & MA1IS0N.

Muscovado Sugar.

19—dtt

Westbrook

OjfiO HHDS. TRIMS GROCERY MUSCOVAliO SUGARS, .lust landed per Barque
“.Norton Stover," from Havana, lor sale by

Seminary.

Term of tills Institution will

com-

LYNCH,

*

G. M.

may 18dlw

April 7—d

STEVENS,
Secretary,

Term of this School for Children

will commence May 28th; at the old City BuildTHE
Lime Streets.
corner of Congress and

ing,
may21d2w*

ppy H you are in want of any kind ol PRLNTVWtt
call at the Daily Press Ottos

tl

Selectmen of tlic Town

Westbrook, May 23,1SC6.—dlw

3E.

JLd.

ol

Westbrook.

A..

ft— w

__

FOU

(FOR MEALING.)

en-

mayl4tl2w

a

*"r
D

Ko. 8

J

CHASE,
Long \Yliexf.

M.C.

58
lot* on

Street.

SPECIAL MEETING of

Mercantile Library
A Association will be held atthetheir
Rooms
SATRAIMENT
URDAY EVENING, May 2Gth iust, at 8 o’clock, to
the
of

ap23—till

Algo lor sale at

Lewis Street*, near line
W. H. STEPHENSON,
2d National Bank.

and

53, Next Door Above,
£#~l>iit'ereut Sizes matte to Order.

.May

on

act on
Laws.
A full

question

amending Act 30tli of the By-

attendance Is requested.
Per Order.
E. S. UEURISII, Roc. Sec’y.

May 19,1866,

mayiildlw

can

bo obtained

011

Casco Street Seminary.

vory lavorable terms oi

NO. 113 EXC

mayUK13w

RANGE

21at-

STREET.

I

For terms Ac., Inquire at No.
MISS MABY C. HALL, Principal.
May 18—<18t*

*

1—iltf_

Peruvian Hair Regenerator

In-

Term of this sebool for Yeung
THEdiesSummer
and MiBses, will commence Monday, May
15 Preble St.

P. MOB BELL & CO.,

MERRILL,

31 l' iiian Si real.

eli Mlble lot near the head ol Stato itreot:

by ^
size,
AVERY
Emory
Also

sale
BY

HOUSE LOTS.

A CHANGE

manufactured
AND

Prime Old Mixed Corn,

light and id. tasant businose, and who can
a caahcopital A $300 to $500, can address
Manufactubk b,
lioxl.OO, P.O.
c.pSdtf

gage ii
funds!

REFRIGERATORS,

BARKER <t CO.,
139 Commercial Street.

Wednesday, May 23d.

—OF—

School.

Block, Congress St.,

PORTLAND, ME.

goo. i security,

business.

Westbrook, on the night
It. B. BOOBY,
CHAS. B. STEVENS,

MRS. E. HATCH,
experienced Milliner, having removed t« Portland,
now occupies the store formerly occupied by Mr*,
Jordan, on Center street, woslu resneclftiily invito
the I tidies of Portland to call and exsiiuiino her
goa ls, w hich arc new and of tne finest quality.
French Flowers* Unis. Ate** lances* Threud*
Mullu* Vnlenecnnes*
and all the goods found in a first class Millinery store
Also an assortment of FANCY GOOIfS. Mr*, ilun h
is accustomed to visit the first class openings in New
York annually, and snares no pains in obtaining
ol fashion. Would call
styles and ail tbs novelties
attention ami prove horscl! worthv of patronage
Also StrawWork Bonnets.and Hats sewed, bleached
an

PORTLAND.

an

and Howard,
of the 19th instant.

MILLINERY!

Street,

April 23—codlrn

FLETCHER

reward of

Carriages,

Fanoy Goods,

hereby
#1000 for the arrest
chance is ottered in the manufacture ot
BUSHELS.
conviction of the burglars wlio entered the
WEand
AGOOD
K lastic (ioolU, for winch there is
established
0000
dwelling houses of Messrs. Leach, Winslow, Mosher
‘Lemar.d
and readv sale. Any 'person wishing to
in the town of
a

The Season will commence Mav 1st, and will .ml
Sept. 1st. All accidents and escapes will be at. Ihe
owner’s risk.
FOoTLit S. PALMER.
Portland. May tst, 18CG.
mayiBdrw »

in

House-Furnishing Goods,

kinds

inches,

ance.

HOOPER,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer

of Powder.

mence

REWARD !

Gideon Is six years old this spring,stands IB bln Is
and weighs loot! lbs., was sired
by Kysdyks
Hambletoniau m New York. II. by Abdulla, by
Mauibnno, by Imported Messenger. The dam of
Gideon was got by thorough bred Engineer, by Engineer, lie by Imported Messenger: thus being very
closely In-bred to Messenger, the best progenetor ot
ti oilers ever foaled.
Gideon is the only Kumblctoninn St ilBon in the
State ot Maine, and Is halt brother to
Dexter, Geo.
Wilkes, Volunteer, Shark, Bruno an 1 many others
of the fhslcst trotters in the country, and bids lair to
rival any of Ids tin.i,ms relations fa spcod or endur2

Consumers of Excelsior.

OREN

1-2 Miles from Portland*

Terms :--j0 Dollars fur the Season,

boon appcintol Agent for the Belgrade
Mills Excelsior, I am now ready to sell in
any
quantities at Factory Prices.

ken.
Mar 24—d6m

One Thousand Dollars

1

RANKIN, Agent,

UPHOLSTERERS,

22 Exchange St, over Merchants* Exchange.
We take pleasure in referring the public to the
following well known Gentlemen and businesss firms
in this city.
Hon. Israel Washburn Jr. Messrs. Lynch, Barker
«& Co.Hon. Beqj.Ivingsbury, Jr.
Messrs. Dcering, Milliken
C. M. Rice, Esq.
Isaac Emery, Esq,
Co.
Messrs. Yeaton & Hale.
John D. Lord, Esq.
Messrs. W. & C. R. Milli- Messrs. Chas. E. Jose & Co

THE Summer

FOREST CITY TROTTING PARK,

Furniture Dealers,

COLBY & TWOMBLY

in

stand for service tlie present Season, at ihe
WILL
Stables connected with the

_TO_

siring insurance.

J

Co.,

Particular Notice

Marine Cb's of well known responsibility.
they respectfully solicit the attention of all de-

......

Summer

...

55

INSTRUMENTS.

LEGAL

AfeSK-A

Catch

3, Free Street Block,

In

May 7,18G6.

aprlTdtf

Owned for the past fir* years
by
T. S. La nr/, No. Vamalboro,

For sale in Portland by Eincry, Waterhouse &
Co., and HaincB, Smith & Cook.
mayl2oodtf
Portland, Me.

HULLS, CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS,

Sale

13.

Hambletouiau Stallion
GIDEON !

BY THE

Sprint/

W. B.

In the most Reliable Fire Companies.

Agents for

H. BLAXCfl A Ki>* Agent.

Portland, April

Manufacturers of Rubber Spring Blind Fasts, Rubber Spring Door and Gate Latclies, Closet anil Furniture Catches.

&C«, &CU,

Advances

For Sale.

I).

CF“ c. c. catch.
ta/~ S. Socket with screw*point for insertion into
Blind
HT R. Rubber Spring.
So Screws Required.
Tlie cheapest, most simple, convenient and durable: most readily applied and
permanently effectual
article in the market—catches above, below, or on
either side of staple a* desired. Unaffected bv
paint,
rain or snow, or by rust—cannot lose its spring or get
out ot order.

FIRE, MARINE, LIFE and ACCI-

ALL

Grand Trunk ItaJtvaii!

the

transaction of

And

WEST!

any other route,via the

Also tickets by all principal routes through Xoston
New York from Pnrilaiul tn the Ycst, Nort and
Soutli-West. For reliable informatlffi or hektt* call
at the Union Ticket Ollice, opposite tie Preble House.

announce

on

Fast!

loss than

TICKETS

or

INSURANCE AGENCY!

Stocks of Goods, Buildings,Vessels

THE

$C

New

or

Mae

Mail Steamers sod Panama Railroad way secured
by early application at this office.
Mareli SO.
wsrOdAwtf
IMA._

SPRING TO

1

Blind

GEUEKAL

LYNCH. BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial street.

1

turishc I.

W. D. LITTLE, A|n.
Passage Tickets for California, hr the >ld

Wliari. Boston.

THROUGH

RUBBER

oheerfttUy

TBavBLuaa will And it greatly to their dvuntafe
Through Tl.keti at the
PorNami Hit it way Ticket Office. 31 Exchange Street, tap stairs.)

to prouute

YULCAISTIZED

$37,000,000.
prepared to carry tko largest amounts desired in
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
once.
Losses equitably adjusted and promptly paid.
FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.

DENT

And all needful mlociuatiou

SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,
9 T

LITTLE

the iaval Mates and the Canadas, at the
LOW EST KATES OP k AIK,

in

by

are

the

Philadelphia

EVEKY FIVE DAYS.
From Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Whart, Philadelphia,.at 10 A.M.
the PennsylvaFreight for the West forwarded
nia Railroad, and to Baltimore anti Washington by
Canal or Railroad. freed commissions.
For freight, apply to

Nov 22—dlyr

D.

and the iauadas.

IS

WEST.

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
lorm the line, and a steamer leaves each port

COMPANIES.

comer

W.

tmm

run

Agont for ail the great Leading Routs to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland iiotroit, Twitukee,
Galena. Oshkosh, 8t. Peel, LaCrossc, Oven
Bay,
Quincy, 8t. Lout, Louisville, InduuiflpoK Cairo,
&c.. and Is prepared to furnish Througi Ts-kots
from Portland te ah theptuicipsj Cities aid Towns

now

Connecticut Mutual,
Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Connecticut General,
Of Hartford.
STATE A6ENCY OF THE
New York Accidental,
Of New York*
The undersigned, Agents
Attorneys of Ihe
aiyl
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

5V* Marine Risks placed in any Boston
York Ottice desired.
Portland, Feb. & 18C6—dtf

and

to

West, South, North-West

Steamship Line.

to tlieir
undersigned respectfully
of
three-story Brick House No. 70,
friends and the business community generally,
THE
THE
Danforth and Tate Streets. It has all the mod-*
that they have perfected complete arrangements tor

ap3tf

loUTH

Boston

Of Hartford.
Of Liverpool and London.
Of New York.
Of New Y’ork.
Of New York.
Of New Y'ork.
Of Norwich.
Of Worce,ter.

-Klim,

Royal,
Continental,
Arctic,
Lorillard,
Fnlton,

Important to Travelers
zmm

dtf
AND

EDWIN NOTES,fupt.
daati

1S.1SC5._

•

FIRE COMPANIES.

for

For further particulars enquire of, or addross
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens. Freeman & Co.
Not. 11—dtf

ern

The Latest thing out—Except the
Police!
JAQUE’S EUEEKA

COMPANIES.
of

Dec

St.John.

Washington*

People’,,

For Sale.

THE

MARINE

I

Yi*"TrLink

Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
stammers as early as 8 B. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
Bor freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Browa's Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO.. No. 86 West Street,

No. 23 Exchange St.

FREIGHT FOR THE

NOW

Ar at

Orleans.

FOYE. COFFIN t SWAN.

R.

ARRANGEMENT.

(3853330 Trains leave Portland daily it rand
W
Depot) Sundays v-vcpUKlgir Aubnrn und Lewiston at *.30 A. M., and tor Banffr anil
all Intermediate Stations, at 1.16 P. M.
Retiming,
trains Irom Auburn ami Lewiston aie duu at «6o A.
M., and irum Bangor and all intermediate sat ions,
atP. M.,to coinn.i t trains for Boston.
(S’” Freight trains leave daily at S A. M.

DAY and SATURDAY, at 4 B. M., and leave Bier
38 East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
ana SATURDAY, at 4 o’ciook P. M
These vessels are luted up with Sne accommodations for passengers, making this the moot speedy,
safe and comfortable routo tor traveller,' between
New York and Maine
Passage, in State Room,
*6.00. Cabin passage #6.00. Meals extra.
(foods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal, Qnebeo, Bangor. Bath, Augusta, Eastport and

Portland. Me.

ap27dlm*

Saloon l’or Sale.
situated at Southport, near Boothbay har
bor, with good running gear and large top light,
all in
good repair, plain and limey back grounds, well

WINTER

Iukswood,
no,
ioe, tun am follows:
Leave Brown’s Whart, Portland, avery WEDNES-

STREET,

;—

MAINE CENTRAL

will until further

Feb 19,1806—eodly

MA

LINE.

ana

MUNGEB, Agent,

follows

The Company are not responsible for baggage t»
any umount exceed ing$.Vi in value (and that uerauoal) unless notice is given, and paid fur at the'rate «f
ouo passenger lor every ibmi additional value.
C. J- HkYLtUEX, Manayiny Uirtctor,
H HAILEY, ImoU Su^triiittHdant.
Portland, April 7. lego.
.0

ship, D1RIGO, Capt. H.HUtr’cvnl,
FRaN(X,N1A, capt. W. W,

on

run as

IVetruitnnd! Chicago. Sleeping Cars attached fruiu
Island Pond to Queliec and Mum real.
No Baggage cun lie received or checked alter the
tiuieabuve slated.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
From »o. Paris, Lewiston ami Auburn,
s |0 a. k
From Montreal, Quebec iko.
2l.0r. m.

The srl.ndld and fast Steam-

worth.

roe,

Wp'traias will

Morning Train for South Paris. Lewiston anil
Auburn at 7 OO a m
Mail Train lor VVatervilie,
Bangor, Gorham Island
Pond Montreal and Quebec at 110 r m
This traiu connects with Kxpreee train for Tin
onto,

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

issued

Ctuuulu.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
pg^vESga Uuarnl alter Monday, April‘Mk, 1SCC,

and Boston.

call and

B3f“Full particulars

Ot

26.1866._mh30dtf
PORTLAND AND” NEW YORK

coat as it will be for

a

m train into
pa&eugcr cars

a

traius with

P. M.

YORK.Capt

will connect for Shediac.
Freight received on days of sailing until lour
o'clock P, M.
C. C. EATON, Agent.
Feb

PROPERTY.

m.

Wnd Trunk "railway

way

AND FURNITURE.

such

WEEK.

Empress will connect for
Windsor, Digby and llalilax; ahd E. & N. A. Rail-

STOKES, STOCKS,

freight

a.

u.,2o0and

By ordur of the President.
Portland, April 28,18t0—da

Machias.
At St. John the Steamer

Company will issue perpetual policies on

this Class of property, at

200 p
and 4

At Eastiiort the Steamer Quoen will connect lor St.
Andrews, Robbinston and Caiais, with the New
Brunswick and Canada Railway, lor Woodstock ami
Houlton Stations; and Stage Coaches will connect for

Cheapest Iusur^ice in the Country.

train out and the

a.

Steam Car and Accomodation trains will run ns follows:—Leave (Torh'in for Portland at 800 a M.and
m.
Leave Portland for (iorhumat l'j 1;» p. r.

Co.

St. John.

Steamer NEW

and 9 Ou

iJu

ftlir*Stagesconnect at (jorhain for West Gorham,

Chisholm,will leave hailroud
f>ot oi State St, every MONDAY an«l THURSDAY, at 5 o'clock
AI., tor Euatport and St. John.
will
leave
St.John
MONDAY
and
Returning
every
THURSDAY, at 8 o'clock A. M. lor East port, Port-

•

on

A

at

Standish, Steep Kalis, Baldwin, bunuiark, Sehago,
liridgtou, Lovell, llirain, brownlield, Kryehurg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Corm^h,Porter. Freedom, liad’sou. and baton. N. d
At buxtou Center for VVebt Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Liiuingtou. Limington, Limerick,
Newlield,
Parsonsfield and O**ipeo
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham
Bill,
and North Windham, daily

NEW BRUNSCapt. E. H. Winchester,

If any party holding a perpetual policy,
hould desire to cancel the same, the company will
pay him back 90 per cent, of the amount paid.

FARM

C 2o p. la
Ihc 200 p. m
For eland will be
atlaoiicd.

Steamer

HOUSES.

Perpetual Policies (never expiring)

TRIPS

Hi verier Portland

Leave Portland for Saco River at 7 lo

apgUdtt

TWO

Dwelling Houses, Barns, Churches

Tlie

lseuvcoaco
p. m.

340

Street, Portland.

Calais and

Eastport,

$1,176,859.07

SCHOOL

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

Portland

International_Steani8liip

Policies issued for one or five years, on insurable
property, at current rates.
Also PERPETUAL POLICIES, which never expire, on

AND

PORTLANDS ROCHESTER R.R.

freighter passage apply to
RUSS &. STURDIVANT,
Ueni.kal Agents,
73 Commercial

170,859.07

•

arriving in

and

April 19th, I860.

$1,000,000.00

A

MA

CO.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Surplus,

landings,

\V« HATCH, Superintendent,
April 28,1SC6—dtf

the same night.
Stages w ill be in readiness at all the landings to
carry passengers to the neighboring towns.
This Steamer is 67!) tons measurement, has large
and well ventilated State Rooms, and new Furniture, Beds and Bedding, and is in all reaped s elegantly titted up for passcngois.and has large Freight room.
Freight lorwarded irow Portland by the Boston
and New York Steamers
ur Passengers by the three o’clock and Evening Express trains how Boston, on fheir arrival at
Portland, will lw taken to tlio Steamer, with their
baggage, free 0' charge.

_

FINE lot of Springfield Rifles, nearly new.
which by being changed into smooth bores, will
make the most accurate
sporting guns to be had.—
They will be sold at 60 per cent discount.
Inquire of F. G. PATTERSON, office 82£ Exchange St, Portland, Me.
mayllcodlm

one

at above named

“PERPETUAL INSURANCE!
INSURANCE

RICHMOND,”

CHARLES DEE RING. Master,
Will make two trips per week to Machios. leaving
Franklin Wharf every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
EVENJNGS.at 11 o’clock, and touchingat Rockland,
Ilcsboro, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport, and thence to Maehinsport.
RETURNING, will leave Machiasport every MONDAY and THURSDAY MORNINGS, touching

April 5,1866—dim codOm &w6wl 1

CASH

THAT

after April 24th the new,
bstantial and swift going Steam[)n and

(Head of Louq Wharf,i
POETLAND.

Valuable Lot for Sale 1
very eligible Lot on Temple Street, near
Middle Street, with the Walls thereon. There is
a good cellar with connecting drain.
Lot about 70 by
by 90 feet. Terms reasonable. Apply to

INLAND KOUTE.

JOHN W. MUNSEE, Office 166 Fore St.,

HOME

B. H.), for Lewiston and
Farmington, aiul at
Kendall s Mills with Maine i.entral B. U. lor
Banger
and intermediate stations. Fares aslotc Ou this route
as any other.
Leave Portland tor Bath, Lewiston, Augusta and
intermediate stations on Saturday only at >.00 P. M.
-Mixed Train leaves Portland ibr Bath and intermediate stations duiiy,
except Sal unlay, at 3.4.) P. M.
freight Train, with passenger car attached, will
leave Poi t.and lor
Skowhegan ami into mediate stations every morning at 7 o’clock.
Trains irom Bath and Lewiston are due at Portland
at 8.30 A M., and Irom
Skowhegan and Farmington
and all intermediate stations at 2.30 P. M. to connect
with trains for boston.
Stages lor itockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for
Solon, Anson, Norridgeweek, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan.
and lor China, East and North Vassalboro* at Vassal boro / and tor
Unity at Kendall’s ML1 l’s.
gin

STEAMBOAT COMEANY.

tor Insurance with the above named

leave Portland daily
M., lor Bath, Augusta, Wat-

t'.

Mills,Skowhegan, and intermediate
Stations,(connecting at Brunswick witli Amiroseok-

PORTLAND AND MACHIAS

OF

18{>G.

Passenger Trains

+*3&£!Z!3Bt£ af l*w>
ervino, iwcmiaU's

Returning, will leave Bangor every morning (Sundays excepted) at 5 o'clock, touching at Hampden,
Winter port, Bucksport. Belfast, Camden and Rockland, both ways. For freight or passage plea-capply
to
A. SGML KB Y,
Portland, May 15,I860.
at (ifflee on W hart.

Company received and forwarded by

Westbrook, aear Tukey’s Bridge, with a quantity
of trait trees in bearing order. One House and Lot
situated on Congress street: also about 300 to 400
cords of Hard and Soft Wood.
Apply to 15 Silver Street, Portland.
in

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Comiueuciuk Monday, April 30th,

(Sundays

“CITY

Supt.

PORTLANDAXENNEBEC R.r!

The splendid sea-going Steamers
LADY LANG, (.'apt. ¥. A. Prince,
and RLGULATOU, Capt. J. A.
Blanchard, will leave ftailroad
Whart, foot of State str et, Portevery evening,
excepted)at 11 o'cloc k,
the arrival of toe 7 o'clock Express train from

Boston.

Daniel S. Miller,
John D. Jones, President.
Charles Denvi*, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett’, 3d Vice-Prest.
J. H.Chapman, Secretary.

Applications

The new FRENCH COTTAGE,
and about seven acres of laud, situated on the Cape Cottage road, in
.Cape Elizabeth. The house contains
fourteen rooms. The sea view is unEnquire of

surpassed.

R. Warren

W. G. CHADBOURN,
Office 91 Middle St.

or on

Sturgis,
Henry K. Bogert,
Joshua J. Henry,
Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Gallard, Jr.,
J. Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnell,
C. A. Hand.
B. J. Howland,
Beuj. Babcock,
Fletcher Westray,
R-jbt. B. Minturn, Jr,
Gordon W. Burnham,
Fred’k Cbauncey,
James Low,
Geo. S. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb.
Wm.

Lowell Holbrook,

to

May 18—dtf

land,

TRUSTEES:

MA

Portland, May 12,18CC.—ti

P0RTLAND&PENOBSCOT RIVER

80,460

Henry Colt,
Wm. C. Pickersgill,
Lewis Curtis,
Chas. H. Iiussell,

li ai:

BETWEEN

$12,190,070

For SaJe,

iii Ur Portland at 7.30 A. M., 3.00 and
7.00 (express, p. M.
On
Aloutlays,
Wednesdays a> il Fridays the l x press
train to and from Boston will run via Boston A
.nun,*
B. It., stopping only at Saco,
BiUdeford, hennebunk
-North Berwick,South Berwick
Junction, Dover, Exeter, llaverluil and Lawrence. And on Tuesday*
Thursdays and Saturdays whl run via the Eastern
It. K., slopping only at oaco, Biddetenl, Kennt bunk
North Berwick, Portsmouth, Nov. buryjH.n, Salem
and Lynn.
UTA special Freight train, with passenger car attached, will leave Biudciord lor Portland daily at 8
A.M.
FRANCIS L1IA.SK,

1.00

ARBANGEMENT!-

SUMMER

3,050,025

John 1). Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. H. H. Moore,

W«-eS) i. .ti.
Leu vo Bust

t fr' Package tickets to be had ol the Agents at reduced rates.
Freight taken as usua'.
L. B1LLIM1S Agent.
-May 22nd, 1608—dtf

The Companv has
Assets, Over Twelve
Million Dollars, viz:—
United States and State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
94,828.585
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
3,330,35 J
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable, Real
Estate. Bond and Mortgages and other se-

Exchange Street.

at

o’clock. Leave Boston ilie same days at 7 P. M.
Cabin fare,.
.$1.50

Deck,....

The whole profits ol the Company revert to the
are divided annually, upon tlio Premiums terminated during ihe year; and tor which Certificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
The Dividend was 40 per cent, in each ol the years
1863-4, and 5, and 35 per cent, in lb66.

United S tales Gold Coin.
Cash in Bank

evening, (except Sunday)

eve'-y

7

Assured, and

three storied modern built BRICK
HOUSE, containing thirteen rooms, with
abundant closet room, marble tire pieces; cellar under the whole house; never foiling supply of
hard and soft water; gas throughout the house. Lot
good size with line shade trees.
The house is in fine order and located on one of the
principal streets of the city, in a good neighborhood,
and will be sold at a bargain if applied for at once.—
Can be examiued any day. Possession can be had at
once.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Comoicuciug Monday, May l lih, 1SUU,
q Passenger Trains leave Portland fi*
v*tf*r
^Boston at 8.10 A. M., 2JH) ami O.ou (t*-

Until Inrthcr notice Uic Steamers

of the Portland Steam Packet Co.
will nu tut follows

corner

#

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Arrangement!

Summer

cor.

curities,

two story
THESoutherly
with

May

Allen, Doane,

from 10 to 12 A.

House for Sale.

Sch Hepzibak. Lunt. from Bangor lor New Haven,
got aground on East Chop, Vineyard Sound 21sfc inst
where she remained. It was supposed she would be
got off next high tide.

Boston.
NEW

street*.

L. PUTNAM,

VV.

—

Sicked
ay.

PROCTER,

corner

Tans day, May 22.
ARRIVED.
Barque Andaman, Otis, Matanzas 4tli inst.
Sch Noel, (Br) Marsters, Windsor NS.
Sch J C Roker, Bogan, Portsmouth.
Sch Sarah B Harris, Wilson, Boston for Green’s
Landing.
Sch Ella Partridge, Gilbert, Trenton for Boston.
Sch Pennsylvania, Oliver, Bath tor Boston.
CLEARED.
Barque David Nichols, Coombs, Cow Bay CB—J S
Winslow.
S E
Brig Sebastopol, (Br) Bodrout, Pictou NS
Randall.
Brig Caledonia, (Br) Edgett, Hillsboro NB—master
Brig Lincoln Webb, Wylie, St John, NB—Little-

up

C.

May 22— (13w

at
NEWS LOTApply
to

MARINE
PORT

SALE!,

and half story house, has eleven finished rooms, and well arranged with closets, &c.
Has stable. The buildings are all in good order. Tbe lot contains about 3-4 acre ot good laud
under cultivation.
Situated near the Capisic Pond, about 21. miles
from City. For particulais enquire of G. THORN,
on the premises, or of

Miniature Almanac.May 23*
Sunrises.4.31 I Moon sots.1.33 AM
Sun sets .7.22 | Higli water. 6.30 PM

Kindergarten

imports.

60

jg

Sale and to

FOR

City

_

_

®

For

DATE.

China...Boston.Liverpool.May 23

600

died.

® “*

Crash,.

FOR

_

32}

Cotton Flannels,.

Medium striped

MARRIED.

22}
£2}

FROM

3d senes.102;

United States Five-twenties, 1862.
Medium Sheeting,.37.16 ® 18
do
small.
15
do
1864.
Light Sheeting.37.12J®
Shirting,.27 to 30.12,® 17
do
1865.
BLEACHED SHEETING.
United St al es Ten-lorties,.
Good Bleached Sheeting,.36. 25 ® 30
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds.
Good Bleached Sheeting,.9-8.. 35 ® 37}
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds.
Medium Sheeting.36. 20 ® 22} I Rutland Second
Mortgage Sevens.

Shirting,.27

NAME

Moro Castle.......New York. .Havana.May 23

SPOKEN.

City Bonds,.91.92
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,.91.92
Calais City Bonds,. 91.92
Cumberland National Bank,... .40. 44. 45
Canal National Bank,.100.102.103
First National Bank,.100...
102.103
Casco National Bank,.100.102.103
Merchants’ National Bank,.75.75.76
National Traders Bank,.100.101.102
Second National Bank,.100.85.90
Portland Company,.100.95.100
Portland Gas Company,.50.53. 55
Ocean Insurance Company,... .100.106.108

Market.
New Yobk. May22.
Second Board.—Stocks lower.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS*

SON,

Bath

New York Stack

Quincy

&

H. WOOD

Government 6’s, 1881,.108.109
Government 5-20,.101}-102}
State of Maine Bonds,.96.97
Portland City Bonds,.94.95

22.

—

Chicago, Burlington

WM.

Exchange Broker, Exchange St., Portland.
For the week ending May 23.
Par Value. Offered. Asked.
Descriptions.

Market•

bushels of

BY

List*

Stock and

Milwaukee, May 22.
Flour firm. Wheat irregular at 1 77 (jg 178, closing
quiet. Oats steady.
Receipts 3,000 bbls. flour, 102,000 bushels of
wheat, 25,000 bushels of oats. Shipments—70o

Amei ican

33 @
32 @
32 @

Portland Dally Press Stock

Market•.

Chicago, May

Hour, 28,000

York,
Light.

New

22.

Flour quiet, buyers »*»d sellers apart. Wheat excited, opened at 1 os @ 1 70 and closing at 166 (g) 166$
for No.. Corn advanced 2c; sales a> 534(g) 54* Oats
qniot at 32$ @ 33c. Provisions firm.
Receipts —6,000 bbls ol fiour. 37,000 bushels ol
wheat, 265,000 bushels of corn, 76,000 bushels of oats*
Shipments—32,000 bbls. of flour, 57,000 bushels ol
wheat, 99,000 bushels ol corn, 61,000 bushels oats.

ol

n

Cattle Market.

Beef Jo. lower, closing heavy; quotations at 12$ @*
17Ac. Some unsold. Receipts 6,loo head. Cows and
calve9 heavy and dull. Veals 6$ (g 12c. Sheep and
lambs lower; quotations at 4 @l< c. Receipts 18,800
head. Hogs in good demand at 10$ @ 104c. Receipts
14,900 head.

bbls.

Sheet* Pipe. KUo)
Leather.

24

...

25

at 30

mess

21

....

scarce.

and

( Barrel, p lb. 23J@
@
j Kegs, lb....
!
Lead.

@ 2 75
@ 2 02
@ 2 50
Box Bhooks.
Lime.
Pine,.100 @
Rockl’d.cask 149 @ 1 50
Bread.
Lumber.
100 lb 0 00 @11 00 Clear Piue,
Pilot
Ship.7 00 @ 8 00 Nob. 1 & 2....45 00 @50 00
Craekerst>brl 6 00 @ 6 50 No. 3. 38 00 @42 00
Craekersi>100 60 @ 55 No. 4.18 00 @20 00
Butter.
Shipping... .21 00 @24 00
Family tb... 40 @ 45 Spruce.17 00 @19 00
Store. 24 @ 26 hemlock.... 13 00 @15 00
Candles.
ClapboardB,
Mould
lb... 16 @ 17
SpruceEx..26 00 @27 00
none.
Fine Ex....
Sperm. 40 @ 42
Cement.
Shingles,
Ext.
.4
37
Cedar
@ 4 50
V brl.2 40 @ 2 50
CedarNo.1.,3 00 @ 3 25
Cheese.
Vermont# lb 20 @ 23 Lathe,
Spruce.3 25 <a> 3 50
New York.... 20 @ 23
Pine.3 50 @ 4 00
Coal—(Retail).
Molasses.
Cumberland.il 50 @12 00
Portoltico.70 @ j*
Chestnut.... 9 00 @
00
55 @ R
9
50
Cicnfuegos....
@10
Lehigh.
Red Ash. 9 50 @10 00 Trinidad. 50 @ 52}
45
White Ash.. 9 50 @10 00 Cuba Clayed.. 42 @
Coffee.
Clayed tart. 35 @
Muscovado. 47 @ 50
40
Java # lb. 37 @
30 Sug. H Syrup,
Rio. 26 @
@ 32
Nails.
Cooperage.
Cask.6 75 @ 7 00
Hhd. Sii’ks & Hds,
Naval Stores.
Mol.City...3 00 @
Sug. City.. .2 50 @;3 03 Tar p brl... .3 50 @4 25
125
Pitch
75
(C. Tartf 25 @
@
Sug. C’try..
Wil. Pitch...7 00.@ 7 50
C’try Rift Mol.
4 00 @ 8 U0
Rosin.
50
1
75
Hhd. Sli’ks.l
@
Hhd. H’d’gs,
Turpentine p
22
Soil Pine... 20 @
gal.1 10 @
Hard Pine.. 30 @ 33
Oakum.
Hoops,(14ft).37 00 @40 09 American_ 12 @ 14
K.Oak Staves50 00 @55 00
Oil.
Copper.
Kerosene,— 70 @ 75
40
Sheathing
@
Sperm.2 92 @
Cop.
Whale.1 50 @ 1 60
Y.M.Sheathing 32 @
Y. M.Bolts... 35 @
Bank.32 00 @35 00
Shore.30 00 @32 00
Cordage.
Americant>lb 19 @ 20 Pogie.28 00 @30 00
Manila. 20 @ 21 Linseed. !57*@
Manila Boltropc22 @ 22\ Boiled do.163 @
Lard.1 SO @
Drugs and Dyes.
Alcohol # gal 4 60 @
Olive.2 25 @
Aloes # tt)
38 @
Castor.3 25 @
Alum.
Neatsfoot ....2 00 @
6]@
Arrow Root... 30 @ 70
Onions.
Bi-Carb Soda 9* @ 10 Siv’skinspbl.l 50 @ 2 00
Borax. 38 @
Faints.
Portl’d Lead-16 50 @17 00
Brimstone, roll, 6 @
Pure
Grd
do.16 50 @
...135@
Camphor.
54 Pure Dry do. 16 50 @
Cream Tartar 35 @
50
1
85
Am.
@
Zinc,... 13 00 @
Indigo,.1
Rochelle Yel..
4@
Logwood ex... 17 @
Madder. 18 @ 20 Eng.Ven.Red. 4 $@
Magnesia. 48 @ 55 Red Lead. 15 @
Naptha 4* gal. 35 @ 55 Litharge. 15 @
Plaster.
Opium # lb. 9 25 @
Rhubarb.6 00 @
Soft, p ton. ..4 00 @
Sal Soda. 5 @
5J Hard.3 75 @
Saltpetre. 16 @ 28 Ground.9 00 @ 9 50
Produce.
Sulphur. 74@
Vitriol. 18 @
Beef, side p lb 12 @ 15
Veal. 10 @ 12
Duek.
No. 3,.
@ 62 Mutton. 12 @ 15
No. 10,.
@ 64 Spring Lamb. 18 @ 20
Ravens.
@ 40 Chickens. 25 @ 30
Turkeys. 28 @ 30
Dyewoods.
25
Geese. 20 @
Barwood. 3 @
Brazil Wood.. 13 @
Egg8* P doz.. 20 @ 21
90
1
9
10
bn
Camwood_
@ 00
@
Potatoes,p
5
Provisions.
Fustic,. 4 @
9
Mess Beef,
@
Hypernic.
Chicago,.. .18 00 @21 00
Logwood,
Ex Mess. .22 00 @26 00
Campeacliy. 3 @
3 Pork,
St. Domingo
22@
ExtraClear36 50 @37 00
Nic.Wood@
8 @
Peach Wood..
Clear.35 50 @36 00
Mess......31 00 @32 00
Quercitron Bk 2]@
Red Sanders.. 7 @ 10
Prime.... 24 00 @25 00
Red Wood.... 7£@
8£ Hams. 20 @ 21
Bice.
@
Sapan Wood..
Fish.
Rice, p ib.... 10*@ 13
Bum.
Co<l, # qtl.
Large ShoreO 50 @ 6 50 Portl'd distl'd2 40 @
Saleratus.
LargeBank 4 50 @ 5 00
Smsul.4 00 @ 4 50 Saleratus p lb
8$@
9$
Pollock.1 75 @ 5 75
Salt.
Haddock.2 75 @ 3 00 Turk’s Is. p
Hake.3 00 @3 50
hhd.(8bus.)4 00 @ 4 50
Herring,
Liverpool.3 75 @ 4 25
Shore. # bl.4 00 @ 5 00 Cadiz.4 00 @ 4 75
Scaled,#bx. 55 @ CO Gr’nd Butter. 30 @
No. 1. 45 @ 60
Seeds.
Mackerel #bL
Herds Grass. .6 00 @ 6 25
1..
19
50
00
West’n
Clover
No.
@20
Bay
10$@ 114
Red Top.3 50 @3 75
Bay No. 2. none.
3.
none.
50
@
Canary,.6
Bay No.
Shore No.1.22 50 @24 50
Shot.
ShoreNo.2. none.
@10 50
Drop,p lOOibs
Buck.
@11 50
LargcNo.3. none.
Flour.
Soap.
W PRtArn
Castile Am... 15 @
Superfine...? 50 @ 9 00 Crane's. 14 @
Spring Ex.10 00 @11 00 Soda.. 14 @
Choice do. 1100 @12 00 Olinc. 14 @
RedWinterll 00 @12 00 Ex. No. 1,pH) 12*@
11 @
White do. 13 00 @17 00 Family do.
St. Louis,..12 50 @17 00 No.L. 10$@
Canada,
Spices.
Superfine .10 00 @11 60 Cassia, pure.. 72 @
Fancy.11 00 @12 00 Cloves. 45 @
Extra.12 00 @14 00 Ginger. 30 @
35
Double Ex.14 00 @17 00 Mace.1 50 @
Buckwheat,.. 5 @
Nutmegs.1 25 @
90 Pepper. 30 @
40
Corn Meal- 88 @
Fruit.
Pimento. 30 @ 33
Almonds—Jordan # lb.
Stareh.
Soft Shell...
@ 34 Pearl..;. 11 @ 12
Shelled.
@ 50
Sugar.
Pea Nuts.3 00 @
Muscovado... 11 @ 12$
Hav. Brown
Citron, new... 35 @
12$@ 14
Currants.
@ 17 Hav. White... 14$@ 15
Dates.
@ 1G| Portland A.A, 11 @
Figs, new. 20 @ 25 Crashed. 1W@ 16
16
Granulated... 15i@
Prunes, new.. 14 @
Powdered.... 15|@ 16
Raisins, new,
Teas.
Bunco,#bx 4 00 @ 4124
Layer.4 25 @
Souchong.... 75 @ 90
Lemons,box. .5 50 @
Oolong. 80 @ 85
.7
00
7
50
Oranges,box.
@
Oolong, choice 85 @ 95
Grain.
Japan,, i. 90 @ 1 25
Mixed..
88
90
Tin.
Corn,
@
SouthYellow
@ 1 00 Banca, cash.. 32 @ 35
Rye.1 05 @ 110 Straits, cash.. 30 @ 33
Barley. 80 @ 90 English. 32 @ 38
Oats.
@ C5 Char. I. C..
13$@ 14*
16 J@
Shorts# ton.30 00 @32 00 Char. I. X...
17*
Tobacco.
Gunpowder.
Blasting..5 50 @ 6 00 Fives & Tens,
Best Brands 70 @ 80
Sporting.C 00 @ 7 50
Medium.... 60 @ 65
Hay.
55 @
60
Common
Pressed#tonl4 00 @15 00
Loose....13 00 @16 00 Half lbs. best
Straw.
@11 00
brands...0. 75 @ 80
Hides and Skins.
NaflLeaf, ibs.l 00 @ 125
Buenos Ayres 27 @ 28 Navy ibs. 75 @
85
Western. 18 @
19
Twine.
Cotton Sail...
Slaughter_ 8 @
@ 85
Calfskins.... 20 @ 25 Flax.....
@ 75
Lamb Skins. .1 00 @ 1 50
Varnish.
00
Iron.
Damar........3
@ 4 00
5 Furniture....2 25 @4 00
Common. 44@
Refilled.
5 @
00
@ 6 50
5£ Coach.3
8 @
Swedish.
Wood.
8£
9 Haru, retail. 10 00 @11 00
Norway. 84@
Cast Steel.... 25 @
28 Soft.0 00 @ 7 00
German Steel. 18 @ 20 Kindlingpbox 35 @ 50
Wool.
Eng.lllis.Steel 22 @
50
48 @
Spring Steel.. 11 @ 14 Fleece.
65
Sheet Iron,
Pulled. 60 @
English. 7£@
8j Lamb Skins.. 1 00 @ 1 50
R. G.
9 @
Zinc.
11J
Russia. 33 @ 37 Sheet Mossel13 @
Russ.Imit'n 25 @ 30
mann.
13$

—

with

Lard.

Cooking

iron and ail sorts

en

Apples.

^ bri. 6 00 @ 8 00
t>u.l 75 @ 2 60
Dried V it»_ 20 q> 23
20
Western do.
18 ><£
Ashes.
Pearl p !b.rono
6
7 @
Pot.

Green

$1(£160.

w

leas.

market Is quiet with

HAY—The moAet is pretty bare and prices have
advanced $1 $> ton.
HIDES AND SKINS—The market continues dull,
We continue to quote Buenos Ayres at 27@28c,
Western dry salted at 18<cgl9c, and
slaughter at 8c.
Calf skins are worth 20;a)25. Lamb skins steady at

\

>uy*i£^y

